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BACKGROUND
I have been a student of the teaching-learning process for over thirty years. My doctoral
studies at the University of Northern Colorado focused upon the development of an effective music
cuniculum and techniques of music instruction. After my appointment to the faculty at Parkland
College in. 1970, it became apparent that my theoretical concepts of curriculum and instruction
could be applied in. a practical manner. The existing music courses were Music Appreciation,
Music Fundamentals, Music Theory (incorporating ear-training), Chorus, Band, and Class Piano.
My goal was to develop the best community college music program possible. I subsequently
developed our current music tran.sfer program over several years on a course by course approach,
based on student needs for transfer. Today, the goal remains the same, but the means to achieve
the goal have changed considerably.
The articulation of our program with neighboring Universities became a major concern., as
there was little curricular agreement amoog the senior institutions. Illinois State University, for
example, disagreed (and continues to disagree)with the University of Illinois in. the pedagogy and
structure of the music theory curriculum. lnformation about the levels of competency which might
be expected from students upon completion of two years of music theory was m1njmal or not
available. As a result of the apparent disagreement and lack of consensus among university theory
departments, Illinois two-year colleges were receiving very little curricular guidance toward the
adequate preparation of music transfer students.
I decided to address the problem in my Doctor of Education dissertation, "Undergraduate
Music Theory Cunicula: A Comparison of Faculty and Student Perceptions at Seven State
Universities in Illinois. "(see Appendix A) The purpose of the study was to advance ways and
means by which the Wld~raduate music theory curricula in Illinois could be better articulated, and
to determin,e if the perceptions and expectations of music theory faculty and students were similar
concerning various aspects of the design and organization of the music theory cutriculum.
To assess the extent of agreement on the needed areas of study, the organization of content,
and expected outcomes of a two-year music theory program, I spent the summer of 1972 gathering
music theory materials from the universities and in November scheduled and organized a music
theory articulation workshop on the University of Illinois campus. At the ti.me, I was chair of
Higher Education of the Illinois Music Educators Association, and was a member of the IMEA
Task. Force in Articulation. The workshop was well attended by representatives of at least
seventeen Universities and Colleges; a sense of purpose and cooperative spirit prevailed.
Based on my research and the results of the workshop, I prepared a questionnaire which was
administered in the first three class days of Januaty, 1973, to undergraduate music theory faculty
and their students at seven state universities in Illinois. Subsequently, I presented the results of the
study at the state conference of the IMEA in Arlington Heights on Januaty 26, 1973. Conclusions
of the study were very helpful to me in refining our music program at Parkland, and I trust they
were of help to those p.lanning and impleme.nt:ing music programs at other community colleges.
I have remained active in the Illinois Music Educators Association, but I have taken a moreactive role in the Association of Illinois Music Schools (AIMS) which has become a more effective
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forum for college and university interaction (see Appendix B). AIMS has been wrestling with
problems of articulation since the mid-eighties, and I have always been an active participant.
In 1996 I became chair of the task force on music theory which enabled me to gather needed
information for my Sabbatical more effectively. I presented a summary report of my research to
AIMS college and university faculty and administrators on October 11, 1996 at Illinois State
University (see Appendix B).

In addition to membership in IMEA and AIMS, I became a member of the music panel of
the Illinois Articulation Initiative in 1993 as the Associate of Fine Arts Degree was being
formulated. Dale Ewen, Parkland's Vice president of Academic and Student Services, is on the
steering panel and is co-chair of Illinois Transfer Coordinators. Parkland may have been the first
community college to adapt the guidelines, and our AFA Degree appeared in the 94-95 catalog.
A selected compilation of the Illinois Articulation Initiative materials is included in Appendix C.
STATE RESEARCH ON PROBLEMS ·oF STUDENT TRANSFER AND ARTICULATION
The May 6, 1997 report from the Illinois Board of Higher Education to faculty participants
in the Illinois Articulation Initiative ~ed that "enrollment in the baccalaureate-transfer program
represents just over half of total community college undergraduate enrollment and seems to be on
the rise." Table 1 on page 3 (see Appendix D) reveals that although 212, 182 students enrolled in
Illinois Comm.unity Colleges in 1996, ..w:lly-23,317 were awarded an Associate Degrge.
Baccalaureate-Transfer enrollment was 53%; with 112,779 enrollees. Assuming that there would
be sixty percent freshmen and forty percent sophomores, perhaps only half of the sophomores
were awarded a degree. One wonders what became of the other half.
Is the graduation percentage better at senior institutions? Pages four and five of the May 6,
1997 report state that "follow-up studies of community college-to-baccalaureate transfers have
shown that about half of the transfers earned a bachelor's degree within four years of transfer." A
study in May, 1994 found that "just under half (47.2 percent) of the traditional community collegeto-public university transfers in the 1988 entry cohort earned a bachelor's degree within six years
of starting college." (p. 6) This would imply that of the above mentioned 23,317 recipients of an
associate deg~....rully eleven. or: twelve thousand ever received a bachelor's degree.A logical
conclusion might indicate that half of the transfer students mysteriously disappear every two years
from class rosters at either two-year or four-year institutions Despite these discouraging statistics,
the goal of the Park.land Music Department is to graduate 100 per cent of our sophomores with
AFA degrees.
There is an encouraging entry on page six of the May 6, 1997 report, however. It
confirmed previous findings that students who completed an associate degree were much more
likely to complete a bachelor's degree. In 1991, "54 percent of the traditional transfers who earned
associate degrees before transferring earned their bachelor's degrees within six years, while only
37 percent of the transfers who did not earn an associate degree did so." The obvious implication
for the Parkland music program is that our success in transferring students who will eventually
graduate with a baccalaureate will improve as we succeed in conferring more AFA degrees. This
goal should now be attaloable, as the former AA general education requirements for music and art
majors had been difficult to achieve for all but the exceptional student. Most music students at
Parkland transferred without a degree.
Other assuring information is affirmed in the 1991 Illinois study: "47. 7 percent of the
students that enrolled~ in public universities earned their bachelor's degrees within six years".
Compared to "native" students, the above 54 percent baccalaureate graduation rate of students who
had also earned an associates degree looks terrific! Even the 47.2 percent graduation rate
mentioned above (which includes_all transfers) affirms that "students who begin theirbachelors's
·
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degree at a community college and then transfer to a public university are as successful
in.completing their bachelor's degrees as those students who start at a public university."
Parkland College in. all probability will have an even better transfer success rate than the average
Illinois community college, but it is obvious that we have much work to do in. preparing successful
music graduates.
Fin.ally, one sobering thought for aspiring music transfer students. Ad.mission to some
music schools is extremely competitive due to limited space. For this reason, AFA aspiring music
students are remin.ded in. our Parkland catalog that satisfactory completion of the recommended
courses alone does not guarantee ad.mission. This cautionary statement is required by the state
within each of the Illinois Articulation Initiative Baccalaureate Major Recommendations.
Students~ be assured, however, that the AFA will transfer effectively and efficiently.
At its meeting on May 6, 199?, the Illinois Board of Higher Education approved the following
addition to its undergraduate education policies on transfer and articulation:
d Stut/e.JJ/s admitl:edin lnlllSfer w/Jo /Jafi'e metprosn1111 e.nnyrequire..me.ots 011d
/Jare satisfaCIDJilyC0.111plet:etl courses tlar:ribedin ao Dli.oois Articula1:io.o I.oitialive BaCC'JllaureJIJl! Major Cun:iculll.111 Reco.01..111entlatio.o at a lf.f!P'tmally octredir.etl
Dli.oois college or 1mbrersityslloultl b e ~ credit cowardsfulfilliog t/Je
receiTiog iostitutio.o .r complll'llble Jower-tliw'sio.o requireme.ots for 1:/Jat specific
major. When:" 11tl.111issio.o is CD.111petitive,, completioo ofa Baccalauretl/e' Major
Reco.01..111mtlatio.o does .notgull/'IINee admission. (See Appendix D , Item #4C).

COMPARISON OF PROGRAM ARTICULATION AND TRANSFER REQUIREMENI'S
Another hurdle exists for AFA or AA graduates, and my in.vestigation attempted to address
it:; Some Illi.o.ois Universities have a sophomore competency examination (see Appendix E) which
is to be taken in. the spring semester of the sophomore year by all music students, transfer or
native. Passing the evaluation enables a student to enroll in. 300 level courses at the Junior level.
Illinois State University has a veiy detailed and well-organized evaluation procedure called
the Senior College EYamioatinn. The examination is ad.ministered to all lSU undergraduate music
majors, regardle§of degree and sequence. The purpose of the exam is to assure that aural skills,
applied performance, theory/history/literatore knowledge and music reading skills are appropriate
for students completing second year course work. The exam also allows faculty to make a
collective assessment of student progress. Appropriate further study may be prescribed. The
sixteen page document provides additional examples of music .that could be used for sight-reading.
Northern. I1linois University has also opted to award transfer credit in theory through
evaluative testing, rather than through articulation. The Sophomore Competency E:x:amin.ation is to
· be completed before a student attaiJ1s junior status. The written part of the enmioation covers
theory as well as common musical terms. The student is also orally assessed in knowledge of
music literature and history. Aural skills are tested through sight-singing. NIU is currently in the
process of modifying the requirements for keyboard proficiency. It appears that even piano
performance majors were struggling with the requirements.
Both NIU and ISU should be com.mended for detailing their requirements. The procedure
forces both student and faculty to focus on the outcomes of learning, and gives a transferring
student an equal chance to prepare for the exam regardless of the text or software programs
employed in. the first two years of music study.
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Western Illinois University requires completion of the Basic Music S.k:ills Assessment
before registration in 300 level courses. Surprisingly, the levels of performance expected are what
the faculty believe should be attained by a student after one year of college music study. The test
consists of a written statement, performance of a prepared selection, sight-playing, aural
identification of meter, sight-singing of melody and rhythm, and piano sight-playing and
harmonization. An interview with a committee of faculty concludes the evaluation. WIU is
presently modifying the sophomore assessment procedure.

Millikin University holds the record for the number of possible tests given upon completion
of the sophomore year. There are twelve different Sophomore Barrier Exams in brass,
woodwinds, percussion, strings, and keyboard. Each exam covers scales, intervals, chord
structures, and sight-singing. Theory and literature requirements are articulated.
Eastern Illinois University could furnish only minimum levels of achievement for the .
Bachelor of Music in Keyboard Emphasis. EIU is willing to accept AFA degree transfer students
if the applied performance audition is successful. Many of our graduates have transferred to EIU
very successfully.
Both campuses of Southern Illinois University are willing to accept AFA degrees in music
if the theory sequences have covered similar material. Carbondale requires a test of counterpoint
s.kills. Edwardsville does have a twenty-five station computer lab, and appears to be much ahead
of its sister campus in the use of technology in the cutriculum.
·
The University of Illinois is the most reticent major univP.rsity in the study. Few details of
the audition requirements are listed. Prospective applicants must demonstrate natural musical
ability, accurate technical. facility, and- knowledge of music fundamentals. After the audition, a
theory interview is given, and presentation of original compositions, arrangements, are invited.
Parkland music students have long been aware that admission to the University of Illinois
music school is difficult, but the hardy few who are admitted have succeeded with a sense of real
accomplishment. We encourage our music majors to study as soon as possible with a UIUC music
professor through our MUS 180, 181, 280, and 281 applied music courses. The audition process
is eased considerably when the performance capabilities-of each student are well known by at least
one faculty member. We CUtTently have students who are traveling weekly to Illinois State
University for mu-sic instruction to facilitate eventual transfer to ISU. Music students who transfer
to UIUC from Parkland "rarely have the knowledge of twentieth century music needed to
proficiency our fourth semester of theory," according to Heidi Von Gunden, chair of the Theory
Department..

CURRENT APPROACHES TO MUSIC TRANSFER SUCCESS AT PARKLAND
The Parkland College Music Department has been actively incorporating computer
technology into the music cutriculum as a means of enhancing active, individualized, and
multi.modal student learning. The administration of Parkland has a strong commitment to the use of
technology in the disciplines, and supported the initial acquisition of sixteen digital pianos followed
in succeeding years by the ten station music computer lab. This fall we will be addi.Jlg additional
computers to the piano and theory class room in C146.
The music faculty recognizes that the traditional methods of teaching encourage teaching
students as a "class" and allow little variation of the pace of learning. The use of the computer as
an instructional tool permits student-centered achievement and allows individualization of
instruction. Most of our courses have been modified to make optimal use of the new technology to
assure that even beginning students will benefit from use of the new individualized learning tools.
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The technology is now integrated into literature and appreciation classes as well as piano and
theory/aural skills classes.
Parkland's music software programs are carefully chosen to augment classroom instruction
and provide a proactive learning environment in which visual, aural and kinesthetic learning are
involved. This combination of integrated multimedia with the traditional lecture format should
result in much better student comprehension and facilitate retention of major concepts. Students are
able to pursue composition in a means unavailable to students just a few years ago through our
Fimlle music notation software. Professional manuscript creation and the immediate playback of a
composition encourages student creativity and enhances the ability of the student to study, analyze
and evaluate their own work and that of other students.
CURRICULUM ADAPTATIONS PROMPTED BY THE STUDY
The music curriculum at Parkland has been recently fine-tuned to conform with state
guidelines for the AFA degree. The credit granted for aural skills classes bas been reduced from
two hours credit to one hour credit with expanded computer laboratory time expected of each
student. music majors were formerly required to take two semesters of Music History. We have
returned to the one semester Music Literature class that I originally obtained approval for in the
mid-seventies .. The applied music courses have also been adjusted to meet the AFA guidelines.
Parkland students have in the recent past have been encouraged to find time in their
schedules for non-required classes such as Conducting, and Class Voice I and II. CUtTently
students are being advised that these classes should be taken only if the recommended sequence of
courses for the AFA degree is being followed.and the resulting overload can be justified. Fulfilling
the General Education requirements should be the student's first priority. Those class offerings
that are .not essential for the AFA transfer which enjoy strong enrollment from the community and
.non-transfer students should continue to be scheduled .
. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

A listing of possibilities for improving our program facilities and hardware would include:
1) acquiri.Jlg the J..:fJ:il'resystem to accompany vocal or instrumental performances. This would be
installed in a studi_o/practice area (C147), and would allow access to a variety of accompaniment
mediums that allow the soloist to vary the tempo and still be followed exactly by the
accompaniment. Singing with our Claire software in our cun-ent lab is not CUtTently possible
without b otheri.ng others
2) A computer in the C147 studio which would dramatically improve our ear-training classes and
enhance·student competence in sight reading and pitch accuracy.
3) incorporating an instructors computer in C148 and C142 with LCD panels or projection
units(preferable). General Education classes would benefit from slide shows that could be created
from such software programs as .Directat; AstoU.lld or Pe/Yllasioo. Digital photographs, scanned
images, clip art , or other visual images could be employed. Interactive listening tools wired into
the stereo system of C148, for example, would enable the class to view the form of a composition
while listening to sound clips of particular sections prepared by the instructor from any CD. Of
course, there are already available many excellent CD-ROM packages which play a music selection
while verbal descriptions of musical events flash by on the screen. Famous paintings can be
displayed to music, and antique instruments can play and be displayed at the same time. Parkland
already owns several CD-ROM programs.
4) adding a network access port in C142 and C148 to enable access to libraries of multimedia
resources--digital movies, photographs, graphics, sound files, and so on--that instructors can
download in class as needed.
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Recommended changes to the curriculum are minor:
5) We could add an observation class for music education students who will transfer to colleges
and universities that may require sophomores do 100 hours of observation in the public schools
6) A recital class (0 hours credit) should be required each semester. Grading would be pass-fail.
7) Music theory texts which emphasize twentieth century music and allow extensive use of the
computer are needed. My research shows that there is little agreement on the ideal text among the
colleges and universities, but the search for a better text is unending. (see Appendix E)
OBSERVATIONS, OPINIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This study revealed that Parkland College has emerged as a leader in the use of
technology to enhance and individualize traditional music study for every music student. The
majority of universities and private colleges studied at the time of this report had not made notable
use of computer labs as a required part of most music classes. Perhaps the large numbers of
students enrolled at the senior institutions make weekly assignments in each class impossible
because of the physical size of the computer labs assigned to music; perhaps budgetary restraints
prevent the purchase of the number of MID I stations that would be required to assign computer use
to every music major class. Parkland students are entitled to at least one hour minimum of
computer lab use per week for each class, and have enjoyed a real learning advantage over the
average university or college music student.
The software utilized by many of the p~..icipating universities and colleges in the spr'...ng of
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software listing at Parkland is much more extensive than could be found at any of the universities
or colleges .iil the spring of 1996.
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We must not .neglect the career oriented students and community residents who do not plan
· to transfer as music education or performance majors. Many students outside the transfer track

continue to enroll in various transfer and music performance course offerings as well as recording,
class guitar, and Finale composition. Many students at the University of Illinois have been
enrolling at Parkland in the recording and Finale classes. The music department should attempt to
accommodate the needs of the community of potential students of all ages who do not plan to
receive a baccalaureate degree.·
The AFA Degree is to be implemented statewide Summer 1998 along with the General
Education Core Cwriculum and nine other Baccalaureate Majors' Recommendations. On May 15,
1997, ioformation on the General Education Core Curriculum and the database of institutional
courses matched to the course descriptions included in it will become available to the public on the
Illinois Articulation Initiative's World Wide Web site: http://wwwiTransfer.org (see Appendix D).
The Association of Illinois Music Schools will be posting information about university music
programs affiliated with AIMS at Web site http://www.wiu.edu/users/mimus/aims. Both sites are
intended for use by faculty, administtators and students. Access to needed information about
programs and curriculum should soon be much easier to obtain.
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ABSTRACT

Hoffman, Erwin James. "Undergraduate Music Theory Curricula: A
Comparison of Faculty and Student Perceptions at Seven State•
Universities in Illinois." Unpublished Doctor of Education
dissertation, University of Northern Colorado, 1975.
During the 1972-73 academic year a lack of agreement among
Illinois university music departments was evident in the organization
and content of the undergraduate music theory curriculum.

In addition,

information about competencies which might be expected from students on
completion of two years of music theory was minimal or not available.
As a result of the apparent disagreement and lack of consensus among
university theory departments, Illinois two-year colleges were receiving
very little curricular guidance toward the adequate preparation of music
transfer students.
The purpose of the study was to advance ways and means by which
the undergraduate music theory curricula in Illinois could be better
articulated, and to determine if the perceptions of music theory faculty
and students were similar concerning various aspects of the design and
organization of the music theory curriculum.
To assess the extent of agreement on the needed areas of study,
the organization of content, and expected ot1tcomcs o[ a two-year.music
theory program, a questionnaire was administered in January, 1973, to
undergraduate music theory faculty and their students at seven state
universities in Illinoj_s.

The resulting data were analyzed and
iii

presented in tabular and narrative form.

Music theory faculty and

student opinions were compared and analyzed on every item.

In addition,

the opinions of pertinent student subgroups were noted on some items.
The following findings resulted:
1.

Theory faculty and students agreed that undergraduate music
theory departments should not vary the curriculum for any
particular student group such as future music teachers.

2.

The traditional curriculi.nn of eighteenth and nineteenth century harmony and counterpoint is seen to be more important to
faculty than to the student group, which substituted academic
. areas not often taught in a separate theory course format in
their ranking.

3.

Student respondents accepted difficult performance objectives
that they perceived as being needed by a functioning musician,
while theory faculty disapproved of many student performance
objectives.

4.

The idea of prefacing composition with exercises, analysis,
and imitation of the "masters" had not been discarded by
student respondents but appeared to be waning with theory
faculty.

5.

Students showed a preference for a separate theory course
format structured by a textbook and rules, while an inte~
grated course format was favored by music theory faculty as
the most effective means to correlate and sequence needed
content and experiences of music theory.

Several conclusions are apparent from the data set forth in the
study.

These are summarized as follows:
· iv

1.

It appears that Illinois music theory faculty and students
will welcome increased standardization of the undergraduate
music theory curriculum.

2.

A reexamination by music theory faculty of current priorities
in the theory curriculum will apparently be necessary in
order to allow for increased emphasis on areas of study and
performance skills which are seen to be most necessary by
theory students.

3.

The music theory faculty may be expected to offer resistance
to student urging for increased curricular emphasis on the
applied performance of theory and analysis concepts.

4.

Undergraduate theory students may often be more conservative
than their instructors regarding course format and ·organization in composition and in the principles of harmonic
practice.

5.

Music theory students may be expected to favor a structured
curriculum over a more individualized approach, but it appears
that a major change from traditional music theory instruction
to a less restrictive curricular organization may be initiated
,

by undergraduate music theory faculty in Illinois universities.
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND ITS TREATMENT
Need for the Study
The recent growth of new two-year colleges in Illinois has
resulted in ever-increasing numbers of students who elect to complete
the first two years of music study at a college close to their homes
before transferring to a four-year college or university.

This sit-

uation often causes problems for students who desire to transfer
community college music credits to a state university.
Many of these problems apparently stem from a lack of agreement
between two- and four-year music department faculties as to:

(1) the

most effective means of planning and organizing the curriculum to best
implement student and faculty goals; (2) the areas of music study and
types of experiences that are needed to achieve desired goals of
attainment; and (3) the desired level of competency that students
should exhibit on completion of two years of music study.
An examination of catalogs, course outlines, curriculum guides,

and other available information from Illinois higher education music
departments confirms the extent of the above problems and reveals an
apparent .lack of agreement on curricular scope and sequence.

Infor-

mation about the levels of achievement or competency expected from
students upon completion of freshman and sophomore music courses is
often minimal or not available.

It appears that more information is needed to help the two-year
college more effectively prepare transfer music students.

In recog-

nition of the problem, the Illinois Music Educators Association formed
a Task Force on Articulation in 1971 in an attempt to establish more
clearly defined and updated curricular recommendations.

The 1972

report of the IMEA Task Force introduced a possible remedy to the
existing situation by recommending that a four-step competencyoriented model in music theory curriculum design be followed by all
institutions of higher education in Illinois. 1
As a first step the report recommended that terminal performance
objectives, meaning those abilities that a student should have at the
end of the first two years of study, should be formulated and adopted
by all Illinois two- and four-year colleges and universities.

Seven

broad terminal performance objectives were listed in this report as a
guide to curriculum development.

Further clarification is needed

regarding the scope, sequence, and expected degree of difficulty of
each objective, and research is probably needed to indicate the
acceptability of such terminal performance objectives to faculty and
students.
At the second step in this music curriculum design, educators
should be directed to supply "a variety of musical experiences through
which the participating student can gain a level of competency necessary for meeting the terminal objectives. 112

Examples of these

1 rllinois Music Educators Association, "Report of the Task Force
on Articulation to the Illinois Music Educators Higher Education
Council" (Unpublished report, 1972), p. 3.
2 Ibid., p. 3.

experiences were not included in the IMEA Task Force Report, and at
present little Illinois data exist to help curriculum planners determine the types of music experiences or the areas of music theory
study that are desired by either faculty or students.
The third step recommended by the IMEA Task Force would involve
organization of appropriate music materials into a logical and sequential course structure.

The report reconnnended adoption of an

integrated musicianship approach and quoted the Music Educators
National Conference Commission on Teacher Education in recommending
that
• • • a sequential course in comprehensive musician~hip become the basis of training for all undergraduate
musicians, replacing fragmented courses in theory,
ear-training, history and literature. Such a course,
based on active involvement in listening, performance,
improvisation, composition, aural analysis, history,
and criticism, could provide material from all musics
rather than perpetrate the primacy of the common
practice style in theory represented by examples of 1
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Western art music.
Before implementation of any new educational format~ however, an
assessment of student and faculty reaction to salient features of the
proposed approach would be justified.
The fourth step of the curriculum planning process, according
to the IMEA model, would consist of deciding teaching methods and
strategies.

This aspect of the design should probably be the respon-

sibility of each music department, although research could assist the
teacher in making appropriate decisions on this level in addition to

~ENC Commission on Teacher Education, t'An Interim Report on
Teacher Education in Music," Nusic Educators Journal, LVII (October,
1970), p. 42.

the other three steps.
Despite obvious merits of the IMEA plan) research is apparently
needed in order to more effectively implement the above music curriculum strategy.

Two earlier Illinois curriculum studies have also

pointed out the need for research that would in effect coincide with
steps two and three of the IMEA model.
Moore

1

and Mason

2

both urged investigation of course content as

an aid to articulation between two- and four-year schools.

Mason also

recommended that further research and study be done in Illinois to
"ascertain the desirability of integrated music theory versus separate
offerings of the component skills. 113
It can be concluded that only limited information is available
to help music faculty at any given Illinois college plan and organize
a music theory curriculum that would articulate effectively with other
state institutions of higher education.

In view of the above recom-

mended research and the need to enlarge the scope of the initial
efforts toward music theory articulation in Illinois, it would appear
that there is a need for a study to serve in this capacity as a guide
for direct dialogue and cooperative planning between the two- and
four-year colleges in Illinois.

1Ray P. Moore, "Existent Music Curricula in Illinois Public
Junior Colleges and Effect upon Student Transfer" (Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, Southern Illinois University, 1966), p. 109.
2 Retha Mason, "The Junior College Music Curriculum--the Rela-

tionship between Two-Year and Four-Year Institutions," Illinois
Journal of Education, LVII, No. 2 (March, 1966), pp. 25-27.
3 rbid. , p. 27.

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to advance ways and means by which
the undergraduate music theory curricula of seven state universities
in Illinois could be better articulated, and to determine if perceptions of music theory faculty and students were similar concerning:
(1) the structural design, selection and organization of areas of
music study and types of experiences needed by freshman and sophomore
music theory students, and (2) sample abilities that could demonstrate
levels of competency expected by music theory students on completion
of two years of instruction.
Assumptions Underlying the Study
Certain basic assumptions were maintained throughout the
pursuit of this study:
1.

The design of the two-year transfer program enables com-

petent students to transfer from two-year to four-year schools;
therefore a clearer focus on the present thinking of faculty and
students at the senior institutions regarding the music theory curriculum should be of primary importance in providing a sense of

.

direction to initial articulation efforts.

These efforts could later

include the reorganization of existing theory curricula and the
organization of new theory courses.
2.

A higher degree of coordination among colleges and univer-

sities could be achieved if the curriculum incorpor~ted student input
in planning types and areas of effective music experiences to be
included in a two-year theory course of study.
3.

Construction of a comprehensive listing

of

desired

terminal performance objectives or competencies should follow the
establishment of guidelines that outline areas of study and types of
experiences to be included in these objectives.
4.

It was assumed that the music theory curricula of the state

universities in Illinois would benefit from further articulation in
the areas of music studied, experiences offered, and competencies
required at completion of two years of study.
5.

Music transfer students need more consistent university

entrance and achievement requirements which could hopefully result
from increased university agreement on music theory goals and
objectives.
6.

Although this study utilized data from state universities

exclusively, the resulting conclusions and recommendations could also
assist music departments of other Illinois two- and four-year colleges
in curriculum planning.
Delimitation and Scope of the Study
The study was limited to the seven major Illinois Universities:
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Illinois State University
at Normal; Northern Illinois University at DeKalb; Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale; Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville; Eastern Illinois University at Charleston; and Western Illinois
University at Macomb.

Each university has a long-established music

theory program, and is a public tax-supported.institution.

Other

four-year or two-year public or private colleges in Illinois were
excluded.

Only freshman and sophomore music theory students and their

instructors were asked to complete the questionnaire.

Other areas of

the music or fine arts curriculum were not included in the scope of
this study.
This study was considered a first step in the complex process
of planning an effective theory curriculum.
attempt to:

As such, it did not

(1) define comprehensive behavioral objectives or out-

comes that could follow a determination of student needs and expectations; (2) define boundaries of course content or music experiences
needed upon completion of each term or level of music theory instruction; (3) present an evaluation of the adequacies of individual
university programs in meeting student needs and expectations in any
of the above areas of curriculum design; or (4) define problems
encountered by transfer students at individual universities.
Method of Investigation
In order to facilitate the treatment of the problem, the
collective judgment of music theory faculty and students was sought
concerning various aspects of the music theory curriculum.
(1)

As a starting point, the writer organized an Illinois Music

Educators Association theory articulation workshop on November 4,
1~72, for all public and private college and university music theory
instructors in Illinois.

Strengths and weaknesses of individual

programs were discussed, and information regarding course requirements,
outlines, objectives and examinations was exchanged.
(2)

An exploratory opinionnaire (Appendix A) was also con-

structed and administered to instructors attending the workshop.
Items that were included in the instrument were evolved from extensive
reading regarding the design and implementation of theory programs at

both national and state levels.

Individual questions pertained to

(a) selection of types of music curriculum structure and possible
teaching and planning strategies best suited to facilitate comprehension of music theory concepts; (b) identification and organization of
areas of content and types of experiences needed by freshman and
sophomore theory students; and (c) assessment of sample abilities
that could demonstrate student competency at the completion of two
·years of music theory.
(3)

In order to assess student opinion the instrument was then

administered to the writer's music theory students.

Comments and

suggestions for improvement were encouraged from both faculty and
student groups.
(4)

The tabulated results of both initial_ surveys were dis-

cussed by a research seminar at the University of Illinois to help
ascertain the most controversial or important areas for research.
Aspects of the instrument that appeared to merit further study were
retained and others were deleted.

Some items were added as suggested

by members of the seminar.
(5)

To make the data more usable, the original form of the

opinionnaire was revised and put into a standard attitude scale format
to better assess representative aspects of the process of music
curriculum design and organization.
(6)

The revised questionnaire (Appendix B) was administered to

the writer's music theory classes for further revision and then coded
for computer data processing.
(7)

In order to achieve maximwn cooperation from participants

at each state university the endorsement of the Illinois Music

Educators Association Task Force on Articulation was obtained.
(8)

The chairman ·of each university music theory department

consented to participate in the study and supplied information. regarding the numbers of faculty and students in the undergraduate theory
courses in his institution.
(9)

Questionnaires were prepared for the entire population of

faculty and students.

Each theory chairman received and distributed

to the theory faculty numbered questionnaires, cover letters to
instructors (Appendix C), and envelopes in which all completed and
uncompleted questionnaires would be sealed after the administration
of the instrument by each instructor.
(10)

Each instructor was requested to write the word "faculty"

on his own questionnaire, and administer student questionnaires after
ascertaining that no student had previously completed the instn.nnent.
The instructor then sealed completed and blank instruments in the
envelope provided before returning them to the theory chairman.
Questionnaires were distributed on January 1, 1973, and were returned
to the theory chairman no later than January 4, 1973.
Treatment of the Data
In order to facilitate as many ways as possible to treat the
data, the total student group was divided into the following subgroups:

(1) first-year theory students; (2) second-year theory

students; (3) students intending to be music teachers; (4) students
intending to be professional performers; (5) students with other
career plans; (6) students who studied music theory in high school;
and (7) students who studied music theory in another college.

Faculty

members were not divided into categories.
The first three questions of the instrument were completion
statements designed to elicit a single answer of "yes" or "no" to as
many as five answers to the statement.

A single "yes" or "no" or

various combinations of the five completions to the statement,
including an "other" response, was possible.
Question~ four and five required only one response for statement
completion.

Questions six through sevente.en utilized a four-point

scale response in which the subject was instructed to select one item
that best described his opinion or belief. as "strongly agree,"
"disagree," or "strongly disagree."

11

agree ,11 .

Items were selected and sorted so

as to obtain an approximately equal number of positive and negative
responses.

Absolute frequencies, relative frequencies, and a weighted

mean were noted in narrative and tabular form on these questions.
In determining the mean rating of each item by any particular
group, such as faculty, each item was rated in the following manner:
"Strongly Agree" was rated 1; "Agree" as 2; "Disagree"· as 3; "Strongly
Disagree" as 4.

A weighted mean for each item could then be obtained

by totaling the faculty ratings for a given item and dividing by the
total number of responses for that item.

Thus, a final rating for a

given item less than 2.5 represents a favorable response and greater
than 2.5 an unfavorable response.

A rating of 2.5 could be interpret-

ed as a neutral response.
Question eighteen listed nineteen areas of music study.

The

subject was asked to select those areas of study that should be
included in undergraduate theory programs, and then rank the five most
important areas of concentration.

Cumulative rank for each item

ranked "1" to "5" may be determined by the formula:

n 1 = the number of respondents ranking an item of first importance;
n2

= the number of respondents ranking an item of second importance;

n3

= number ranking an item of third importance; etc.

persons not ranking an item is n 6 •

1

The number of

For example, if, out of 1000

responses to a single item from the list of nineteen possible areas
of music study, 800 persons ranked the item as of first importance
{n 1 ), 100 persons ranked the item as of second importance (n 2 ), and
in sequence 50 ranked the item third; 20 ranked the item fourth; 20
ranked the item fifth, and 10 did not rank the item,, the formula
would rank the item. as 1.45.
800 + 200 + 150 + 80 + 100 + 120
1000

=

1. 45

The most important items have the lowest index numbers and the least
important areas of study the highest.

Any possible ties were.broken

by referring to the frequency of "yes" responses.
student

and faculty groups were determined.

Differences between

For clarity, the fre-

quency of no-response answers were noted on all items in the tables
in this section in order to account for 100% of all respondents
completing the questionnaire.
Relatively high reliability of the data was sought by polling

· 1 Taro Yamane, Statistics, an Introductory· Analysis (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1963), p. 40.

the entire student and faculty population of freshman and sophomore
classes of the major state universities.
to keep reliability of the data high:

Other means were employed

(1) items on the questionnaire

were decided by the literature, teacher opinion, and student
evaluation; (2) completed initial data was scrutinized by a music
education seminar at the University of Illinois; (3) rewritten
questionnaires were constructed so that in some instances one item
checked another; and (4) the instrument was tested in the writer's
music theory classes and again revised.

As an aid to uniformity and

to assure confidentiality of responses, questionnaires were numbered
before sending to each university, and envelopes of completed questionnaires were sealed by each section instructor before they were
returned to the theory chairman.

Students were not informed before-

hand of the date of administration of the questionnaire.
Organization of the Study
Chapter I is a statement of the problem and description of the
procedure and techniques used.

Chapter II is a discussion of research

in music related to this investigation.

Chapter III sets forth the

results obtained through the investigation.

Chapter IV presents a

summary, gives conclusions, and offers recommendations.

A bibliog-

raphy, appendices, and vita complete the study.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of thjs study the following definitions were
selected:
Articulation: the process of arranging the instructional
programs in successive levels so that a closely
interlocking, continuous, and consistent educational

environment is provided for students. Specific implication will be inferred in planning undergraduate music
theory programs.
Course: organized subject matter in which instruction is
offered within a given period of time and for which
credit for graduation is usually given.
Curriculum: a course of study, instruction, and activities
that the college offers in qualifying a student for
graduation.
Program: refers to a group of courses of instruction and
other educational activities which fulfill a given
function of the college; such as the transfer,
terminal, or general education functions.
Music theory: that area of systematic study existing as
a means for developing understanding and competence
in dealing with problems of music expression.
Primary attention is given to the structure and
progression of harmony; the organization and contour
of melody; rhythm; and tonality.
:Musicianship: includes courses in Fundamentals of Music,
Harmony, Sight-singing and Ear-training, Keyboard
Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition, Orchestration or
Arranging, Form and Analysis, Music Literature, and
Performance.
Objective: a student-centered learning unit that involves
overt verbal or nonverbal behavior: making, doing,
selecting. The student sincerely desires to achieve
the objective. Terminal Performance Objectives specify
long range minimum competencies indicating types or
categories of behavior that a student should have at
the end of a course of study.
Scope: the variety of musical experiences or subject
matter to be included in music theory study.
Sequence: the process of putting content and materials into
some sort of order and succession.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Research that is related to this study was considered in four.
general areas:

(1) articulation problems of two-year and four-year

college music theory programs; (2) music theory needs of the music
profession; (3) development of educational objectives; and (4)
rationale behind innovative music theory programs.
Articulation Problems
Belford investigated articulation problems that music majors
encountered when they transferred to the senior colleges by studying
data from questionnaires returned by eighty-one public state senior
colleges and universities and ninety-nine public junior colleges.
Among other conclusions, it was noted that the articulation committees
in existence were not effective, and Belford recommended that a
thorough study be made regarding course content and objectives in the
lower division sequence of junior and senior colleges.

1

The following year Campbell surveyed and appraised nationally
the music programs of accredited two-year colleges with regard to

1Marvin L. Belford, "An Investigation and Analysis of the Public
Junior College Music Curriculum with Emphasis on the Problems of the

Transfer Music Major 11 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Iowa, 1967).

their stated function and noted that music programs as currently
offered in many two-year colleges disagreed on courses to be offered
in the music transfer program, and on the credit that should be offered or required in those courses. 1

It was also noted that sufficient

music theory is offered in most two-year colleges, but that admission
to the program is too unrestricted for a field requiring special
skills.

Campbell recommended that experimentation with other types

of curricular organization be encouraged.
A regional study of California junior colleges by Hansen was
designed in part to identify curricula goals, purposes, and objectives.2

The objectives mentioned were mainly "school"-oriented, not

student-centered.

Development of a program in terms of outcomes rather

than requirements and equivalents, with use of placement examinations
by four-year schools was suggested.
Padgett studied course content of two-year and four-year music
theory offerings in Alabama and confirmed earlier studies in noting
that neither the senior colleges nor the junior colleges were presenting the same precepts, concepts, or skills in the state; that
sequence of courses and levels of attainment were not consistent; and
differing definitions and vocabulary were confusing to the transfer

1 Forrest K. Campbell, "A Survey and Appraisal of Music Programs
of Accredited Two-Year Colleges of the United States" (unpublished
Ed.D. dissertation, University of Illinois, 1968).
2 clifford E. Hansen, "Music Curriculum Developments in the TwoYear Public Junior Colleges of California 11 (unpublished D.M.A. dissertation, Boston University, 1965), p. 140.

student.

1

A summary of theory offerings pointed out that there was

heavy emphasis on the comm.on practice period, with only slight mention
of earlier periods or of twentieth century techniques.

Several recom-

mendations of Padgett's study are pertinent:
(1)

An articulation committee,. composed of representatives.
from both the public junior and senior colleges of the
state, should be formed to discuss and reconnnend a
basic .curriculum in music theory that is acceptable
to all. The recommendations should include (a) requirements for admission, (b) minimum freshman
content, (c) minimum sophomore content, (d) expected
performance level, and (3) common vocabulary of
terms and symbols.

(2)

Junior college theorists should request a detailed
theory curriculum guide from each senior college
that transfer students plan to attend and use the
precepts, concepts, and skills listed therein as a
nu.nl.Illum program of theory instruction for the freshman and sophomore levels.

(3)

Follow-up studies of transferees would be helpful
to the junior college theory instructors in planning
a more adequate program for present and future
students.

(4)

To aid any student intending to enroll in a senior
college .the following term, the junior college
should administer that senior college's placement
test prior to the end of the current term. This
would allow the student to request remedial help
from his junior college instructor and would also
allow the student to seek aid from material which
was not included by the instructor. The student
could then transfer without penalty and enter on
a par with his new classmates.

(5)

Senior colleges should administer placement examinations for transfer students in the spring, which
would, hopefully, avoid the three months' lapse of
time in which students are academically inactive.

1

Thomas L. Padgett, "A Study of the Course Content of Freshman
and Sophomore Music Theory of the Public Senior Colleges and Selected
Junior Colleges of Alabama with Emphasis on Articulation" ·(unpublished
Ed.D. dissertation, University of Alabama, 1969).

(6)

The junior· colle·ge poiicy of "all may try" is a
detriment to the planning of a curriculum which
is challenging and sufficient for. the transfer
student. Junior colleges could negate this policy
to a degree by pretesting, counseling, and forming
two theory classes. Capable students who express
an ambition to transfer to a senior college would
be placed in the advanced class and taught the
precepts, concepts, and skills·necessary for transfer. Other students would be enrolled in curricula
suited to their needs and abilities. 1

In an effort to help coordinate curriculum development, facilitate music transfer, and encourage continued dialogue among all
educational institutions in Illinois, an articulation study was made
by the Illinois Junior College Music Education Association in cooperation with the office of the Illinois Superintendent of Public
Instruction of forty-eight four-year colleges and thi~ty-six junior
colleges in Illinois. 2

The study recommended a list of music courses

that should be completed during the junior college years; and noted
that the junior college curriculum needs expanding because of increased expectation by the senior colleges that the junior colleges
should bear the main part of the load of the first two years of study.
Additional study was deemed desirable to determine course content and·
its relation to the functions of the curriculum.

A study of the

desirability of integrated theory as opposed to separate courses
teaching the component skills was recommended.
In a study completed in 1966 of the Illinois junior colleges,

1 Ibid., pp. 149-51.
2 Retha Mason and William L. Johnston, eds., The Music Curriculum
in the Junior College (Springfield, Ill.: Illinois Junior College
Music Education Association and the Office of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction, 1966), pp. 18-21.

Moore stated,
The primary reason for this study is two-fold: (1)
students should not be unduly delayed.
by
attending a junior college instead of a state university,
and (2) • • • an impartial evaluation of what now exists
for the prospective music student in the public junior
college of Illinois is needed. if changes in curriculum of each junior college are necessary to make
transfer to the state universities effective, and
willingness to change exists, it could spell success
in trying to meet one of the present educational
crises in Illinois. 1
Moore concluded that corrective measures are needed in the college
music curriculum.

Included among-these needs are consistent classifi-

cation of courses to meet minimal requirements for transfer, elimination of upper division courses by junior colleges, and more personnel
with higher qualifications.

The use of a state-prepared competency

examination in theory was reconnnended.
The 1972 report of the Task Force on Articulation to the Illinois Music Educators included some pertinent guidelines for the
development and improvement of music programs in Illinois colleges
.

. .

an d universities.

2

Emphasis was placed on defining behavioral com-

petencies that a music student must possess in order to enter and
complete upper-division music study successfully.

The report included

a brief two-year outline which listed recommended minimum semester
hours of general education, music, and service areas; a model for
identifying and establishing competency-based objectives; also,
recommendations for admission to music study and for certification of

1Moore,

11

Existent Music Curricula," pp. 22-23.

2 rllinois Music Educators Association, "Task Force Report,"
p. 3.

course credit.

The report gave special emphasis to the concept of

comprehensive musicianship in preference to the non-integrated course
approach.
It was reconunended that the ideas in .the report be implemented
by sub-committees in each area of music study.

Each committee would

be charged to provide terminal or end objectives and write examples
of the kinds of musical behavior that the student could be expected to
attain and exhibit.

Other recommendations that were in need of imple-

mentation included the construction of a guide for two- and four~year
institutions to assist in developing and expanding music programs, and
the gathering of input from students concerning problems of
articulation.
One related study involving music programs at six state universities in Illinois was found.

James Lyke investigated class piano

instruction for music education majors at the universities by establishing a set of adequacy criteria; compared each school's program
through interviews and observations to the criteria; and checked the
priority of keyboard musicianship items through a rating scale completed by music educators and class piano teachers throughout the
country. 1

Conclusions listed strengths and weaknesses in instruction-

al content areas, physical facilities, and in piano pedagogy training
of the instructors.

Assessment of how well the criteria and objec-

tives met the goals and needs of.both students and the music

1James B. Lyke, 11 An Investigation of Class Piano Programs in the
Six State Universities of Illinois and Recommendations for Their Improvement" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Colorado State College,
1968), pp. 108-21.

profession was not attempted, but it was shown that music education
instructors and class piano teachers at the Illinois universities
tended to reflect the thinking of nationally recognized piano experts
and educators in regard to essential curricular experiences.
Music Theory Needs
Little research has been done concerning music theory needs of
the composer, the conductor, the performer, or the teacher, and that
research which has been accomplished has been directed only toward the
needs of the school and music educator.

No research could be found on

student music theory needs.
Burns attempted to determine in what ways the high school choral
leader utilized knowledge and skills of harmony.

1

It was concluded

that choral directors would most often study the score silently, use
the piano to determine how a piece sounds, or check the accuracy of
the chords rendered by the choral group.

Other skills used included

transposing from the written key, altering the score, and making up
accompaniments.

Burns recommended that eve!Y choral leader should

give much attention to ear training and develop pianistic skill to a
level which would enable him to gain a concept of the harmony of an
unfamiliar composition.

Of least apparent importance would be the

writing of harmony exercises except to the extent that such writing
ability could be shown to contribute effectively to the development of
other musical skills needed, such as writing accompaniments or

1 sarnuel T. Burns, Harmonic Skills Used by Selected High School
Choral Leaders (Teachers College Contributions to Education #905,
New York: Columbia University; Bureau ot Publication, 1945).

arraI').ging.
Nicholson attempted to discover the extent of preparation given
the prospective ·choral director to analyze the harmonic content of
high school choral music. 1

It was concluded that preparation was in-

adequate in music using extensive chromaticism and modulation, contemporary music, and in music incorporating post-Romantic harmonic
devices.
Kingsbury also found that silent study of the score was the most
frequently used technique for rehearsal preparation, with the piano
ranking second as a device for determining harmony concepts among a
select group of high school band and orchestra directors. 2

Other

skills were noted that were needed in conducting rehearsals, altering
.:instrumental parts, arranging compositions, or composing for band or
orchestra.

In response to a checklist, eighty-four per cent of the

~irectors reported making alterations of instrumental parts during the
rehearsal; seventy-five per cent reported occasionally writing parts
not provided in compositions; fifty-seven per cent had not written a
band or orchestra composition during the pas-t year; thirty per cent
had written no band arrangements; and only fifteen per cent had written
three or more compositions during the past year.

One might speculate

that these directors would consider it important to be able to compose

1Robert A. Nicholson, "The Harmonic Preparation of the High
School Choral Director" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, New York
University, 1952).
2charles L. Kingsbury, "Harmony Skills Used by Selected High
School Instrumental Music Teachers" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation,
Indiana University, 1945).

effectively if school demands on time were lessened and conditions
were made more favorable to compose, but use of aural skills seems
again more important than writing or composing.
An evaluation of course content of music theory in the music
education curriculum as determined by job-analysis of secondary school
. 1
music teachers in the state of Oregon was completed in 1958 by Boyer.
The music teachers surveyed attached major importance to training in
aural, pianistic and sight-singing skills, kinds of triads, construction of major scales, and rules of part-writing.

Minor importance was

given to training in figured-bass, written exercises, and the following:

neopolitan sixth chord; ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth chords;

augmented sixth chords; six-four chords; secondary dominants; and
regular and irregular resolutions.
A study of professional jazz musicians could possibly show that
knowledge and use of the above chords is desirable, and a composerarranger group could conceivably see the need for more writing experiences in undergraduate theory courses.

Performers may point out the

need for actually hearing and playing as a basis for musicianship
learning.

It might be concluded that needs vary in different -areas of

music, and that individualized study to meet student needs may be
necessary in most colleges and universities.
The above studies show that music educators are dissatisfied
with the material contained in their music theory courses.

Greater

1 George F. Boyer, "An Evaluation of the Course Content of Basic
Music Theory in the Music Education Curriculum as Determined by JobAnalysis of Secondary School Music Teachers in the State of Oregon"
(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of Oregon, 1958).

emphasis appears to be necessary in listening and ear-training skill
development; for analysis of music "errors" in the score or in performance; and for writing music for situations that the student is
likely to encounter upon graduation.

It would appear that many

colleges and universities have apparently been encouraging behavior
which is not utilized to any extent outside the classroom.
Educational Objectives
An increased amount of attention has been given to the statement of educational objectives that describe the kind of specific and
relatively terminal behaviors which the learner will be capable of
exhibiting subsequent to exposure to a program of instruction.

Doc-

toral re.search has not been apparent, but professional material in
journals and books is available to assist in curriculum planning.
Mager's Preparing Instructional Objectives is a useful source. 1

Other

pertinent material can be found in a volume edited by Lindvall in
which chapters concerning the importance of educational objectives in
curriculum development and evaluation are contributed by Lindvall~
Krathwohl, Gagne, and Tyler.

2

Krathwohl and Bloom collaborated with

ot~ers to publish a taxonomy of objectives in 1956 which dealt with
the cognitive aspects of learning behavior based upon the intellectual
abilities and educational background of the learner; the psychological
implications of a hierarchy of behavioral acts; and the commonality of

1Robert F. Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives (Palo Alto,
California: Fearon Publishers, 1962).
2carl M. Lindvall, ed., Defining Educational Objectives
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1964).

certain acts by which behaviors could be classified. 1

In 1964 a

second handbook was published involving the affective domain of man's
experience--the inner growth that occurs when attitudes, principles,
codes, and sanctions become "internalized" in forming value judgments
an d gui'd'ing con d uct. 2
An educator who is familiar with the above material should be
less inclined to focus his objectives upon only one or two types of
behavior.

Too often a program of musi~ instruction will focus upon

only one or two types of learned behavior, emphasizing the development
of skills and knowledge, but neglecting the application and resultant
comprehension of the newly acquired separate skills and knowledge.
The expressive nature and aesthetic qualities of musical art can be
easily slighted for "factual 11 knowledge.

The need for educational

objectives that encompass a wide variety of learning behaviors and
needs is apparent.
Rationale of Innovative Programs
Roehmann developed a theoretical basis for music theory instruction from the disciplines of philosophy, psychology, and education in
an.attempt to give definition to the purpose and function of

1 Benjamin S. Bloom, ed., Max D. Englehart, Edward J. Furst,
Walker H. Hill, and Daniel R. Krathwohl, A Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives: Handbook I, the Cognitive Domain (New York: Longmans,
Green & Co., 1956).
2navid R. Krathwohl ► Benjamin S. Bloom, and Bertram Masia,
A Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Handbook II, the Affective
Domain (New York: David MacKay Co .• 1964).

collegiate music theory programs. 1

It was maintained that a broader

view of learning experiences is necessary in most programs, and that
areas of study, relevant experiences, teaching methodology, and evaluation must rest on a reasoned framework.

Music theory, according to

Roehrnann, exists as a means for developing understanding and insight
into the problems of musical expression.

In addition, appropriate

learning experiences must be derived from "highly specified objectives
which are structured by and based upon sound principles of learning.
Thus, a music theory program is not exclusively derived.from musical
sources.

Rather it draws from the disciplines of philosophy, psych-

ology, and education." 2
A 1970 study by Evans surveyed music curricula in schools
throughout the country with the purpose of drawing conclusions as to
possible designs for a new music curriculum. 3

Evans noted the need

for a new approach to music study which would incorporate activities
based on needed perfonnance skills.

Emphasis and preference, it was

pointed out, should be allotted to those activities which implement
music, particularly in the professional world.

With this in mind,

various types of music departments were surveyed at the undergraduate

.

and graduate levels that were felt to be outstanding examples of each

1

Franz L. Roehmann, 11 A Theoretical Basis for the Teaching of
Music Theory to Music Majors at the Undergraduate College Level"
(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of Illinois, 1968).
2 Ibid., p. 187.
3Mark Evans, "The Experimental Music Curriculum: A Design"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Claremont Graduate School and
University Center, 1970).

particular type of institution or philosophy.

Proposals for a new and

experimental design were then derived from. consideration of the
strengths and weaknesses of the previously studied college programs
and·were codified in outline form.
ulum include:

A few salient points of the curric-

adoption of the pass-fail _and p·ass-with honors grading

system; elimination of final examinations in favor of measurement of
the sum total of student performance through recitals and lessons;
reducing the number of required courses; adoption of "professional
standards" by the music school; and individualization of instruction.
Music theory would.be taught for composers, performers, and conductors
in this plan, and little if any attention would be given the educator.
An actual program incorporating the literature and materials of
music in place of conventional music theory was implemented in 1947 at
the Juilliard School of Music.

The rationale underlying its inception

was "that the object of all studies . • • is not an ability to overcome the problems posed by abstract exercises but an ability to
translate written notes into live music with intelligence, facility,
.
. .
.
111
an d d1scr1m1nat1on.

It was further stated that the student must

understand and be able to express symbols of music "so that as a perfdrmer he can interpret their meanings.

We hope to impress upon the

student that the study of the mechanics of music has little value
unless it is used as a tool, as a means toward dealing with the
expressive content of musical art. 112

1The Juilliard Report on Teaching the Literature and Materials
of Music (New York: W.W. Norton Co., Inc., 1953), p. 34.
2 Ibid., p. 37.

Strong points of the above program included integration of
various kinds of learning by approaching musical problems in several
differ.ent ways.

No texts were required by any of the literature and

materials faculty members, and harmonic principles were developed
through sight-singing, keyboard instruction, score reading, and
instrumental performanc~ of student compositions.
obtained from music literature of all periods.

The examples were

The wide variety of

music presented was felt to contribute to a more open and less
parochial attitude toward .inquiry into all types and styles of music.
Each student received personalized instruction from a faculty member
who remained with him throughout his college career, unless a change
was desired.
Weaknesses noted in the 1953 study would appear to be the lack
of ar1y substantive research on the new curriculum; the necessity of
keeping consistent correlations of breadth and depth among faculty to
assure a thorough foundation of necessary concepts in subject matter
and aesthetic concerns; and the necessity for having an exceedingly
competent staff capable of handling a variety of musical materials
effectively for the same students in a four-year time span.

Undoubt-

edly many changes have been made in the program since 1953, so these
observations may currently be invalid.
The Music Educators National Conference has encouraged university music faculties to take a searching, objective look at their
purposes and attitudes and come up with new ideas.

One result has

been the Contemporary Music Project, which, as outlined by Willoughby
in a recent report, was funded primarily by the Ford Foundation and
was initially designed to improve instruction in basic musicianship

at the undergraduate level.

1

Thirty-two experimental programs were

set up in colleges across the nation from 1966 to 1968.

The extent

to which the colleges have accepted or rejected their experimental
programs in their present music curricula is material for another
study, but Willoughby noted that program heads at each institution
had "far greater feeling.· . . for the positive rather than for the
negative results of their programs; there were three times as· many
comments referring to strengths as to weaknesses."

2

In initiating the programs the Contemporary Music Project.
avoided recommending any system of instruction, hoping that a variety
of models would encourage a constant reexamination of the ways music
is studied in formal educational settings.

The idea of comprehensive

musicianship, however, was encouraged •.
Comprehensive musicianship is more a process, an
approach, an attitude than either a teaching "method 11
or a reform of course structure. It involves new
and imaginative ways or organizing the study of music.
It promotes the development of a perceptual skill
that can be applied to any music with which students
may come in contact. Its success is predicated on a
comparatively small class size, perhaps from twelve
to twenty students.
The strength of this idea is in the rational unification of otherwise disparate materials. A
comprehensive study probes at the roots of all
music and stimulates creative thinking. It allows
. a student to develop into a more complete musician-one who is able to cope with the problems of all
music intelligently and who is able to hear, create,
and impart knowledge to others with a personal

1navid Willoughby, Comprehensive Musicianship and Undergraduate
Music Curricula (Washington, D. C. : Mus.ic Educators National
Conference, 1971).
2 rbid., p. 34.

commitment to the art as a whole and to its value in
human life. 1
·Strengths noted relating to the integrated approach were relation of performance to classroom subjects and integration of keyboard
and sight-singing with theory.

Participants were divided on the

value of combining "content" courses such as history with "skill"
courses.

Perhaps the most important plus in the approach was the

attitude of the learner.

The students in the programs seemed more

responsive, imaginative, and less inhibited.
were:

Contributing factors

"(l) broadened content and added materials, (2) less pre-

occupation with rules, (3) inclusion of more twentieth-century music,
and (4) active involvement in writing skills and performance."

2

High morale is usually noted in an effort to improve any program that
has been less than exciting, however, and unless a program is constantly evolving to meet current needs of- students and teachers
enthusiasm is bound to lessen in even the most successful curriculum.
Certain respondents observed the following conditions that must
be guarded against in a broadly conceived approach to the study of
music:
(1) Students attained hazy overviews of material
and developed little ability to particularize; (2)
students did not understand the appli.cation of the
vocabulary and its relevance to music; (3) there
was too much generalization, and too many critical
details were not considered; (4) skills were not
adequately developed; (5) too many superficial
connections were drawn between pieces and between

1 rbid., pp. 35-36.
2 rbid., p. 57.

styles; and (6) through broadening, musical standards
were actually lowered.I
Perhaps the most important outcome of the Contemporary Music
Project will be increasing acceptance by teachers of the goals of
comprehensive musicianship and of the importance of commitment and
personal involvement with the idea.

The potential for success of

.a

program often lies with the teacher--his talents and abilities, his
involve~ent, and his willingness to change.
A short examination of innovative music programs at other uni-

versities which have been initiated and established on their own
initiative without funding or supervision of the Contemporary Music
Project is in order.
At American University in Washington, D. C., a new music theory
program was introduced to "stimulate aesthetic appreciation of music
through the student's own efforts . • . ; arouse the students' sensitivity to the potentialities of sounds and silences • • . ; clarify
their sense of musical structure by • . . composition; and help them
to arrive at an intellectually sound historical perspective. 112

Ear-

training, analysis, and creative writing based on the literature being
studied are each given equal emphasis.

The first semester is an intro-

duction. to elementary concepts of music and psychological preparation
for making music.

This is followed by learning about the historical

evolvement of music through analysis and ear-training in the second
semester.

The third semester involves counterpoint study through

1 rbid., p. 38
2 Esther Ballou, "Theory with a Thrust," Musi'c Educators Journal,
LV (September, 1968), 56.

Palestrina, and the fourth progresses into the Baroque and Classical
era.

Students are "constantly referred back to the earliest prin-

ciples, such as voice leading, rhythmic interest, and phrase
structure."

1

Semesters five and six include Romantic to present day

music.
A possible danger to the above approach should be noted if
students are required to write examples in the style of a particular
period or composer.

Creativity certainly may not be encouraged in the

student, and the approach could be likened to the idea of painting by
numbers.

Insisting that students compose,.perform, or even listen in

the manner that authorities recommend could develop musicians forever
dependent on others for their musical ideas.
Robert Sherman, head of the music theory and composition department at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana, has written about a
2
.
. use at tat
h
.
.
.
creative
approach in
institution.

The studies are based

on the following premises:
(1) Learning is best effect~d when a genuine need
to know is present; (2) the exercise of imagination
and originality by the inexperienced student is best
achieved through his unfettered manipulation of unfamiliar materials; (3) technique as such is a natural
consequence of experience gained in doing the very
things for which the technique is needed; and (4) a
genuine sense of proportion, artistry, and creative
fulfillment requires that all problems in composition
be complete and musically self-sufficient.3

1 rbid. , p. 58.
2 Robert Sherman, "Creativity and the Condition of Knowing in

Music, 11 Music Educators Journal, LVIII (December, 1971), 48-51.
3 rbid. , p. 48.

A student's first experience in the music theory class might be
to produce a composition of a "particular duration using sounds produced on a specified number of cormnonly available wooden or metallic
objects • • • a class might . • • pursue the sound studies further by
constructing instruments or by electronic· manipulation of concrete
sounds."

1

Composing problems using discrete pitches and durations are

assigned next, .and the idea of expression and writing for a particular
voice or instrument unaccompanied is emphasized.

By adding more voices

the student becomes aware of texture and attendant problems of expanding his ideas into longer and more complex pieces.

Analysis of music

written outside the class room is begun at this point "to expand the
students' ideas, not replace them."

2

Devices such as transposition,

inversion, retrograde, augmentation, diminution, etc., are analyzed
but care is taken to prevent the substitution of gimmickry for a
creative act.

Melodic transformation and attention to manipulation of

sonority, texture, silence, other elements that could be developed in
music, particularly rhythmic interplay of melodic shapes, is next.
Emphasis is placed on not introducing established practices until the
student has at least partially solved his own compositional problems.
Long-term assignments include such projects as writing one-minute
commercials, writing a cooperative short opera, mixed-media writing
for films, and individual projects.

Sherman concludes:

There are ample studies to prove that creativity
in an individual can be improved. It is also known

1 Ibid., pp. 48-49.
2 rbid., p. 49.

that the learning that takes place through creative
activity develops insights that lead to "knowing"-the most durable relationship one can establish with
an idea. What has been presented in this series is
a kind of instruction that works.I
One additional program should be listed.

The University of

North Dakota at Grand Forks sought ways to improve the existing music
program by creating student-oriented attitudes in classes, allowing
students more freedom to reach the limit of their ability, assisting
in coping with future change, and developing a better student-faculty
rapport.

2

A student and faculty group was formed to arrive at a

philosophy, define behavioral objectives, and devise a series of
courses suitable for all music majors, no matter what degree program
they were enrolled in.

As in many other of the new programs, the

freshman's first course was designed to help him create music.

The

second course developed skills in ear-training, sight-singing, keyboard work, and analysis.

The sophomore year follows the general idea

of comprehensive musicianship recommended by MENG, and representative
compositions of the various style periods are selected for studies in
music.
It should be remembered that success of a given program.at any
one,school is not automatically transferred if it is adopted by another
institution.

Perhaps the pursuance of a goal of being a teacher or

student who can accept the change of attitudes that accompany a broadening of music experience is the hallmark of a truly comprehensive

1 Ibid., p. 51.
2 william Boehle·, "Unlocking the Undergraduate Music Student:
How Student-Faculty Planning Overcame Tradition," Music Educators
Journal, LVIII (February, 1972), 48-50.

musician.
The previous ideas listed have varied in approach, but all seem
to contain many of the main precepts of the Contemporary Musicianship
Project.

It appears likely that many more schools will be experiment-

ing with aspects of integrating studies of musical content; involving
students in the application of concepts with emphasis on making music
rather than knowing about it; widening experience with styles of music
in non-Western and twentieth century music; and developing competencies
in creating, performing, and listening to music by considering the
needs and goals of today's society.
Willoughby was probably correct when he stated:
A truly comprehensive integrative approach to the
study of music is an ideal; it is doubtful that it
ever will become standard practice at any educational
level. Three principal reasons for this judgment are:
1. The preparation and organization of comprehensive
musicianship courses are demanding . . . The majority
of teachers . . • are not provided with sufficient
time either for study or research . . . .
2. The broadened content, the process of involvement,
and increased responsibility for his own learning are
demanding also for the student . • . .
3 . . . . Any theory such as comprehensive musicianship, • • . becomes less innovative with mass application, for educational practice is and should be cyclic:
(a) An innovative theory is propagated to revitalize
theory;
(b) Instructional materials are prepared and published;
(c) Theory becomes less innovative with mass
application;
(d) Application of the theory may or may not become
traditional practice; and
(e) A new theory appears to revitalize instructional
procedures. 1

1 willoughby, Comprehensive Musicianship, p. 75-76.

Summary
A review of the literature illustrates many of the problems in
the current music theory curricula in colleges across the nation, and
also shows trends of the more innovative programs.

The developmen.t of

educational objectives that specify behavioral outcomes which consider
the present and possible future needs of the music profession has been
shown to be an important first step in the development of vital, pertinent, and effective music programs.
Some problems in current music theory programs may be noted:
(1) common goals of attainment are lacking at each level of theory
instruction; (2) there appears to be confusion on what student outcomes could be expected at completion of the program; (3) little
consistency in course sequence is evident other than heavy emphasis on
the "common practice" period; and (4) articulation efforts have been
initiated in Illinois, but continued efforts are needed in areas of•
course content, student objectives, and outcomes.
Needs of the student, composer, conductor, performer, and teacher are at this point largely speculative.

Some studies have been

accomplished on the needs of music educators, but little work has been
done on perceived needs of amateurs, students and professional musicians as they would apply to the curriculum.

The types of experiences

and areas of study needed by students are also a matter of conjecture
at this point.
A significant amount of professional writing on educational
objectives has been surveyed which points out the .need for stating
objectives in terms of outcomes which the learner will be capable of
exhibiting after he completes a course of instruction.

Such a process

gives definition to both the planning and evaluation of a music course.
The objectives need to be based on sound philosophical, psychological
and educational rationale, and structured to student needs and abilities.

Guidelines are needed in outlining areas of study and types of

experiences desired to implement planning-and evlauation of any such
objectives.

Any terminal performance objectives should enjoy the

support of both faculty and students.
The survey of music programs with notable innovative features
shows that there are many possible means to the achievement of desired
student competency.

All of the colleges surveyed initiated new pro-

grams as a result of dissatisfaction with the lack of adaptability of
the previous theory format, and many of the underlying principles of
thes_e courses agree in part with the idea of comprehensive musicianship
expressed by the Contemporary Music Project of the Music Educators
National Council.

This idea stresses integration and synthesis of

music experiences and content, emphasis on making music over knowing
about music, and broadening the students' perceptions of the music of
the past, present, and of other cultures.
The music theory programs at the seven state universities in
Illinois appear to be receptive to change if a need is shown for
change.

Increased consensus among the universities could hopefully

result in better articulation of all higher education theory curricula
in Illinois.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION
The results obtained through the investigation of faculty and
student perceptions regarding music theory curricula are presented·in
this chapter.

Separate parts include: (1) faculty and students supply-

ing data for the study; (2) the process of curriculum planning in
undergraduate music theory; (3) areas of study and types of experiences
selected for undergraduate music theory curricula; (4) organization of
content and experiences in the undergraduate music theory curriculum,
and (5) evaluation of sample performance levels expected of undergrad~ate music theory students on completion of two years study.
Faculty and Students Supplying Data for the Study
The data for this study were supplied by forty undergraduate
music theory instructor.sand 885 of their students at seven major
Illinois universities:

the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,

UIUC; Illinois State University at Normal, ISU; Northern Illinois University at DeKalb, NIU; Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville,
SIUE; Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, SIUC; Eastern Illinois University at Charleston, EIU; and Western Illinois University
at Macomb, WIU.

(Appreviations for the above universities are used

in tabular references as needed.)
At the time of the survey, January 1-4, 1973, forty-six faculty

taught 1267 undergraduate music theory students at the state universities selected.

Questionnaires were prepared for the entire popula-

tion of faculty and students, organized by university class section
and instructor, and sent to the music theory department chairman at
each university.

Each department chairman distributed -letters of

instruction (Appendix C) to faculty with numbered questionnaires for
each section.

Instructors administered the questionnaire and sealed

all completed or uncompleted instruments in a provided envelope before
returning them to the chairman.

(A detailed account of the construc-

tion and administration of the questionnaire is found in Chapter I.)
The size of obtained faculty and student samples, along with the
percentage of response, is found in Table 1.

TAET-;:- 1.--Music Theory Faculty and Students Surveyed by University

Populations

Music Theory Faculty
Mailed
46
Returned
40
Response Rate
87.0
Music Theory Students
Mailed
1267
Returned
885
Response Rate
69.9
IN

;:::

Universities

Total
UIUC

ISU

NIU

SIUC

EIU

SIUC

WIU

Nl
12
10
N
% 83.3

5
5
100.

7
7
100.

7
6
85. 7

4
3
75.0

7
5

71. 4

4
4
100.

290
N 176
% 60.7

282
177
62.8

192
125
65.1

157
130
82.8

133
110
82.7

130
90
69.2

N

83
77

92.8

Number.

For the purposes of this study the student respondents were subgrouped as follows:

(1) first-year theory students; (2) second-year

theory students; (3) students intending to be music teachers;

(4) students intending to be professional performers; (5) students
with other career plans; (6) students who studied music theory in high
school; and (7) students who studied music theory at another college.
These sub-groups are often abbreviated for convenience and the sake of
brevity in tabular references.
It should be noted that only two sub-groups, first- and secondyear students, are mutually exclusive.

This is taking into account

the fact that twelve students (1.4 per cent) did not indicate enrollment in either class level on their questionnaires.

Other sub-groups

may include students who checked two or more categories.

For in-

st2.:1:::e, raw data show that twenty-six students who "had studied music
theory in high school" had also "studied theory at another college."
In 2.ddition, some of the above students may have been among the 182
"future performers" who also chose to mark the "will teach music"
category.

As many as forty~six of those 182 students may have includ-

ed u.--ider "other" a written connnent that they would also compose or
conduct.

For this reason comparisons between sub-groups are not

completely valid.

A given sub-group, such as students "who will

teach," is more effectively compared to the total student sample as
tnose students who are likely to teach music against those students
who are not, rather than compounding chance for error by comparing
sub-groups of students "who will perform" and those "who will teach."
Curiously enough, adding future teachers and performers results in a
sum total only five more than 885, giving the impression that the two
groups are indeed exclusive.
It appears that a majority of the music students surveyed
intended to teach music upon graduation.

The sub-group of students

who transferred from another college is quite small (9.7 per cent),
while a substantial 40 per cent of those students surveyed had studied
music theory in high school.

Table 2 lists numbers and percentages of

the student sub-groups.

TABLE 2.--Subgroups Formed from 885 Student Respondents
total
Student Subgroups
Number
1st-year Theory

1

%

501

56.6

372

42.0

Will Teach Music

542

61. 2

Will Perform Professionally

348

39.3

Other Career Plans

193

21. 8

High School Theory Studied

355

40.l

86

9.7

2nd-year Theory

1

College Transfer

1A total of twelve students (1.4%) did not indicate
first or second year standing.

Table 3 itemizes those vocational plans, other than teaching or
performing, that were written in by student respondents.

(Note that

th12se data are a development of the "other career plans" listing in
Table 2, and that percentages are taken from the total population of
885 students.)

TABLE 3.--Student Subgroup Division:
Career Plans

Other

Total
Subgroup Division
Number

%

Non-Music Career

37

4.2

Undecided

32

3.6

Compose or Arrange

25

2.8

Music Therapy

20

2.3

Teach and Perform

18

2.0

Music as an Avocation

16

1.8

Conduct

12

1.4

Perform Non-Professionally

10

1.1

Teach Privately

8

0.9

Music Research

8

0.9

Musicology

4

0.5

Music Theater

3

0.3

193

21. 8

Total "Other" Subgroup

The Process of Curriculum Planning in
Undergraduate Music Theory
The plannin~ and revision of the music theory curriculum is a
constantly ongoing process which is most often the responsibility of
the music faculty.

Course outlines are usually changed either by group

planning or by individual faculty action for a number of reasons which
need not be detailed here.

The question is, when the need to change

curriculum is felt by any of the participants in the teaching-learning
process, what groups should be consulted for input?

Students involved

in music theory classes, professional musicians, public school music

teachers and other interested persons could all be valuable participants in the planning process.

This would satisfy the basic argument

that curricular change is usually resisted by those who will be
affected unless they have had a part in determining the new curriculum.
Delineation of the role that each group would play in the process
should rest on who could best do what, and not on a sentimental concept of democratic participation.

Those who plan need not necessarily

decide such items as scope and sequence of experiences and content, but
the professionals who do make such decisions should take into account
pertinent suggestions of other groups.
In response to the question, the main participants in.the music
theory class, faculty and students, are designated by respondents to
be the major groups who should plan the music theory curriculum.

The

faculty as a group was undecided regarding the role that students
should play in curriculum planning, but the data indicate that the
faculty group was inclined to value the input of students more highly
tha~ that of public school music teachers.

The teacher group received

only a 32.5 per cent level of support from faculty, as contrasted with
40 and 40.5 per cent faculty approval given professional musicians and
music students, respectively.
Music theory student respondents agreed for the most part with
theory faculty about the formation of a theory curriculum planning committee by indicating that faculty should in effect chair the group.
As might be expected 72.3 per cent of the student respondents felt

that music students should help plan the curriculum.

Only slight

approval was given to the assistance of professional musicians.
Students agreed with faculty in deciding to exclude public

43
school music teachers from the curriculum committee by showing a
larger number of negative than positive responses to the question of
their inclusion.

Over 70 per cent of the sub-group of students in-

tending to perform professionally opted to exclude the public school
music teachers from the committee, and it is surprising to note that

61 per cent of those students who plan to teach also made the decision
not to include this group.

Students in first-year, theory showed less·

approval of the inclusion of faculty, other students and public school
music teachers in the curriculum committee than did students in secondyear theory.
Written responses suggesting other groups of persons who could
pro=itably be included in music curriculum planning were furnished by
£iv~ faculty and 43 students.

Suggested groups included:

graduate

st~~e~ts; music education faculty; upperclassmen; the academic curricul-.:= co~rr~ttee; jazz professionals; and private music teachers.

Other

sug;estions included modeling the curriculum after exemplary programs
such as the Juilliard School of Music, and requiring a music curriculum
fro~ all graduating seniors as a final project.

A summary of the

pertinent data regarding the planning of music curriculum is given in
Table 4.
No matter how few or how many participate in curriculum planning,
the question of who should make the final decisions must be eventually
decided.

Should students still have a role?

Investigation of the data

shows that only 47.5 per cent of_the music theory faculty and 40.2 per
cent of the theory students who responded would have expected students
to take a part in curriculum decision-making.

Only 10 per cent of the

student group did not want faculty to have final authority.

TABLE 4. --Groups Designated to Plan University Music Curriculum

Respondents

Faculty

Total

40

N
%

Students

885

Music curriculum should be planned by:

1

N

%

Faculty

Students

Profess.
Musicians

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

37
92.5

0
0

17
42.5

17
42.5

16
40.0

15
37.5

13
32.5

18
45

5
12.5

802
90.6

54
6.1

640
72. 3

179
20.2

426
48.1

371
41.9

219
24.7

559
63.1

43
4.8

446
89. 0

37
7.3

340
67.8

119
23. 7

238
47.5

215
42.9

109
21. 7

331
66.0

24
4.7

346
93.0

15
4.0

291
78.2

59
15.8

182
48.9

153
41.1

107
2·8. 7

222
59. 6

19
5.1

501
92.4

25
4.6

388
71. S

118
21. 7

244
45.0

251
46.3

153
28. 2

331
61.0

23
4.2

304
87.3

26
7.4

246
70.6

76
21.8

201
57.7

118
33.9

62
17.8

247
70.9

24
6.8

School Mus.
Teachers
No

Other
Yes

Student SubgrouEs
1st-year Theory

501

N
%

2nd-year Theory

372

N
%

Will Teach Music

542

N
%

Will Perform Profess. 348

N
%

1Totals of less than 100 per cent indicate number not responding to a given item.
2write-in response.

2

45
Two faculty members and 36 students furnished written suggestions
regarding other groups or agencies that should be responsible for deciding curricula.

Included were:

faculty and department heads; var-

ious combinations of student advisory boards with faculty and vice
versa; administrators; professional and music education schools;
graduate students; and the Illinois Higher Board of Education.

Sen-

timent behind any groups other than the student gr9up in the decision
making process was scant, and under 5 per cent.

The magnitude of

support that the faculty should enjoy in making decisions regarding
music theory course offerings and content is shown in Table 5.

TP..3::...£ 5.--Groups Designated to Decide University Music Curriculum

Re::::,;:1ndents

Total

1

Curriculum decisions should be made by:
Faculty

r2culty
Students

40
885

Students

Other

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

%

37
92.5

1
2.5

10
25.0

19
47.5

5.0

N
%

747
84.4

89
10.1

430
48.6

356
40.2

36
4.1

N

2

2

1 Totals of less than 100% indicate number not responding to

a given·item.

2T.T
'
' response.
write-in

In order to better assess the answer to the question, "Is theory
presently used as a tool toward dealing with musical expression in
this department?" a weighted mean was calculated for each group of
respondents in the manner indicated on page 10.

A mean of 2.5 is a

neutral response, and responses become more negative as the size ·of
the mean increases.
item are as follows:

The means for the possible responses for any one
"Strongly Agree" (SA), 1 to 1.5; "Agree" (A),

1. 5 to 2. 5; "Disagree" (D) , 2. 5 to 3. 5; and "Strongly Disagree" (SD) ,
3.5 to 4.

The faculty group indicated agreement that theory facil-

itates music expression (2.0 mean), while students as a whole were not
decided, as indicated by a 2.5 mean.

First-year students tended to

agree as noted by a 2.4 mean, while second-year students leaned toward
disagreement as evidenced by a comparison of positive and negative
responses, although the mean is 2.5.

Table 6 sets forth the means,

nu-:!bers and per cent of groups responding to the above question.

TA3~ 6.--Application of Music Theory as a Tool for Music Expression

Res:;onden ts

Faculty
Students

Total

40
885

501
372

A

D

SD

No
Ans.

Weighted
Mean 2

6

20

15.0

so.a

5
12.5

2
5.0

7
17.5

2.0

%
N

56
6.3

413
46.7

321
36.3

70
7.9

25
2.8

2.5

29
5.8

270
53.9

161
32.1

27
5.4

14
2.8

2.4

23
6.2

141
37.9

157
42.2

42
11. 3

9

2.5

2.4

N

%

2nd-year Theory

SA1

N

%

St.udent SubgrouES
1st-year Theory

Theory aids expression
in this deEartment:

N

%

1

SA= Strongly Agree; A= Agree; D = Disagree; SD = Strongly
Disagree.
2 .

1.-1.5 = Strongly Agree; 1.5-2.5
3.5-4 = Strongly Disagree.

= Agree; 2. 5-3·. 5 = Disagree;

Should two-year and 4-year colleges agree on theory goals and
objectives?

In Table 7 faculty and student means of 1. 7 and 1.8 in-

dicate strong consensus that there should be agreement on common
objectives and goals between universities and two-year college theory
departments.

TABLE 7.--Agreement of Colleges and Universities on Theory Goals and
Objectives

Respundents

Total

:F:::.::ulty

40

S:::1.:ients

885

Music depts. should agree on
Weighted
theory goals and objectives:
No
Mean
SD
SA
A
D
Ans.

N
19
% 4 7. 5

14
35.0

4
10.0

2
5.0

1
2.5

1. 7

330

426
48.1

101
11.4

19
2.2

9

1.8

1.0

N

% 37.3

A recurring point of dialog between two- and four-year colleges
and universities pertains to the use of a statewide music theory examination to be used for transfer student placement at universities.
University faculty tended to disagree with the concept as evidenced by
a 2.6 mean.

A student mean of 2.3 shows a positive response to the

question of a state transfer examination, however.

Table 8 shows that

the sub-group of college theory transfer students reflects an approval
of the state test.
An effort was made to discover whether or not there existed any
disparity between the respondent groups regarding the use of a

48
TABLE 8.--Need for a State Music Placement Examination for Transfer
Students

A state transfer exam is needed:
Respondents

Total
SA

Faculty

40

3
7.5

18
45. 0

N
139
% 15. 7
N
19
% 22.1

N

%
Students

Student SubgrotiE
College Transfer

885

- 86

A

D

No
Ans.

SD

27. 5

7
17.5

2.5

411
46. 4

223
25.2

100
11.3

1. 4

35
40. 7

23
26.7

10.5

11

9

Weighted
Mean

2.6

1

12

2.3

0
0

2.3

differing first- and second-year music curriculum for prospective music
teac::ers and those who would not teach music.

The theory faculty

rat~2r strongly disapproved of a 'different music education curriculum
by a 3.3 mean rating.

The student group and sub-groups also concurred

that the idea of differing curriculums would best be dropped.

A mean

of 2.6 was registered by the student group as a whole and the student
sub-groups who "will teach" and "will perform. 11

Table 9 reveals that

second-year theory students with a mean of 2. 7 showed more disapproval
of the idea than the first-year theory student sub-group.
The question of a differing curriculum for music education students was item 15 on the questionnaire.

A similar question was asked

in item 6 as a check on validity, and the resulting faculty and student
means on item 6 were 3.2 and 2.6 respectively.
very closely to those noted in Table 9.

These means correspond

TABLE 9.--Advisability of a Differing Theory Curriculum for Future ·
Teachers

Respondents

Total

Faculty

40

1
2.5

5
12.5

12
30.0

19
4 7. 5

3
7.5

J.3

78
8.8

302
34.1

379
42. 8

105
11.9

21
2.4

2.6

52
% 10.4

176
35.1

210
41.9

52
10.4

11
2.2

2.5

24
6.4

120
32.3

168
45.2

51
13.7

9

2.7

2.4

46
8.5

180
33.2

248
45. 8

58
10.7

10
1.8

2.6

33
9.5

121
34.8

139
39.9

43
12.4

12
3.4

2.6

N

%

Students

885

N

%

Student SubgrouEs
1st-year Theory

·501

N

2:id-year Theory

372

N

%

Will Teach Music

542

N

%

~~:l Perform Prof. 348

2-yr. theory curriculum should
Weighted
differ for music ed. students
No
Mean
SA
SD
A
D
Ans.

N

%

Areas of Study and Types of Experiences Selected for
Undergraduate Music Theory Curricula
Curriculum planners in any college or university should be aware
of those music areas and activities that music theory faculty and students in other departments as well as their own consider most important.
In order to obtain an indication of Illinois undergraduate music theory
student and faculty preferences regarding content, respondents were
asked to evaluate nineteen areas of concentration which could be ineluded in a program of music theory.

The list included areas through

which a student may learn "about" music, and also included experiences
that would involve students more directly in the creative aspects of
music study.

In most of the nineteen areas a combination of "knowing"

and "doing" would be involved.
After respondents had chosen those areas of study that should be
included in a two-year theory program, they ranked the five most itnportant areas of study that they felt should receive the most concentrated attention.

These five areas were ranked from one to five by

students and faculty.

The cumulative index procedure, as established

earlier (page 11), enabled a definitive ranking of all nineteen areas.
The five most important areas of study as ranked by theory faculty group are:

(1) sight-singing/ear-training; (2) analysis of form;

(3) eighteenth century harmony; (4) music literature; and (5) ninetee~~h century ilarmony.

The least favored items for inclusion in the

first: two years of instruction are indicated by the faculty in this
ord~~=

(1) aleatoric music; (2) electronic music; (3) sonata composi-

tion; (4) instrumentation; and (5) fugue composition.
Only two of the nineteen areas listed were rejected as areas of
study not to be included in the first two years of instruction:
tronic and aleatoric music.

elec-

The last nine ranked areas received less

than 50 per cent support by the faculty but negative responses did not
outweigh positive responses.

Table 10 lists theory faculty ranking of

all nineteen areas of study and shows the frequency of positive or
negative responses to the question, "Should the following areas of
study be included in a two-year theory program?"
The university theory students ranked the same nineteen areas
somewhat differently.

This

9roup

considered the five most important

TABLE 10.--Evaluation by 40 Faculty of Selected Areas of Study for a
Two-year Theory Curriculum

Should this area be included?
Areas of Study

Rank

Index
Rating

Yes

No

No

N

%

N

Answer
%

N

%

Sight-singing/Eartraining

1

3. 90

35

87.5

0

0

5

12.5

Analysis of Form

2

6.68

33

82.5

1

2.5

6

15.0

18th Century Harmony

3

6.90

33

82.5

1

2.5

6

15.0

Music Literature

4

7.90

27

67.5

5

12.5

8

20.0

19th Century Harmony

5

8.06

34

85 .o

0

0

6

15.0

Original Composition

6

8.42

28

70.0

5

12.5

Style Study

7

8.84

25

62.5

5

12.5

10

25.0

20t2 Century Harmony

8

10.03

28

70.0

6

15.0

6

15. 0

9

10. 58

24

60.0

6

15.0

10

25.0

Nus~:: History

10

10.61

22

55.0

9

22.5

9

22.5

Impc::ovisation

11

10.97

17

42.5

15

37.5

8

20.0

Non-:.;estern Music
Systems

12

11.16

17

42.5

14

35.0

9

22.5

Popular Music/Jazz

13

11.19

19

47.5

11

27 .5

10

25.0

15th-16th Century
Counterpoint

14

11.45

15

37.5

14

35. 0

11

27.5

Fugue Composition

15

11. 71

18

45. 0

15

37.5

7 17.5

Instrumentation

16

11. 74

20

50.0

11

27.5

9

22.5

Sonata Composition

17

11. 74

16

40.0

14

35.0

10

25.0

Electronic Music

18

12.00

13

32.5

18

45.0

9

22.5

Aleatoric Music

19

12.00

13

32.5

18

45.0

9

22.5

7 17.5

18t::: Century Counterp0int

areas to be:

(1) sight-singing/ ear-training; (2) analysis of form;

(3) music literature; (4) style study; and (5) music history.

The last

five ranked areas received less than 50 per cent support from the students.

By rank, they include:

(1) aleatoric music; (2) electronic

music; (3) sonata composition; (4) non-Western systems; and (5) fifteenth and sixteenth century counterpoint.
As with the faculty group, only electronic and aleatoric music
received a larger number of negative than positive responses.

Results

of the ranking by first- and second-year music theory students are
shown in Table 11.
Agreement between faculty and students can be noted on both ends
of ::he priority ranking in Tables 10 and 11.

Areas judged most impor-

ta..~t by both groups were sight-singing/ear-training and analysis of
for::.

Those receiving the least support. were, respectively, aleatoric

and electronic music, and sonata composition.

This is not to say that

areas on the bottom of the list are of less importance to a university
theory student.

Lower-priority items may also be needed by the music

student, but would be best included outside the aegis of freshman or
sophomore music theory.

There may also be a temptation to note the

p~rcentage of yes and no answers pertaining to a particular area and
then reorder the list in this manner, but this possibility should not
take precedence over the rank order of areas assigned by respondents.
It may be of interest to note that the faculty ranking places
prominent attention to the study of eighteenth and nineteenth century
harmony by ranking these areas of study third and fifth respectively,
while students ranked the same areas seventh and ninth in priority.
Consideration of only the first nine top-ranked areas by theory faculty

TABLE 11.--Evaluation by 885 Students of Selected Areas of Study for a
Two-year Theory Curriculwn

Should this area be included?
Areas of Study

Rank

Index
Rating

Yes
N

No

No

%

N

Answer
%

N

%

Sight-singing/Eartraining

1

2.32

856

96.7

15

1.7

14

1. 6

Analysis of Form

2

4.92

821

92. 7

29

3.3

4.0

Husic Literature

3

7.69

660

74.6

.176

19.9

35
· 49

5.5

Style Study

4

8.35

715

80.8

123

13.9

47

5.3

5

8.54

607

68. 6

228

25.8

50

5.6

Ori 5 inal Composition

6

8.82

691

78.1

144

16. 3

50

5.6

18~~ Century Harmony

7

8.92

727

82.1

107

12.1

51

5.8

Ins'::rumentation

8

9.37

659

74.5

179

20.2

47

5.3

19tj Century Harmony

9

10.29

719

81. 2

109

12. 3

57

6.5

Im:p=-ovisation

10

10.39

545

61. 6

284

32.1

56

6.3

20~~ Century Harmony

11

10.76

662

74.8

160

18.1

63

7.1

Pop~lar Music/Jazz

12

11.11

491

55.5

325

36. 7

69

7.8

Fug~e Composition

13

11.56

521

58.9

298

33.7

66

7.4

18th Century Counterpoint

14

11.58

518

58.5

288

32.6

79

8.9

15th-16th Century
Counterpoint

15

11. 58

436

49.3

368

41.6

81

9.1

Non-Western Systems

16

11. 61

397

44.9

420

47.5

68

7.6

Sonata Composition

17

11.67

433

48.9

375

42.4

77

8.7

Electronic Music

18

11. 77

303

34.2

516

58. 3

66

7.5

Aleatoric Music

19

11. 87

309

34.9

483

54.6

93

10.5

·Husic History

and students reveals that students included instrumentation, usually
an upper division course, on the list in addition to an activity,
improvisation.

The faculty did not include those two areas, substi-

tuting instead twentieth century harmony and eighteenth century
counterpoint.
Organization of Music Theory Content and Experiences
When a consensus of the content to be taught is arrived at,
curriculum planners are faced with the problem of organizing various
levels of content while maintaining the sequence and continuity of
lea~ing experiences.

Student input can be helpful in this process

and it would be well for planners to consider how students regard
possible solutions to these organizational problems.
Planning sequence requires putting in order concrete examples or
experiences that will result in the attainment of a desired goal.
Deciding which tasks are most relevant to the concept or goal, and how
many are needed is an inevitably difficult consideration.

Traditional

theory instruction generally proceeds on the premise that a study of
eighteenth and nineteenth century harmony and analysis is a necessity
before creditable student original composition can be realized.

A

study of traditional theory is usually considered a prerequisite to
learning about counterpoint or twentieth century music.

An examination

of these time-honored sequences is in order.
Should the study of textbook exercises precede original student
composition?

Traditional practtce condones this sequence, and a major-

ity of the music theory students agree with the question, showing a
2.1 mean.

Faculty did not believe that the exercises were necessary

as evidenced by a 2.6 mean in Table 12.

TABLE 12.--Sequence of Text Exercises and Original Composition

Respondents

Exercises should precede
original comeosition:

Total

Weighted
Mean

SA

A

D

SD

No
Ans.
2
5.0

2.6
2.1

Faculty

40

N
%

5
12.5

10
25.0

17
42.5

6
15.0

Students

885

N
%

187
21.l

454
51.3

186
21. 0

44

14

5.0

1. 6

Responses to the question of students writing in the style of
ot~=~ composers before composing in their own style were generally
mixed.

Students slightly favored the idea, but their mean of 2.5

incicates indecision.

Two faculty members of the forty responding

tip?ed the scale in favor of the question so that a mean of 2.4 resulted as can be noted in Table 13.

TABLE 13.--Sequence of Imitative and Original Composition

Respondents

Total

Faculty

40

Students

885

Original composition should follow
Weighted
"in style of" corneosition
Hean
. No
SA
SD
A
D
Ans.
13
32.5

13
32.5

4
10.0

4
10.0

2.4

%

6
15. 0

N
%

113
12.8

351
39. 7

301
34.0

105
11. 8

15
1.7

2.5

N

Positive responses by both faculty and student respondents were
given to the question of preceding composition with analysis of music.
Students were more strongly affirmative with a 1.9 mean than the faculty, but the 2.2 mean of the faculty group on Table 14 still shows
substantial agreem~nt. with this sequence.

TABLE 14.--Sequence .of Analysis and Composition

Respondents

Faculty

Total

40

N

%

Stuc'.e::its

Analysis should precede
comeosition:

885

N

%

Weighted
Mean

SA

A

D

SD

No
Ans.

9
22.5

14
35.0

11
27.5

3
7.5

3
7.5

2.2

231
26.1

500
56.5

116
13.1

23
2.6

15

1.9

1. 7

Should students analyze eighteenth century music before attempting to analyze nineteenth and twentieth century music?

Students again

chose a conservative stance, with only 18 per cent disagreement, and a
mean of 2.3.

Faculty followed reluctantly behind, with approval of

55 per cent and a 2.3 mean as noted ~n Table 15.
Faculty could not muster more than 50 per cent support for offering harmonic practice before counterpoint study, so a noncommittal 2.5
mean results.

The students approached 80 per cent approval, however,

and the 1.9 mean for this group can be noted in Table 16.
Much closer agreement between theory faculty and students can be
noted in regard to the question of teaching harmonic practice before

TABLE 15.--Sequence of Eighteenth Century and Later Music Analysis

Respondents

Faculty

Total

40

Students

885

18th century should precede
19th-20th centur:i::
No
Ans.

SA

A

N
%

10
25.0

12
30.0

11
27.5

2
5.0

2.3

12.5

N

226
25.5

467
52.8

152
17.2

29
3.3

11
1.2

2.0

%

D

SD

Weighted
Mean

5

TABLE 16.--Sequence of Harmonic Practice and Counterpoint

Respondents

Fact.:.l::y

.

Total

40

Students

885

aleatoric music.

Harmonic practice before
counterEoint:

Weighted
Mean

SA

A

D

SD

No
Ans.

7
17.5

13
32.5

12
30.0

6
15.0

2
5,. 0

2.5

%
N
%

208
23. 5

586
66.2

61
6.9

7
0.8

23
2.6

1.9

N

Students still lead faculty in approval of this

traditional sequence with a 2.0 mean, while the faculty mean is 2.1.
Table 17 lists specific percentage responses of both groups.
Faculty and students gave strong approval to the instructional
sequence of including a study of harmonic practice before instrumentation.

The latter area was ranked in eighth posi·tion by students in

Table 11, but faculty ranked instrumentation as sixteenth in the total
of nineteen choices as given in Table 10.

Instrumentation is generally

TABLE 17. --Sequence of Harmonic Practice and Aleatoric Music

Respondents

Hannonic practice before
aleatoric music:

Total
SA

Faculty
Students

40
885

N

A

%

14
35. 0

14.
35.0

N
%

172
19.4

556
62. 8

Weighted
Mean

D

SD

No
Ans.

5
12.5

6
15.0

1
2.5

2.1

78
8.8

26
3.0

53
6.0

2.0

considered to be an upper division course at most Illinois universities,
so s~rong approval by faculty of the sequence could be expected.

The

ide~~ical means of 2.1 for both students and faculty may be noted in
Table 18.

TABLE 18.--Sequence of Harmonic Practice and Instrumentation
Harmony before instrumentation:
Respondents

Faculty

Total

40

N

%

Students

885

N

%

SA

A

10
25.0

17
42.5

189
21.4

474
53. 6

Weighted
Mean

SD

No
Ans.

9
22.5

3
7.5

1
2.5

2.1

179
20.2

26
2.9

17

2. 1,

1.9

D

A strong pattern of theory student means being lower than their
university instructors can be seen by examining the means of Tables 12
through 17.

The use of a textbook in music theory classes was strongly supported by both faculty and student groups surveyed.

A mean of 2.1 for

both faculty and students with 67.5 and 75.1 per cent approval,
respectively, can be noted in Table 19.

TABLE 19.--Suitability of Textbook Use in Theory Programs
A text should be used in theory:
Respondents
Faculty

Total
40

N
%

Students

885

N
%

Weighted
Mean

SA

A

D

8
20.0

19
47.5

6
15.0

3
7.5

4
10.0

2.1

157
17. 7

508
57.4

176
19.9

31
3.5

13
1.5

2.1

A follow-up question was asked:·
students be used in place of a text?

SD

No
Ans.

Should original compositions by
The response was negative.

Only

17 per cent of the students polled would support this idea, and only
10 per cent of the faculty thought the proposal to be sound, even
though several colleges in other states (as noted in Chapter II, pp.
26-35) endorse the concept.

Students were less tradition-bound than

faculty in this instance as indicated by the 3.0 mean in Table 20.
A negative reaction was also obtained from respondents to the
statement that music theory rules stifle student creativity in original
writing efforts.

The 2.6 mean of the student group comes closer to the

neutral mean of 2.5 than the faculty mean of 2.8, but almost 60 per
cent of the students felt that creativity is not .restricted by theory
rules.

Faculty were even more convinced that rules were not harmful

as indicated by the 65 per cent total in Table 21.

TABLE 20.--Replacement of Textbook by Original Student Compositions

Respondents

Total

Original composition should
re:elace text:
SA

Faculty
Students

40
885

A

D

SD

No
Ans.

Weighted
Mean

N

1

2.5

3
7.5

21
52.5

10
25.0

5
12. 5

3.1

%
N

20
2.3

130
14. 7

557
62.9

164
18.5

14
1.6

3.0

%

I_-IBLE 21.--Relationship of Music Theory Rules and Creativity

Respondents

Rules stifle creativity
in theory:

Total
SA

A

D

SD

No
Ans.

Weighted
Mean

Faculty

40

N
%

3
7.5

8
20. 0

17
42.5

9
22.5

8
7.5

2.8

Students

885

N

79
8.9

267
30.2

424
47.9

102
11.5

13

2.6

1.5

%

The 885 responding theory students viewed skill in music analysis
as being most important to the following musicians in rank order:

(1)

composer; (2) conductor; (3) performer; (4) teacher; and (5) listener.
The faculty ranking listed the choices as follows:

(1) conductor;

(2) composer; (3) teacher; (4) performer; and (5) listener.

Table 22

shows that the music teacher is not perceived to require as many

GI

analysis skills as composers or conductors by respondents.

TABLE 22.--Those Musicians Needing Skill in Music Analysis
Skill in analysis is most important to:
Respondents

Total

Faculty
Students

40
885

Conductor

ComEoser

Teacher

Performer

Listener

No
Ans.

10

6
15.0

5
12.5

3
7.5

9
22.5

71

8.0

147
16.6

62
7.0

34
3.9

%

25.0

7
17.5

N

225
25.4

346
39.1

N

%

It can easily be surmised that music analysis should include
bott 2.ural as well as visual analysis, so the intention to determine
whic2 of these two senses plays a larger role in analysis may not yet
be 2.::.swered, as most respondents answered

11

both11 to the question:

Is

skill in music analysis best acquired by aural or visual analysis?
Visual analysis seems to be slightly more important to students.·
Inclusion of the

11

both11 response in the questionnaire was ill-advised

on this item, as the intent of the question was not effectively realized.

Table 23 lists the total number and per cent responses by music

faculty and students.
As much discussion is evident regarding the advisability of integrated course

approaches in music theory, respondents were asked to

decide if music theory, music literature, and analysis should be combined in one program or maintained as separate courses.

Students voted

for the separate course approach, and against the combined format by a
59.8 and 53 per cent margin, respectively.

Faculty, however, seemed to

TABLE 23.--Type of Activity Needed in Music Analysis
Skill in analysis is best acquired by:
Respondents

Total

Faculty

40

Aural
Analysis

N

%

Students

885

N
%

Visual
Anal;:r:sis

No
Ans.

Both

2
5.0

1
2.5

37
92.5

0

0

42
4.7

60
6.8

778
87.9

0.6

5

fa~or the combined approach, and this is also reflected in rejection of
the separate course approach.

More certainty could be attached to

these figures if a larger number of faculty had chosen to respond to
this item on the questionnaire.

Table 24 indicates that both faculty

and students rejected the inclusion of music history or performance
techniques with the initial combination of theory, literature, and
an2..lysis.

TABLE 24.--Possible Combinations of Music Areas with Music Theory

Respondents

Total

1

Theory, music literature, and analysis should:
Be
Separate
Courses

Faculty
Students

40
885

Yes

Yes

14
% 35.0

16
40.0

19
47.5

9
22.5

10
25.0

16
40.0

2 7. 5

13
32.5

529

292
33.0

310
35. 0

469
53.0

170
19.2

586
66.2

164
18. 5

591
66.8

N

No

Be Combined with
Music
History

No

N

Yes

Be Combined with
Performance

Yes

% 59.8

1

Be
Combined

No

11

No

Totals of less than 100 per cent indicate number not responding
to a given item.

Evaluation of Sample Performance Levels Expected
of Undergraduate Music Theory Students on
Completion of Two Years Study
It is also necessary for those involved in the development of
music curriculum to ascertain that the methods of instruction and for-·
mat planned will complement student and faculty goals of achievement
and competency.

A consistent balance between aims and actual achieve-

ment should be attempted by curriculum designers.

The means for

insuring the success of this balance will partially depend upon the
careful planning and organization of content and experiences by faculty
with student assistance.

In addition, frequent evaluation consistent

~'ith objectives will also help assure that the goals and results of
the educational process correspond.
In a large part an intelligent formulation of desired student
pe~formance outcomes can proceed only after information is obtained
rega~ding the level on which the objectives can be reached by a particular group of students.

Differing abilities and preparation in

music theory need to be taken into account,·yet a statement of desired
outcomes for the class as a whole is also needed to give focus to related courses that precede and follow theory.

Such a compilation of

objectives by universities would give community colleges, for instance,
a much clearer idea of what to teach and how to teach transfer students
so that their competencies are similar to those of the native student
population.
The formulation of clear and comprehensive objectives, based in
terms of desired outcomes, provides a foundation for the curriculum
that sets the scope and the limits for what is to be taught and
learned.

The previous parts of this chapter have provided information

which would furnish the initial information needed by curriculum
planners to assist in the formation of specific performance objectives.
The implementation of a music curriculum involves constant adjustment
between desired outcomes and content, as "needed" knowledge influences
objectives.

These objectives, in turn, help determine what content is

important and how it should be organized.

In addition, competency~

based objectives serve as a guide for the evaluation of achievement by
helping to eliminate in a large part any discrepancies between what is
· taught and what is evaluated.
As it was initially difficult to obtain substantial information
regarding objectives from more than two of the universities surveyed
in the information gathering stages of this study, it is possible that
expectations were made known in each class between teacher and students
with~~t a written listing of expected competencies.
This possibility was explored by asking faculty and student respor:dents, "Are students in this department informed of the minimum
abilities that they will be expected to have acquired upon completion
of each theory level? 11

Students indicated by a 60 per cent positive

response that they had been so informed and 70 per cent of the total
faculty group agreed.

Means to this question are found in Table 25.

As an indication of faculty and student acceptance of certain
performance-outcome objectives, respondents were asked to assess eight
sample tasks which could be successfully completed by a student upon
completion of the music theory curriculum.

Students would be expected

to demonstrate high ability to complete the tasks.

The degree of

acceptance of these sample objectives could serve as a basis for the
formulation of other outcome objectives in the entire spectrum of

TABLE 25.--Student Knowledge of Expected Student Competency

Respondents

Total

Faculty

40

N

%

Students

885

N

%

Students know competency expected at completion of
Weighted
each theory level:
Mean
No
SD
SA
A
D
Ans.
9
22.5

19
47.5

7
17.5

2
5.0

3
7.5

2.0

119
13.4

412
46.6

289
32. 7

55
6.2

10
1.1

2.3

content and experiences to be presented in a music theory program.
Enabling objectives could then be compiled at each department which
woul..-i help reach the desired goals through the satisfactory completion
of each level of instruction.
The first sample objective states that a student should demonstrate high ability to analyze Classic and Romantic forms by ear and
froo the score.

Students approved of this task by almost a two-thirds

majority, but the positive faculty mean of 1. 6 clearly outshadowed the
extent of student approval.

Table 26 shows than only one faculty mem-

ber thought the competency inappropriate or too difficult .
. The second analysis objective to be expected of a student upon
completion of a music theory program requires that a student should be
able to locate errors in the performance of a score in any style.
Faculty approval of 85 per cent is refiected by a mean of 1.9, while
the student group shows a mean of 2.2 in Table 27, indicating a substantial majority approval.
Four competency objectives follow that were designed to assess

TABLE 26.--Form Analysis Ability Expected of Students upon Completion
of Theory Study
Analyze Classic/Romantic forms:
Respondents

Total
SA

Faculty

40

N
%

Students

885

N
%

A

D

No
Ans.

SD

1

15
37.5

23
5 7. 5

l
2.5

0
0

2.5

116
13.l

463
52.3

252
28. 5

35
4.0

2.1

19

Weighted
Mean
1.6
2.2

T.A3LE 27.--Error Analysis Ability Expected of Students upon Completion
of Theory Study

Res?ondents

Total

.Locate performance errors
in score:
SA

Fa:::::.lty

40

N

%

Students

885

N

%

A

D

SD

No
Ans.

Weighted
Mean

11
27. 5

23
5 7. 5

4
10.0

1
2.5

1.9

2.5

143
16.2

466
52. 7

234
26.4

26
2.9

16

2.2

l. 8

l

the extent of difficulty that could be expected from students in the
area of extemporaneous performance.

The first competency requires

improvisation from a figured bass line.

This skill is used in the

interpretation of certain scores of Baroque period music and is found
in exercises of many theory texts.

Nevertheless, students were gen-

erally in agreement that ·the ability is a needed one.

Faculty leaned

toward disagreement as can be noted in a consideration of the positive

and negative responses of Table 28 even though the mean is 2.5.

TABLE 28.--Figured Bass Ability Expected of St~dents upon Completion of
Theory Study
Improvise from a figured bass:
Respondents
Faculty

Total
40

N
%

Students

885

N
%

Weighted
Mean

SA

A

D

SD

No
Ans.

6
15.0

10
25.0

20
50.0

3
7.5

1
2.5

2.5

129
14.6

436
49.3

273
30.8

30
3.4

17

2.2

1. 9

The second competency assessment involved the ability to impro-."i.se in any style on piano, voice, or instrument.

Faculty respond-

ents voiced disapproval of this task by a composite 2.6 mean.

Students

sho~2d an indication that the expectation was not too severe by a 57.3
per cent majority as noted in Table 29.

TABLE 29.--lmprovisation Ability Expected of Students upon Completion
of Theory Study

Respondents

Improvise on a motive in
any style:

Total

A

D

SD

3
7.5

13
32.5

20
50.0

3
7.5

1
2.5

2.6

129
14.6

378
42. 7

317
35. 8

45
5.1

16
1.8

2.3

SA
Faculty

40

N
%

Students

885

N
%

Weighted.
Mean

No
Ans.

The ability of a student to name, write and play "jazz-pop"
chord symbols is a prerequisite to improvisation skill, yet students
were surprisingly reserved in their acceptance of the third task which
called for demonstration of the above ability.

A 2.4 mean and 52.5 per

cent acceptance resulted for the student group, while theory faculty
responded more favorably with a 2.3 mean as noted in Table 30.

TABLE 30.--Chord Symbol Ability Expected of Students upon Completion
of Theory Study

Respondents

Total

Fa:::;.ilty

40

S t::::.2.nts

885

Name, write and play "jazz-pop"
chord symbols
Weighted
No
Mean
A
SD
SA
D
Ans.
13
32. 5

2
5.0

0
0

2.3

15.0

19
4 7. 5

110
12.4

355
40.1

347
39.2

52
5.9

21
2.4

2.4

N

6

%
N

%

The last perfonnance task was designed to be difficult, but students still indicated over two-thirds acceptance of the expectation
that a student should be able to perform the compositional devices of
augmentation, diminution, retrograde and inversion on keyboard or instrument on completion of the theory curriculum.

Faculty wisely showed

less enthusiasm for such a goal than students, and returned a 2.4 mean
as shown in Table 31, reflecting mild acceptance.
Two competency objectives were designed as an assessment of the
ability of students to write contemporary music on completion of the
music theory program.

Both faculty and students rejected the

applicability or pertinence of the expected student ability to write
twelve-tone serial music.

Table 32 shows identical means of 2.6 for

theory faculty and students.

TABLE 31.--Composition Devices Expected of Students upon Completion of
Theory Study·

Respondents

Total

Demonstrate augmentation,
diminution, retrograde,
and inversion:
SA

Faculty

40

N

%

Stu:::ents

885

N

%

A

D

SD

No
Ans.

Weighted
Mean

4
10.0

18
45.0

15
37.5

2
5.0

1
2.5

2 .• 4

114
12.9

505
5 7 .1

219
24.7

23
2.6

24
2. 7

2.2

TABl::: 32.--Serial Nusic Ability Expected of Students upon Completion of
Theory Study
Write twelve-tone serial music:
Respondents
Faculty

Total
40

N
%

Students

885

N

%

No
Ans.

Weighted
Mean

SA

A

D

SD

4
10.0

11
27. 5

21
52.5

2
5.0

2.6

5.0

61
6.9

305
34.5

416
47.0

74
8.3

29
3.3

2.6

2

The second contemporary music task expected students to be able
to write an atonal melody from dictation.

Faculty recognized that this

would be difficult,

and only 57.5 per cent indicated that the goal

should be attained.

Students approved of the objective by over a two-

thirds majority, however.

Respective faculty and student means of

2.5 and 2.3 can be found in Table 33.

TABLE 33.--Dictation

Re:spondents

Ability Expected of Students upon Completion of
Theory Study

Total

Write an atonal melody from
dictation:

SA
F2.culty
Students

40
885

A

D

SD

No
Ans.

Weighted
Mean

N
%

20
50.0

27; 5

5
12.5

1
2.5

2.5

7.5

N
%

114
12. 9

449
50. 7

256
28. 9

46
5.2

20
2.3

2.3

3
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATiONS
During the 1972-73 academic year a lack of agreement among~
I

Illinois university music departments was evident in the organization
-

and content of the undergraduate music theory curriculum.

In addition,

information about competencies which might be expected from students on
completion of two years of music theory was minimal or not available.
As a result of the apparent disagreement and lack of consensus among
university music theory departments, Illinois two-year colleges were
receiving very little curricular guidance toward the adequate preparation of music transfer students.
The purpose of the study was to advance ways and means by which
the undergraduate music theory curricula in Illinois could be better
articulated, and to determine if perceptions of music theory faculty
and students were similar concerning various aspects of the design and
o7ganization of the music theory curriculum.
To assess the extent of agreement on the goals, areas of study,
organization of content, and expected student competencies of a twoyear music theory program, a questionnaire was administered in January,
1973, to undergraduate music theory faculty and their students at seven
state universities in Illinois.

The resulting data were analyzed and

presented in tabular and narrative form.

Music theory faculty and

student opinions were compared and analyzed on every item.

In addition,

the opinions of pertinent student sub-groups were noted on some items.
The following findings resulted:
1.

The majority of students enrolled in music departments of
the major Illinois universities in January, 1973, intended
to teach music.

2.

Students expected participation in the planning of music

.,
theory curriculum, while faculty were evenly divided
regarding the inclusion of students.

First-y~ar theory

students showed a stronger inclination to let only faculty
plan curriculum than the second-year student group.

Neither

faculty nor students would include public school music
teachers in planning the music theory curriculum.
3.

Music theory faculty were designated to be responsible for
final decisions in music theory course offerings and content.
Students gave strong approval to the placing of final authority with faculty.

The idea of cooperative decision-making

by faculty with students or with other groups did not receive
more than token support.
4.

While the faculty group believed that music theory is
presently used as a tool to facilitate music expression in
the universities surveyed, students as a group were unconvinced that theory helps music expression and were evenly
divided.

The group of first-year students tended to agree

that theory as taught is a tool of expression; second-year
students leaned toward disagreement.
5.

Faculty and students concurred that two-_year and four-year
colleges and universities should agree on music theory goals

and objectives.
6.

Students favored use of a state placement exam for music
theory transfer students, while faculty tended to disagree.

7.

Faculty and student groups both rejected the idea that firstand second-year music curricula should differ substantially
for prospective music teachers.

Student sub-groups affirmed
J

the decision.
8.

The five top-ranked areas of music theory study selected for
the first two years of theory instruction by faculty are:
(a) sight-singing/ear-training; (b) analysis of form; (c)
eighteenth century harmony; (d) music literature; and (e)
nineteenth century harmony.

Students ranked the five most

important areas of concentration as follows:

(a) sight-

singing/ear-training; (b) analysis of form; (c) music literature; (d) style study; and (e) music history.
9.

Those areas least needed in the two-year theory curriculum
were seen by faculty to be:

(a) aleatoric music; (b) elec-

tronic music; (c) sonata composition; (d) instrumentation;
and (e) fugue composition.
as least important:

Students ranked these five areas

(a) aleatoric music; (b) electronic

music; (c) sonata composition; (d) non-Western systems; and
(e) sixteenth century counterpoint.
10.

Music theory students at the Illinois universities surveyed
favored a study of text exercises before attempting original
composition.

11.

The theory faculty group disagreed.

The faculty and student groups were both undecided regarding
the advisability of delaying original student composition

until students had composed in the style of other composers.
12.

Both faculty and student theory groups indicated that analysis should precede composition.

Students indicated more

acceptance of this sequence than faculty, but a majority of
faculty favored some form of analysis before student
composition.
13.

.,

Students clearly supported the analysis of eighteenth century music before studying music of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

The faculty group also approved, but

less enthusiastically.
14.

In regard to the presentation of harmonic practice before
aleatoric music and instrumentation, both faculty and student
respondents supported the sequence as stated with little discernable disagreement between the two groups.

The faculty

was divided regarding the teaching of harmony before studying
counterpoint, however, while students at the time of the survey strongly supported the traditional sequence.
15.

The use of a textbook in the music theory class was thought
to be a necessity by both faculty and student groups surveyed.
A proposal that original student compositions should be used
in place of a text was soundly rejected by both groups involved in the university music theory classes, also confirming the apparent desire for the use of a textbook.

16.

Faculty and students both held the opinion that theory rules
do not stifle creativity in the original writing efforts of
students.

17.

The theory student group viewed skill in music analysis as

being most important to the following musicians in rank
order:

(a) composer; (b) conductor; (c) performer; (d)

teacher; and (e) listener.

Faculty ranking listed the

choices somewhat differently:

(a) conductor; (b) composer;

(c) teacher; (d) performer; and (e) listener.
18.

Faculty and student respondents both strongly agreed that

.

skill in analysis would be best acquired by both aural and
visual analysis of a score.
19.

The majority of students polled held the opinion that music
theory, music literature, an·d analysis would be best learned
in a separate course format and not in combination in an
integrated approach.

Faculty, on the other hand, indicated

that music theory, music literature and analysis should be
combined.

The integration of performance techniques or music

history with music theory, literature and analysis was rejected by both faculty and students.
20.

Theory students at the seven Illinois universities surveyed
indicated that they were adequately informed of the minimum
abilities that they were expected to have acquired upon completion of each theory level in their respective music departments.

Faculty, of course, showed strong agreement with this

statement.
21.

Faculty and students were asked to assess eight sample tasks
which could be expected to be easily completed by students
on completion of the theory curriculum.

The expectation that

a student should show high ability to analyze Classic and
Romantic forms was received less favorably by students. than

faculty, but was still a clearly positive item.

Similar

approval was .given the expectation that a student should be
able to locate errors in the performance of a score in any
style.
22.

A measure of performance ability expected nf theory students
was obtained from the faculty and students through their
responses to the following two competency objectives.

Upon
'

completion of two years of theory study a student should
demonstrate high ability to:

(a) improvise from a figured

bass line; and (b) improvise in any style, given a motive or
system on piano, voice, or instrument.

Faculty disapproved

of both objectives, while a comfortable majority of students
indicated agreement with both expectations.
23.

Students were less approving of the expectation that a student should be able to name, write, and play "jazz-pop" chord
symbols on the completion of the theory program than the
faculty group.

Majority approval was given this objective

by both faculty and students, however.
24.

The ability to demonstrate the compositional devices of augmentation, diminution, retrograde and inversion was seen by
theory faculty and students to be a competency that should
be expected from students completing the theory curriculum.
Stronger approval was given this competency objective by
students than by faculty.

25.

Two additional expected performance skills involving theory
knowledge were tested.·

Both theory faculty and students

rejected the ability to write twelve-tone serial music as
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being a reasonable goal for final competency, but did accept
by a slight majority the expectation that a student should
be able to write atonal music from dictation.

Conclusions
Several conclusions are apparent from the data set forth in the
study.

These are summarized as follows:
1.

It appears that Illinois music theory faculty and students
will welcome increased standardization of the undergraduate
music theory curriculum as both groups concurred that twoand four-year colleges and universities should agree on music
theory goals and objectives.

This conclusion is further

supported by the conviction of both faculty and students
that undergr~duate music theory departments should not vary
the curriculum for any particular group such as future music
teachers.

Further willingness to standardize is also evi-

denced by student support for a state placement examination
for music transfer students.
2.

Those areas of study which were ranked higher by music theory
faculty than by st.udents center around the traditional curriculum of eighteenth and nineteenth century harmony and
counterpoint.

It would appear that a reexamination by facul-

ty of current priorities will be necessary in order to allow
for increased emphasis on those areas which are seen to be
more important by theory students.
3.

The areas of study which were noted as most important to the
first- and second-year theory students evidenced a higher

amount of student activity than the faculty ranking.
Students also included academic areas not often taught in a
separate theory course format in their ranking, indicating
a covert preference for integration of these areas.
4.

The student evaluation of desired content also shows an
indication that more performance assisting skills relying on
theory knowledge such as improvisation from chord symbc5ls or
a figured bass will need to be taught in the college music
theory curriculum.

5.

The music theory faculty may be expected to offer resistance
to student urging for increased curricular emphasis on the
evaluative application of theory and analysis concepts
through performance, despite faculty approval of the development of analysis skills that involve visual or aural response.

Student respondents appeared undaunted by difficult

performance objectives that they perceived as being needed
by a functioning musician, while faculty approval of many
student performance objectives was tenuous or negative.

The

faculty attitude may possibly be attributed to a traditional
separation of music theory and performance, or a general
negative reaction to performance objectives in general.
6.

Undergraduate theory students may often be more conservative
than their instructors regarding course format and organization as the idea of prefacing composition with exercises,
analysis, and imitation of the "masters" had not been discarded by student respondents but appeared to be waning with
theory faculty.

The faculty group also showed less

inclination to follow a traditional approach than the student
group in the instruction of the principles of harmonic
practice.
7.

Students may be expected to favor a structured curriculum
over a more individualized approach as evidenced by student
preference for a textbook and rules format in place of a less
restrictive curricular organization.

A preference for~struc'

ture is further reflected in student attitudes toward the
applicability of analysis and also in their preference for a
separate course format as opposed to an integrated comprehensive musicianship structure.
8.

It appears that a major change in traditional music theory
instruction may be expected in Illinois universities as an
integrated course format was favored by theory faculty as the
most effective means to correlate and sequence needed content
and experiences of music theory.

9.

While considerable input from students and other persons
involved in music is desirable. in planning the undergraduate
theory curriculum, it has become apparent that any needed
major change in the reorganization of music theory course
structure will be as a result of faculty efforts to meet the
problem, not as a result of concerted student opposition to
the status quo.
Recommendations

On the basis of the findings presented in this study, the
following recommendations to facilitate Illinois undergraduate music

theory program articulation are made:
1.

Despite the opposition of theory faculty and students, it
would seem logical to include school music teachers in
curriculum planning since they have completed the theory
course of study and could furnish a first-hand evaluation
regarding the applicability of theory learning experiences
and· content to competencies needed on the job.

2.

The purpose of music theory instruction needs to be more
clearly defined if theory is to be regarded as a means to
facilitate music expression.

3.

The formulation of a comprehensive music theory goals and
objectives guide to aid the development of two- and fouryear Illinois undergraduate music programs is needed.

The

establishment of such a guide on a state-wide scale would
help eliminate the need for a state music theory placement
examination which could become difficult to prepare and
administer on an annual or semi-annual basis.
4.

Although standardization is advisable in terms of goals and
outcomes of music theory, the means by which each department
prepares students to meet common goals will hopefully incorporate varied and individualized methods best suited to the
faculty and students of each institution.

5.

The most important area of concentration as noted in both
faculty and student rankings is sight-singing and ear-training, yet one might suspect that these areas of activity often
receive less attention than eighteenth century harmonic study
in many music theory departments.

Increased emphasis on

keyboard and ear-training laboratories in many institutions
would undoubtedly help solve the problem in this area.
6.

Greater emphasis on composition and analysis could be given
through the study of harmony in any century, and a study of
music literature can and should include all historic periods
with emphasis on those areas which were ranked most highly

.,
by faculty and students.

An integrated approach to music

theory will necessitate an increased amount of individualized
instruction and increased expenditures in recordings, tapes
and music.
7.

Despite the relatively low-ranked position of electronic and
aleatoric music on the scale of both faculty and students, it
would be reasonable to assume that these areas should not be
ignored if students are as interested in original composition
as they indicate.

Emphasis on these areas should probably

be greatest in the last two years of instruction, however.
8.

Existing student interests can be a starting point in deciding what is to be taught in a beginning study of music theory,
yet experience has shown that the range of conscious interest
is often limited and should not be the sole criterion for
what is to be learned.

This the place where faculty exper-

tise in developing new preferences and concerns comes into
focus.

Thus initial student interests can become a gateway

to the development of other areas of study that are perceived
to be essential to music competency by the faculty but are
as yet unseen by the majority of students.
9.

Most of the nineteen ranked areas and experiences are of

interest to a serious music student, but inclusion of all in
a two-year program would result in too broad a spectrum of
coverage.

Awareness of the most important theory areas

should assist curriculmn corranittees in making priority
choices that will reflect the acceptance and support of both
faculty and students.
10.

Perhaps an approach of creative theory instruction sue~ as
that at Ball State University (p. 31) would dispel many of
the fears that students hold regarding composition.

A study

of the effectiveness of this program or others which use a
composition format is needed.
11.

A study of leading composers regarding the effectiveness of
delaying original student composition until students have
composed in the style of other composers should help faculty
decide whether continuation of an imitative approach inhibits
or aids original composition.

12.

A study of the type and extent of music analysis that would
be conducive to a bet~er understanding of the processes
involved in composition should be attempted.

13.

Traditionally, the sequence of music analysis follows a
chronological format beginning with forms of the Classical
period.

A study of the success of American University (p.

30) in offering a different approach to chronological music
study would help clarify the suitability of the usual
sequence.
14.

The format of methods employed to teach music theory should
be exposed to scrutiny by both faculty and students to assess

possible areas in which the class structure conflicts with
goals and interests of the theory students.

Such music

learning activities as reading, analyzing, performing, listening, researching, observing and composing need to be balanced to prevent too much dependency on any one activity.
Those theory students who best grasp ideas by performing
them on an instrument, or by listening and analyzing mti'sic
examples receive a limited learning opportunity in a theory
class in which the main area of activity is reading the text
and taking examinations.

As a possible solution, a theory

class could be individualized to such an extent that those
students interested in composition could conceivably learn
much of what is needed through a composition format beginning
with the first assignment.

Other individuals in the class

may be more interested in learning needed material through
development of their skills in aural and visual music
analysis.
15.

It seems imperative that ear-training and analysis should
receive a major portion of theory class attention, despite
the finding that both faculty and students feel that analysis
is of lesser importance to teachers and performers than to
composers and conductors.

It would be well to bear in mind

the fact that both theory faculty and students ranked eartraining and analysis of form as two of the most important
areas needed in music theory study.
16.

Emphasis on listening to music without being able to see the
score, as is common practice in many schools, results in a

less effective learning experience than is probably intended.
The practice of handing a theory class a piece of music to
analyze during an examination without allowing a hearing is
equally poor practice.

Involvement of both eye and ear is

needed in analysis.
17.

As students perceive improvisation from a figured bass to be
important, it would also seem advisable for faculty to plan
and implement objectives which are relevant to the performance expectations of contemporary music.

The increased

necessity for performance in the theory class is becoming
apparent, and an examination of the role that performance
should play in music theory classes is needed.
18.

The ability to write twelve-tone music is not to be expected
of students completing a study of music theory, but instruction in twentieth century materials and compositional
devices is desirable.

19.

An ability to demonstrate major concepts and ideas of music

theory on an instrument as well as on paper should be a requirement for the adequate completion of many evaluative
tasks, and work with music performance in theory class is
again seen to be a requirement for adequate student preparation.

This idea may require a change in the attitude of

both teacher and student as noted in the negative response
of both groups to the question of the inclusion of performance in theory classes.
20.

All objectives need to be subjected to constant evaluation
by faculty and students to find out if major competency goals

are being approached or achieved.

This evaluation should

also serve as a guide toward the clarification and reformulation of objectives and curricullllil.
21.

Once performance objectives have been formulated in a guide
or through common agreement the responsibility falls upon
each department to formulate comprehensive enabling objectives that will lead to achievement of the larger goals"' and
performance objectives.

Enabling objectives should also

allow for variance among experiences required to attain
different behavior, such as performancei composing, or
teaching.

Only a small number of sample performance objec-

tives were included in the questionnaire, and even this
narrow spectrum of objectives would require several different
types of learning activities to enable their attainment.
22.

An effort should be made to ascertain that any music theory
knowledge needed by a student, no matter how specialized, is
made available to those students who need it through some
form of individualized instruction if such knowledge is not
deemed applicable for the whole class.

23.

Any music department which is considering a change in music
theory format to a more integrated approach should note the
strengths and weaknesses of this approach on pp. 27-31 and
in publications of the Music Educators National Conference.
Education of all theory faculty in the rationale behind an
integrated approach should help muster support for the change.
Faculty and students involved should al.so be allowed every
opportunity to provide input regarding planning and

implementation of the proposed new curriculum.
24.

A music theory conference should be organized in the near
future for all music departments who cooperated in the study
and any other interested colleges or universities.

The con-

ference will aid the dissemination and discussion of the
results of this investigation and prompt organization of
committees to work out the specific competencies expect~d
upon completion of each area of instruction.

A state guide

for music ·theory instruction should result, which would be
of assistance to all theory departments in the planning and
implementation of music theory curricula that would articulate effectively with other Illinois institutions of higher
education.

APPENDIX A
EXPLORATORY OPINIONNAIRE

Th:i.s instrument is an attempt to measure the relationship
between student and faculty goals, objectives, and aspirations in
Illinofs college music theory programs. Your help is appreicated.
Please check the answer that applies to your situation:
Faculty

----

Student

Two-year college
Four-year college

----

Four-year state university

----

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS APPLY TO THE FIRST TWO YEARS OF COLLEGE MUSIC STUDY
Calling upon your own insights and experiences, please respond to the
following statements in two ways.
SAMPLE
1.

Of Great Importance

2.

Of Some Importance

3.

Of No Importance

4.

In Doubt

A.

Ability to perform from memory and "by eari• is
be

3
---

and should

1

In this case, number 3 would indicate that, as you see things,
operating at your institution at this time, the ability to perform from
memory and "by ear" is of 11 no importance." The number 1 would indicate
that you feel it should be of "great importance" a.t your school.
Please mark out unclear items; add corrections if necessary.
Request additional copies of this survey from:
Erwin J. Hoffman
Parkland College
9-1/2 Taylor Street
Champaign, IL 61820

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS APPLY TO THE FIRST TWO YEARS
OF COLLEGE MUSIC STUDY

1.

2.

1.

Of Great Importance

2.

Of Some Importance

3.

Of Little Importance

4.

In Doubt

Agreement on theory goals and objectives
by two-year and four-year colleges and
universities

is

should be

Listing of behaviors that a student can
demonstrate upon completion of each theory
level
is

- - - should be---

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Use of a state examination in theory for
transfer student placement

is

---

should be

Use of theory as a tool toward dealing
with musical expression

is_ __

should be

Including music literature and style in
the first two years of theory

is

should be- - - " -

Including music history in the first two
years of theory

is_ __

should be

is- - -

should be

Including transposition and scoring in
the first two years of theory

is _ __

should be

Maintaining separate courses such as
theory, music literature, form and
analysis and ear-training

is _ __

should be

is- - -

should be

is- - -

should be- - -

Including study of popular music and jazz
in theory

is_ __

should be

Including study of tempo markings, music
symbols, and common foreign terms in
theory

is- - -

should be

Including conducting techniques in theory

is _ __

should be- - -

Including form and analysis in the first
two years of theory

Expanding "theory 11 to a three year course
integrating history and literature, form
and analysis, and counterpoint
Including non-Western music systems in
the first two years of theory

---

---

---

---

---

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS APPLY TO THE FIRST TWO YEARS
OF COLLEGE HUSIC STUDY

15.
16.

17.

1.

Of Great Importance

2.

Of Some Importance

3.

Of Little Importance

4.

In Doubt

Delaying study of counterpoint until
completion of two years of theory

is

should be

Delaying composition of aleatoric music
until the completion of two years of
theory

is

should be'

Analyzing eighteenth century music before
attempting to analyze nineteenth and
twentieth century music
is

should be

Teaching analysis before attempting
composition in theory

is

should be

Composing "in the style of" various
composers

is

should be

Use of syllables (do, re, mi, etc.) in
sight singing

is

---

should be

Requiring programmed ear-training labs
in theory

is_ __

should· be

-----

---

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

-----

---

-----

---

-----

Requiring electronic music lab experience
in theory
is

should be

Requiring a basic keyboard skill in
theory

is

should be

Use of figured bass as a tool in
learning harmonization techniques

is

should be

25.

Use of a textbook series in theory

is

should be

26.

Progressing from textbook exercises to
the writing of music compositions

is

---

should be

is---

should be

is_ __

should be

---

23.

24.

27.
28.
29.

Use of original student compositions
instead of a text
Providing different theory classes for
music education majors

---

-----

Emphasis on "knowing" rather than "doing"
in theory
is_ __

---

---

---

---

should be- - -

.,

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS APPLY TO THE FIRST TWO YEARS
OF COLLEGE MUSIC STUDY

30.
31.

32.
33.

34.
35.

36.

37.

1.

Of Great Importance

2.

Of Some Importance

3.

Of Little Importance

4.

In Doubt

Facility in naming and connecting chords
as a necessary skill in itself

is_ __

Ability to analyze by ear and from the
score the larger Classic and Romantic
forms

is

Ability to write an atonal melody from
dictation

should be- - -

.,
should be

is- - -

should be

Ability to demonstrate on keyboard or
instrument augmentation, diminution>
regrograde and inversion

is

should be

Ability to write twelve-tone serial
music

is

. should be

Ability to improvise in any style,
given a motive or system on piano,
voice, or instrument

is- - -

should be

Ability to write four-part chorales in
the style of Bach

is

should be- - -

is- - -

should be.

Ability to discriminate between good
and bad musical performances (within
stylistic expectations)

---

---

-----

38.

Ability to write a fugue

is

should be

39.

Ability to locate performance errors
upon hearing a work in any style,
given the score

is

should be

Ability to name, write, and play "jazzpop" chord symbols

is

40.

---

---

- - - should be

.,

APPENDIX BREVISED QUESTIONNAIRE

ILLINOIS MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
TASK FORCE ON ARTICULATION
IN
HIGHER EDUCATION
This survey is being conducted at the state universities of
Illinois in cooperation with the Illinois Music Educators Association
Higher Education Task Force on Articulation. Your cooperation is
appreciated. All responses will be kept confidential.
~
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CONCERN THE FIRST TWO YEARS OF THE COLLEGE
MUSIC THEORY CURRICULUM IN YOUR MUSIC DEPARTMENT:
(Circle one number on each line unless otherwise indicated.)
1.

2.

3.

College and university music curriculum planning should
be done by. . .
YES

NO

music students

1

2

college faculty • .

1

2

professional musicians.

1

2

public school music teachers

1

2

others (specify)

1

2

students .

1

2

faculty . . .

1

2

other (specify)

1

2

are best learned as separate courses .

1

2

should be combined in one program.

1

2

should be combined with performance tec:hniqu.es
. . . . . .
in one program . . . .

1

2

should be combined with music history in one
course . . . . .

1

2

other (specify)

1

2

Final decisions regarding course offerings and content
should rest with

Theory, music literature, and analysis.

94
4.

Skill in musical analysis is best acquired by

.
(circle one only)

. .

1

visual analysis (score).

2

aural analysis (ear)

both of above.

5.

. . . .

3

Skill in music analysis is most important to the
(circle one only)
composer

1

ol

conductor . .

2

performer . .

3

listener

4

teacher.

5

Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly
Disagree with each of the following statements.
(Circle one number for each statement.)
STRONGLY
AGREE
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

DIS-

STRONGLY

AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

The curriculum for all first- and
second-year music students should
differ substantially for prospective
music teachers. . .
. .

1

2

3

4

Skill in musical analysis aids
understanding and perception of
music . . . . . . .

1

2

3

4

Theory rules stifle student creativity in original writing efforts.

1

2

3

4

Original student compositions should
be used in place of a text.

1

2

3

4

/\. textbook series should be used in
theory programs
. .
.

1

2

3

4

Theory is presently used as a tool
toward dealing with musical expression in this department . .

1

2

3

4

STRONGLY
AGREE
12.

13.

14.

15.

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

Two-year and four-year colleges
should agree on theory goals
and objectives . . • . .

1

2

3

4

Students are informed of the minimum abilities that they will be
expected to have acquired upon
completion of each theory level
in this department • • . .

1

2

3

4

A uniform statewide theory examination should be used for
transfer student placement

1

2

3

4

The curriculum for all firstand second-year music students
should differ substantially for
prospective music teachers

1

2

3

4

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CONCERN SEQUENCE OF 1-IDSIC INSTRUCTION AND
EVALUATION OF STUDENT ABILITIES IN THE FIRST TWO YEARS OF COLLEGE 1'IDSIC
THEORY CURRICULA.
Please indicate whether you Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, or
Strongly Disagree with each of the following statements.
(Circle one number for each statement.)

STRONGLY
AGREE
16.

Students should he taught .

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

.

analysis of eighteenth century
music before attempting to
analyze nineteenth and twentieth century music . . .

1

2

3

4

harmonic practice before counterpoint

1

2

3

4

harmonic practice before
aleatoric music. . . . .

1

2

3

4

harmonic practice before
instrumentation. .

1

2

3

4

textbook exercises before composing "on their own" .
. .

1

2

3

4

composition "in the style of" other
composers before writing in
"his own style"
.
.
1

2

3

4

analysis before composition. .

2

3

4

1

·'.'

{,

STRONGLY
AGREE
17.

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

Upon completing two years of
music theory, a student should
demonstrate high ability to
complete adequately the following tasks • . •
analyze by ear and from the
score Classic and Romantic
forms . •

1

2

3

4

write an atonal melody from
dictation . • • • • . •

1

2

3

4

perform on keyboard or instrument augmentation,
diminution, retrograde and
inversion • • • • • • •

1

2

3

4

write twelve-tone serial music

1

2

3

4

improvise in any style, given
a motive or system on piano,
voice, or instrument • • • •

1

2

3

4

name, write and play "jazzpop" chord symbols . • • . • •

1

2

3

4

locate errors in the performance of a score in any style.

1

2

3

4

improvise from a figured bass
line . . • • • . • . . .

1

2

3

4

TIIE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CONCERN CURRICULUM CONTENT OF THE FIRST TWO
YEARS OF MUSIC THEORY STUDY.
18a.

b.

You are in charge of designing a two-year theory program.
Should the following areas of study be included in this program?
(Circle one only.)
After completing part a, please rank the five most important
areas of concentration for the first two years of instruction.

(Assign one (1) to the most important area, two (2) to the second most
important, etc., using the numbers one (1) through five (5).)

18.

YES

NO

1

2

1

2

1

2

l.

2

1

2

1

2

Music Literature

1

2

Music History.

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Music Style Study.

1

2

Popular Music/Jazz

1

2

Non-Western Music Systems.

1

2

1

2

1

2

Sight-singing/ear-training

.

Electronic Music

........

Aleatoric Music.

.

. .. .. . . .

..

Fugue Composition.

.. . .
.. .

Analysis of Form.
Sonata Composition

... . .

..
..

Original Composition

.

Eighteenth Century Harmony
Nineteenth Century Harmony

.
.

Twentieth Century Harmony.
Counterpoint of Fifteenth and
. .
Sixteenth Centuries.

..

.

Eighteenth Century Counterpoint.

Instrumentation.
Improvisation.
(Attention:

.

..

.. . . ..
. . . . .

.. . . .

,J

Please be sure to complete part b of this question.)

RANK

(The following to be completed by students only - circle one number on
each line.)
YES

19.

NO

I am presently in

first year theory.

.

1

2

1

2

1 .,

2

1

2

teach music. • . • •

1

2

perform professionally.

1

2

other (specify)

1

2

second year theory
20.

I have studied music theory in high school

21.

I have studied theory in another college

22.

After graduation, I plan to

.

. . .

,,,

APPENDIX C
LETTERS

July 20, 1972

Dr.
____ , Chairman
Music Department
(School)
. (City)
Dear Dr.
In an effort to determine how the two-year colleges in Illinois
can establish a program in music theory that can effectively correlate
scope, sequence, and final expected outcomes with music theory courses
of the seven major universities in Illinois, I am contacting each of
the music departments to compile a statewide consensus of opinion on
expected minimum achievement at each level of theory instruction.
I am working in cooperation with Dr. Oren Gould, Vice-president of
IHEA Higher Education Division; Ann Collins, who is chairman of the IMEA
Articulation Task Force; and other members of the Comprehensive Musicianship Committee in Higher Education.
I am sure you would agree that all of the theory departments
should try to agree as much as possible on results of their program.
Individual means to reach similar results can and probably should be
varied and different from one university to another.
As a first step, would you please send me (1) class syllabi, (2)
m~sic theory/ear-training objectives, and (3) examinations: entry and
first and second year finals so we can begin noting similarities and
dissimilarities in scope, sequence, and continuity at each level in
various programs. I am requesting similar material from the other major
Illinois universities. Confidentiality will be maintained, as the total
picture of requirements is wanted. Individual programs will not be
singled out.
I am really excited about this project, and will spend the summer
on it; so if you could bundle up copies of any pertinent theory material I would really appreciate it.

Dr.

2

July 20, 1972

The time factor is important as we hope to have a meeting Saturday,
November 4, of all concerned theory teachers at the IHEA District convention in Champaign and hash over the proposed guidelines and objectives. Please put down the date--1 will contact you later for
confirmation of place and time.
Thanks for your help and cooperation.
Sincerely,

.,

Erwin J. Hoffman
Chairman, Higher Education
District III
Illi~ois Music Educators Association

October 19, 1972

'l.'o All Theory and Music Education Faculty:
Have you been thinking about changing the format of your t~~ory
class? Individualizing instruction? Wonder how your theory .sttidents
compare in achievement with other colleges and universities? Looking
for new ideas?
Plan now to attend the November 4th Music Theory Articulation
Workshop to be held in room 1179 of the new music building, on the
University of Illinois campus at the corner of Nevada and Goodwin
in Urbana.
The workshop is being held in conjunction with the District III
Illinois Music Educators Association Conference Festival; however,
the higher education meeting is actually statewide with representation already scheduled from every district in the state.
Initial participants in the workshop will include:
Al Blatter
Paul Zonn
John Rehm
Kent Werner
James Woodard
James Krehbiel
James Brinkman
Ann Collins
Lance Strickland
Wendell Logan
Steve Blum
Jan Bach
Henry Busche
Larry Phifer
Roger Perley
Art Castetter
George Makas

University of Illinois
University of Illinois
Illinois State University
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
Eastern Illinois University
Eastern Illinois University
Western Illinois University
Western Illinois University
Western Illinois University
Western Illinois University
Northern Illinois University
MaD~urray College
Rend Lake College
Black Hawk College
Highland Community College
William Rainey Harper College

Many more two- and four-year colleges will also attend.

This letter will be sent to most state and some private colleges,
and it is hoped that this conference will be continued at the state
convention of IMEA to be held January 25-27, 1973, in Arlington Heights.
No registration fee will be charged for the November 4th Workshop.
A program of activities scheduled in addition to the college
theory workshop is included for your information.
Please note that we will begin at 10:00 a.m. with each of the
seven state universities presenting a short 10-15 minute summary of
current and projected objectives, goals, innovations, and requirements
of their respective programs in musicianship or theory. Time should be
left before lunch for questions from the floor. After lunch, i~novative programs and unique features of other four- and two-year c,olleges
will be scheduled. Following this, Al Blatter of the University of
Illinois will referee an open brainstorming exchange on possibilities
for new solutions to old problems. (How about such things as transfer
of credit, pre-requisites,- evaluation of past work, integration of
history and literature with theory, etc.)
To assure that some measure of consensus will be reached, each
participant will be asked to complete a short attitude scale on goals
and objectives. The results will be mailed to all participants before
the January meeting when more work can be attempted.
It is also hoped that each college attending will bring information about the following to distribute to the group: (100 copies)
1.

Name of college,

2.

Instructors in theory and phone number of theory head.

3.

Theory texts used.

4.

Number of courses taught in theory.

5.

Brief description of theory objectives and sequence
materials presented in each course at freshman and
sophomore levels.

6.

Sample finals or evaluative criteria. (Such as, at the
completion of HUS 102 the student should be able to:.)

7.

Innovative features of the program. (Keyboard lab,
ear training lab, analysis and composition, performance,
and evaluation.)

8.

Proposed changes in program or requirements.

9.

History and literature.
how much.)

(Taught separately, combined,

JV

Try to prepare something that will help other schools; and the
take-home material should be more than worth the trip. "As ye sow
. . • . " Many thanks for your concern and help. Perhaps this can
be made a yearly happening!
Sincerely,

Erwin J. Hoffman
Chairman, Higher Education
District I II
Illinois Music Educators Association

December 20, 1972

Dr.
____ , Chairman
Music Department
(School)
(City)
Dear Dr.
Enclosed are ___ questionnaires, ___ through___
I have
also included a cover letter to be given to each theory faculty ~ember
and a sufficient number of large brown envelopes for return to your
office.
Would you please distribute questionnaires, one letter of explanation, and a brown envelope (for each section) to each theory instructor.
Please write Faculty on each questionnaire given to instructors to help
eliminate any confusion here.
(This is important!)
After completion of the forms, have each instructor seal all forms
given him by you (including those not used) in the brown envelope, and
return to your office. Would you in turn please return them to me by
United Parcel Service. I will try to find out where a United Parcel
Service pickup station is located in your city and send or call this
information. This is better than special delivery, as it only takes
one day in Illinois for delivery at a fraction of the cost. I will
reimburse you for the postage immediately.
The data processing office has promised me tha~ they can have
results back by January 27 for our Saturday morning theory session at
the IMEA convention in Arlington Heights if they can start receiving
data on January 8. Please stress this fact to each instructor and ask
him to give out the questionnaire as soon as possible on WednesdayFriday, January 3-5, 1973.
Again, many thanks for going out of your way to help in this
important task. I sincerely believe that this is an important first
step. A total of 1325 questionnaires were sent out, so we should have
some valid results.
Gratefully,

Erwin J. Hoffman
Chairman, Higher Education
District III
Illinois Music Educators Association
Phone (__ ) _____ (office)
(_) _ _ _ (home)

December 20, 1972

Dear Theory Faculty Member:
As a member of the Illinois Music Educators Association Task
Force in Articulation, I am attempting to identify the extent of
agreement between faculty and students on music curriculum needs, goals,
and objectives at each of the state universities of Illinois. The data
from this study should help theory faculty better struggle with~the
problem of what to teach and when to teach it. This study shou'ld also
help facilitate development of new music programs in the state.
Would you please help
questionnaires to yourself
as soon as possible during
information will be needed
Heights on January 25-27.
date.

in this effort by administering the enclosed
and to your ear-training and theory classes
the first three class days in January. This
for the INEA state convention at Arlington
You will receive results by mail after that

All individual responses will be kept confidential. Emphasis in
final reports will be placed on comparison of total groups rather than
individual classes.
I would greatly appreciate your cooperation in gathering these
data. Please make certain that no student takes the questionnaire
twice. Write "Faculty" on p. 1 of your own questionnaire before
sealing. Seal all questionnaires (even those not completed) in the
brown envelope and then return them to your theory chairman before
January 4. He will then return them to me as a group.
Thanks in advance!
Sincerely,

Erwin J. Hoffman
Chairman, Higher Education
District III
Illinois Music Educators Association
Phone(__) _____ (office)
(_) _ _ _ (home)
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Erwin James Hoffman was born on May 10, 1938, in Alliance,
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He attended schools in Gering, Nebraska, and in 1960 he
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received a Bachelor of Music Education degree from the University of
Nebraska in Lincoln.
After teaching music in the Chadron, Nebraska schools from
1960-62, he resumed study at the University of Nebraska, receiving
a Master of Music degree in 1964, while teaching part-time in
Milligan, Nebraska, and in Wilber, Nebraska.
From 1964-67, Hoffman taught secondary instrumental music in
the York, Nebraska schools.

Employment in the Greeley, Colorado

secondary schools from 1967-69 followed.
He has been teaching music theory and instrumental music at
Parkland College in Champaign, Illinojs since 1970.
He is married and has a son and daughter.

Report of AIMS Committee on Music Theory
Erwin J. Hoffman, Parkland College, Chair
October 11, 1996, ISU

This report was a commission of the February 3, 1996 annual meeting in Peoria. It addresses
some of the perennial concerns of music faculty in Illinois community colleges: Are our students
aware of the standards of achievement expected by 4-year schools for entry into Junior-level music
courses? What information exists about applied performance standards; theory skills; and piano
proficiency standards? Will the Associate of Fine Arts Degree really facilitate articulation?

In February, 1996,Erwin Hoffman requested theory and aural skills syllabi, music computer lab
requirements/software, and sample evaluative instruments used to assess theory and aural skills
proficiency upon completion of the sophomore level from selected 4-year schools within the AIMS
membership. The following institutions had participated in the study as of October 1, 1996:
Bradley University, Eastern Illinois University, Illinois State University, Millikin University,
Northern Illinois University, Quincy University, Southern Illinois University, and Southern
Illinois University.
The session began with discussion of the gateway or entrance requirements for NIU and ISU.
Both schools have assembled extensive and detailed listings of the skills, proficiencies and
knowledge expected from a student who has completed four semesters of theory and aural skills.
ISU has prepared a twenty page document outlining procedures, administration, content and
ev:alutaion procedures for auralskills, applied performance,music reading, theory, history, and
literature. Paul Bauer stated that NIU is currently revising its twenty-two.page sophomore
comprehensive examination which exensively details requirements in theory, aural and keyboard
skills, and repertory. Unique features of the evaluative methods employed by other college and
university music programs were mentioned and briefly discussed. Millikin University, for
instance, has twelve different Sophomore Barrier instruments available for use in assessing ability
levels in voice. Each exam covers scales, intervals, chord structures, and sightsinging. Exams
have also been prepared in brass, woodwinds, percussion, and strings. EIU has compiled
minimum levels of achievement in keyboard at four levels; WIU lists eight requirements in the
"Basic Music Skills Assessment" which are focused on skills in performance, sight playing, aural
identification of meter, sight singing, and harmonization at the piano.
Hoffman distributed lists of software utilized by participating schools, and asked for updates or
upgrades as they are adopted. A listing of theory and aural skills texts utilized by participating
schools »1as also distributed. Every 4-year music school in Illinois is encouraged to participate in
this ongoing study, and AIMS will continue to update the collection of data and make summaries
available online to enable useful and pertinent curriculum planning and facilitate advisement of
transfer students.
,
Contact Erwin Hoffman at Parkland College, 2400 W. Bradley Ave.,Champaign, IL 61821,
(217)351-2483
FAX (217)373-3899
.e-mail: ehoffman@parkland.cc.il.us
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Purpose
It shall be the purpose of the Association to advance the

cause of music in higher education generally and to improve
the quality and program of the music educational system in
Illinois through the promotion of cooperation between all
colleges and universities and through the exercise of educational leadership.

Questions? ..

If you have questions about AIMS you are invited to contact
one of the members of the executive committee listed below.
We would like to have all Illinois colleges and universities
involved in this organization.
David Vroman. President
Bradley University
phooe(309)677-2595
email: dvroman@bradley.bradley.edu

Membership
Membership shall be open to all institutions of higher
education in the state of Illinois. Dues are currently $35.00
per year.

Paul Bauer. Vice President
Northern Illinois University
phone (815) 753-7976
email: paulbauer@niu.edu

Meetings
AIMS meets each fall at a member institution and topics
pertinent to music in higher education are selected for each
meeting. Then. during the Illinois Music Educators Association Conference in Peoria., a breakfast meeting is held for
AIMS members;

Fr. Dennis Schafer. Secretary/freasurer
Quincy University
phone (217) 228-5459
email: schafde@quincy.edu

Benefats·
There are topics which are important to all Illinois colleges
ar.d universities offering music study. Most :recently AIMS· ·· · ··
organiud six task forces to look at articuJation concerns in .
the areas of; Applied Study and Ensembles; Music Education; Class Piano; Theory; History. Literature and World .
Music; and Technology in the Art of Music. There have
been two main benefits from the work of these committees:
first. the results of their individual projects and second. the
increased awareness of programs and colleagues at other .
institutions.
NEXT MEETING>
Saturday, February 1st.:
·,
7:00am
,.
Bradley Room
.
Hotel Pere Marquette

Steve Fiol. Private 4-year representative
Millikin University
phone (217) 424-6300' .
email: sfiol@mailmillikin;edu
Harlan Hock. 2-year representative ·
Lewis & Clark Community College
phone (618) 467-2233
..
Bob Tillotson. Past President ·
Hmper College
phone (847) 925-6565

_;

ABOUT TlllS ISSUE ..

On Friday, October 11. 1996.music executives and
faculty members from around the state met at Illinois State
University to discuss issues of significance to music curricuhnns in the Illinois colleges and universities. 'Three topics
were discussed: ·

The next meetini of AIMS will be held in conjunc- .
1. Class Piano
ti.on with the Illinois Music Educators Conference on
2. Theory
Saturday. February 1st at 7:00 am. (Yes. 7:00am) We will
3. Applied Faculty -Adjunct
meet in the Bradley Room of the Hotel Pere Marquette. This·
meeting will allow updates by the committees and also
· · These tq>ics are a continuation of work done by six
include a business meeting for the association. A continental
committees over the past two years. The intent is simply to
breakfast will be served.
·, ·
gather. discuss and distribute information on each of these
If you can attend this meeting please contact Fr. ··
topics to the membership and other interested parties.
Dennis Schafer, secretary/treasurer.
· Communication among two year, four year private, and four
year public schools is important to music students in Illinois.
Phone: (217)228-5459
This newsletter presents a brief summary of the three
FAX: (217) 228-5257
meetings from this past October. The Association is grateful
e-mail: schafde@quincy.edu
to those who have contributed and we hope this information
is useful to the reader regardless of their home institution.
Please respond by Wednesday, January 29th.

Pae:e Two
SUMMARY REPORT OF CLASS PIANO MEETING

Harlan Hock, chair
INTRODUCTION
The ?u°!mary of th~ piano proficiency requirements
at sele<;ted I_II_m01s s~te pubhc and private 4-year colleges
and umvers1ties provided the catalyst for discussion among
those present at the class piano breakout session at the
Association of Illinois Music Schools Fall Workshop. The
sessio~ begl_lll with brief comments by the panel of three
class piano mstructors, Karen Rogers from Southern Illinois
University- Edwardsville, Ronald Ya.Deau from Millikin
University, and Harlan Hock from Lewis and Clark Community College. They provided the perspectives of a public
f~ur-year, _a private four-year, and a public two-year respecuvely. This v.:as followed by a general discussion of the
requuements m each category of the survey. The discussion
t:nded with suggestions for improving class piano instruction.

Tiffi REOUIRE:MENTS

piano i~truction. During that final semester of private
mstruction the student could focus on the specific require~ents of th~ school to which they would transfer. On this
1s~u~ there 1s no general agreement on the requirements
w1thm the categories or even the categories themselves.
Some suggestions to modify the requirements and to better
the development of functional piano skills are as follows:
1) Plr.ce less emphasis on technique acquisition
through scale and arpeggio practice and concentrate on the
development of skills relevant to classroom teaching.
.
2) _Place less emphasis on open score reading at
sight, especially of more than two parts at a time. Allow
~ple preparation ahead of time for open score reading if it
1s required.
3) Place more emphasis on sight reading, including
the use of music reading software with MIDI keyboard input
PreJ>3Il: students to be better sight readers by assigning more
repertoue.
4) Place more emphasis on harmonization including mastery of a variety of accompaniment styles.. '
5) Place more emphasis on improvisation and
ensemble playing.

. Based on a set ~f nine c~teria for evaluation (scales,
arpeggi~s, <;>pen score, sight reading, prepared music,
There was mixed agreement regarding the inclusion
harmomzabon, chords _or chord progressions, transposition, . .
of
numerous
chord progressions and transposition to all keys.
and other school- specific requirements), selected Illinois
Some
felt
that
requirements for these categories are too
schools were summarized for the benefit of educators and
co~prehensiv~.
while others felt that they are vital skills
students who need to know the standards of evaluation for
which greatly improve the student's overall musicianship.
transfer students. While fluency in each area is beneficial to
\Yhile th~ group disagreed on a few issues, they did recogany ~tudent preparing to transfer, the schools had widely
mze ~e lDlportance of reviewing and revising the require- .
varymg standards for their proficiency examinations. ./.\.II ·
ments m order to meet the needs of the students they serve.
require prepared mu~ic, for exfil!lple, but some place
emphasis on repertoire from vanous style periods, others on
SUMMARY
developing skill in playing vocal and/ or instrumental .
·
accompaniments, and still others on combinations of both.
.
Those present f~lt that the session was very inforIn some cases the prepared music.is to be memorized and
mative. ~t provided a umq~e opportunity to meet colleagues
transposed. The only point of general agreement is that the
engaged m the same teaching area for a sharing of ideas.
performance of pre~~d m_usic sh~uld reflect the highest
Further, everyone agreed that future meetings of this type
level of overall mus1c1ansh1p possible. ·
wou_Id be very beneficial. Topics suggested for future
.
Hannonization is another requirement that most
sess~ons
include the possible integration of class piano and
schools surveyed implemented in their tools for evaluation.
mus1~ theory co~rses, the im~lementation of technology in
Thi_:; standard, like the prepared music requirement, widely
vaned from school to scnooL Some allowed the prospective teachm_g class p~no, and the impact of new requirements in
the ':armus music degree programs on the class piano
student to prepare the harmonization ahead of time while
requirements. The Association of Illinois Music Schools
others had a comprehensive test administered at sight. All
could provide the forum for these future sessions.
the schools who require harmonization agree, however: that
the student should be able to harmonize melodies with'
PRESENTING PANEL
Roman numerals !Jr popular chord symbols given as well as
Harlan Hock - Chair and Two-Year Representative
melodies without any chords indicated.
Lewis and Clark Community College
Many of the schools require a performance of
Karen
Rogers
- Four-Year Public Representative
scales, but the standards require anything from a scale of the
Southern
Illinois University - Edwardsville
student's choosing at any tempo, hands separately, to
Ronald YaDeau - Four-Year Private Representative
performance of all major and minor scales at a specified
Millikin University
·
tempo, hands together. The other requirements occur
sporadically throughout the schools, each school having its ·
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE DISCUSSION GROUP
own particular level of proficiency.
Ann Collins - Western Illinois University
Larry Hanns - Illinois Central College
THE DISCUSSION
Janet Kaizer - Bradley University
Barbara Lanham - Lincoln Land Community College
The panel reviewed the information and then shared
Jill
Marasa - Carl Sandburg College
concerns about the requirements. One concern is how a
Christos Tsitsaros - University of Illinois
junior college instructor might best meet the individual needs
of all of the students in his or her class piano class who wish
to transfer to different schools with different requirements.
One possible solution proposed is to provide three semesters
of class piano and one semester of private minor applied

a

Page Three
SUMMARY REPORT OF MUSIC THEORY MEETING
Erwin J. Hoffman, Chair
This report was a commission of the February 3,
1996 annual meeting in Peoria. It addresses some of the
perennial concerns of music faculty in Illinois community
colleges:
✓ Are yow- students aware of the standards of
achievement expected by 4-year schools for entry into
Junior-level music courses?
✓ What information exists about applied performance standards; theory skills; and piano proficiency
standards?
~ Will the Associate of Fine Arts Degree really
facilitate articulation?
In February, 1996, Erwin Hoffman requested theory
and aural skills syllabi, music computer lab requirements/
software, and sample evaluative instruments used to assess
theory and aural skills proficiency upon completion of the
sophomore level from selected 4-year schools within the
AIMS membership.
Toe session began with discussion of the gateway or
entrance requirements for NilJ and SIU. Both schools have
assembled extensive and detailed listing of the skills,
proficiencies and knowledge expected from a student who
has completed four semesters of theory and aural skills. ISU
has prepared a twenty page document outlining procedures,
administration~ content and evaluation procedures for aural
skills, applied perfomiance, music reading, theory, history,
and literature. Paul Bauer stated that NilJ is currently
revising its twenty-two page sophomore comprehensive
examination which extensively details requirements in
theory, aural and keyboard skills, and repertory.
Unique features of the evaluative methods employed by other ~liege !1f1d universi!}'.~usic J?OO~ were
mentioned and bnetly discussed. Millikin Uruvers1ty, for
example, has twelve different Sophomore Barner instruments available for use in assessing ability levels in voice.
Each exam covers scales, intervals, chord structures, and
sightsinging. Exams have_ also ~ prepared in ~ .
woodwinds, percussion, and strings. EIU has compiled
minimum levels of achievement in keyboard at four levels;
WIU lists eight requirements in the "Basic Music Skill
Assessment" which are focused on skills in performance,
sightplaying, aural identification of meter, sight singing, and
hal:monization at fhe piano.

Every 4-year music school in Illinois is ~couraged
to participate in this ongoing study, and AIMS will continue
to update the collection of data and make summaries
available on-line to enable useful and pertinent curriculum
planning and facilitate advisement of transfer students.
Contact:
Erwin Hoffman
Parkland College
2400 W. Bradley Ave.
Champaign, IL 61821
phone: (217)351-2483
FAX (217)373-3899
e-mail: ehoffman@parkland.cc.il.us

SUMMARY REPORT OF
APPLIED FACULTY-ADJUNCT
Steve Fiol, Chair
Using adjunct faculty t~ ins~~t stud~nts in ~e
studio is a common occurrence m Illmo1s. nus meetmg
considered the following agenda items through discussion
concerning the use of adjunct applied faculty.

Philoso»hicaI Issues
1. What is the effect on applied instruction· when adjunct
faculty are used?
- institutional/programmatic impact
- instructional integrity

2. What is the long range effect on teaching of the arts in our
culture?
- what is the message this gives to govenm1ent groups
- what is the message this gives to university
administrators
- what is the mess~ge this gives to future arts educators

3. The mooll dilemma
- what is "fair" treatment
- the marginalizing of arts professionals
4. How is adjunct instruction in applied music different from
other disciplines?
The Reality Tocfa.y

1. Pay schedule for adjuncts.
2. Benefits paid to employee.
3. The matter of cost effectiveness and keeping within
budget
4. Mvantages to the hiring institution.
5. flexibility versus consistency and commibnent

Hoffman distributed lists of software utilized by
participating schools, and asked for updates or upgrades as :
they are adopted. A listing of theory and aural skills texts
Desired and Realistic Goals for the Future
utilized by participating schools was also distnouted. It was
suggested that the AIMS home page would be a logical
1. What, if any, is the desirable ratio of full-time to
location for this and other related material.
- adjunct
2. Alternatives: non-tenure lines? shared full-time
WHO PARTICIPATED?
positions? Others?
3. Ways to honor the adjunct faculty.
The following institutions had participated in the
study as of October 1, 1996: Bradley University, Eastern
Access to the web?
lliinois University, Illinois State University, Millikin
We are "under construction" but you are invited
University, Northern Illinois University, Quincy University,
Southern Illinois University, Southern Illinois University at
to visit the AIMS homepage at:
~Wardsville, University of Illinois, Western Illinois Univerhttp://www.wiu.edu/users.mimus/aims
sity, and Wheaton College.

Association of Illinois Music Schools
Februa1Y 15, 1996
Dear AIMS Colleague:
At the February 3rd meeting of the Association of Illinois Music Schools in Peoria, I
was asked to gather information regarding audition criteria and theory proficiency
standards at individual four year colleges and universities in IUinois. This
information is needed by the two-year schools to better prepare their students for
transfer to a school of their choice. It will help specifica11y target course content
within the guidelines of the new Associate of Fine Arts degree to achieve the most
efficient articulation and linkage of curricula. AIMS will make this information
available to participants and other members upon request.
Steve Fial, Director of the School of Music at Millikin University, will be working
with me on this compilation. Our goal is not to discourage or eliminate individual
differences in the degree programs of each senior institution. Applied music
e<:'Pectations may vary from studio to studio within institutions as well as between
music schools. Variations in theory instruction and application are also to be
expected, but texts used, software employed, keyboard requirements, and current
junior-year entrance requirements need to be known and readily accessible.
Please do the follov,,ring by March 1st:
1. Send syllabi for the first four semesters of theory, aural skills courses, and
keyboard classes. Piease include faculty phone, FAX. and e-mail information.
2. Include software assignments and hours required in the computer lab for above.
3. Enclose a sample end of the year sophomore competency evaluation Qunior
entran1:;e exam or interview) to be given to both native and transfer students.
4. Enclose applied instrument and voice requirements with audition suggestions.
Short on time? Send an appropriate faculty name and phone ... vVe'll go there! The
sharing of this information will improve the quality of future music transfers who
want to graduate from your music school. A prompt response is appreciated.
Sincere thanks for your h lp and cooperation.

.
Erwin J. Hoffman, Parkland College Music C146
2400 W Bradley Ave., Champaign, IL 61821
217/351-2483 FAX 217/373-3899 home 217/351-8350

Association of Illinois Music Schools
October 17, 1996
Erwin Hoffman
Department of Music
Parkland College
2400 W. Bradley Avenue
Champaign, IL 61821
Dear Erwin,
Thank you very much for preparing and presenting your session on theory
materials and requirements at the AIMS meeting last Friday. The collection of
textbooks and music software you prepared is absolutely terrific! I know it took
hours of phone calls and work to put this together but it is exactly this type of
document which makes this organization so worthwhile. Great job!
In order to "get the word out" I want to send out minutes with your materials as
we discussed at the meeting. So, before November could you please:
1. Send me the updated version of your summary handouts of theory
texts and software.
2. Send me a short summary of your findings which is "newsletter"
ready so I can place in a newsletter to go to all the two and four year
schools in the state.
Thanks again for doing such a great job! I know these things are extra time and
work but I think your project has already benefited a great number of people. I
know I personally enjoyed the session and left with more information than I had
previously.
Take care.

~~J~

David Vroman, President
Association of Illinois Music Schools

Association of Illinois Music Schools
BUSINESS MEETING
FALL WORKSHOP: OCTOBER 16, 1992

AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Report of Secretary/Treasurer
Annual Meeting Update
Directory Status
Draft copy to check available
Consitution/ByLaws
To be included in Directory
Revised for political correctness (S/He)
Should Commissions be appointed for work in the area of Articulation?
Those who indicated in mailing an interest in working on a commission:
Harlow Hopkins
Erwin Hoffman
Jerry E. Lewis
James Dowcett
FR. Dennis Schafer

6.

Olivet Nazarene University
Parkland College
Joliet Jr College
Principia College
Quincy College

Report of Vice-President re ideas for Fall 93 Workshop
Topics suggested in directory information mailback:
Survey of direction of music: ie electronic, computers, etc.
NASM requirements for 2-year colleges
Examination of jr requiremenVtests for 4-yr schools for consistency and relevance
Examination of applied teaching credits: lab/lecture ratio, etc.
MIDI as a separate course and/or included in existing courses
Non Western music courses
Transfer of music theory
Student outcomes
Music major core studies
Faculty load issues
Technology and the basic curriculum
Honors programs in music
Part-time (adjunct) instruction including pay, benefit, loads, etc.
Accountability Outcomes
The pressure from administrators to limit all majors in terms of credit
Transfer problems to 4 year schools
Status of music in community college
The effect of K-12 music cuts and how that affects poorer preparation for college music
Concern for increased number of general courses which affects department offerings
to meet certification (re teachers)
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ILLINOIS ARTICULATION INITIATIVE

<========================>
MUSIC

Any community or junior college student who intends to major in music for the baccalaureate degree is
strongly encouraged to complete the Associate in Fine Arts (A.FA) degree in music, not the Associate
in Arts (A.A.) degree or the Associate in Science (A.S.) degree prior to transfer.
To transfer as a junior into either a baccalaureate program with a major in Music or Music Education,
students should select one of the two options described below in consultation with a music department
advisor. Completion of the A.F.A. degree, however, does not fulfill lhe requirements of the Illinois General
Educalion Core Curriculum, nor does it fulfill the requirements for rhe A.A. or the A.S. degree. Therefore,
students will need to fulfill the general education requirements of the institution to which they transfer.
Transfer admission is competitive. Completion of one of the r,,,:o options alone does not guarantee
admission either to the baccalaureate program or to upper-division or specialty music courses. Students
may be required to demonstrate skill level through auditions and pl.a.cement testing at the institution to which
they transfer. In some colleges and universities, a baccalaureate c.egree may also require competency in
a foreign language.
Associate in Fine Arts (A.F.A.) Degree
(with emphasis in music performance)
General Education Core Courses 1

Communication
English Composition I (3 credits)
English Composition II (3 credits)
Speech (3 credits)
Mathematics
Physical and Life Sciences
Humanities
Social and Behavioral Sciences
1General

28-32 semester credits

9 semester credits

3-4 semester
7-8 semester
6-7 semester
3-4 semester

credits
credits
credits
credits

education courses are described in the Illinois General Education Core Curriculum. Students who pursue the

A.FA degree should not take Music Appreciation or Fundamentals ofMusic Tr..eory to fulfill the Humanities requirement.

Core Music Courses

Music Theory
Music Literature/History
Keyboard Skills
Aural Skills
Ensemble
Applied Instruction
2Credit

35 semester credits

12 semester credits
3 semester credits
4 semester credits 2
4 semester credits
4 semester credits
8 semester credits

awarded for courses in keyboard skills varies among colleges and ur..n-r::rsities; whenever possible; the intent

is for students to have completed four semesters of keyboard skills prior io rr=ferring.

Course Descriptions
MUSIC TIIEORY (12 semester credits): Study of introductory through advanced materials in dialonic and
chromatic hannony; introduction to form and analysis and
20th century compositional methods.
MUSIC LITERATURE/HISTORY (3 semester credits):
Introduction to the standard concert repertory through
intensive guided listening. Representative works by major
composers are chosen to illustrate the principal styles.
forms. and techniques of vocal and instrumental music.
Assumes a fundamental knowledge and understanding of the
elements of music.
KEYBOARD SKILLS (4 semester credits): Sequential
development of functional knowledge of the keyboard and
playing skills sufficient to handle practical situations.
Includes hannonization. transposition. sight-reading,
improvisation, accompanying, ensemble playing, and
keyboard literature appropriate to the level of the course in
which the student is enrolled.

AURAL SKILLS (4 semester credits): Sequential courses
in ear training, sight singing. and dictation. May include
keyboard. compu1er-assisted instruction. and/or other
applications. and may be integrated with Music Theory
coursework.
ENSEMBLE (4 semester credits):
Rehearsal and
performance in concert band. orchestra, chorus. or jazz
ensemble.
APPLIED INSTRUCTION (8 credits): Private tutorial that
incorporates representative solo and study materials.
Develops performance skills and a basic knowledge of
appropriate literature. Includes public performance.

ILLINOIS ARTICULATION INITIATIVE
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TO FACIUTATE INTERINSTITUTIONAL TRANSFER

Board of Higher Education

Illinois Community College Board

4 West Old Capitol Plaza, Room 500
Springfield, IL 62701
tel: 217nBZ-3442
fax: 217nB2-8548

509 South Sixth Street, Suite 400
Springfield, IL 62701
tel: 217n85-0l23
fax: 217/524-4981

MUSIC PANEL

Public Universities
Donald Doig
Chair, Department of Music
Chicago State University
9501 South King Drive
Chicago, IL 60628
tel: (312) 995-2231
fax: (312) 995-3767
on-line: dcdoig
Jerry Daniels
Associate Professor of Music
26 Doudna Fine Arts Building
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
tel: (217) 581-5490
fax: (217) 581-2113
cfjld@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu
Arved Larsen
Professor and Chairperson
Department of Music
Illinois State University
Normal, IL 61790-2202
tel: (309) 438-7631
fax:
Charles Blickhan (Tim)
Professor, School of Music
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illinois 60115-2854
tel: (815) 753-0394
fax:
e-mail: blickhan@niu.edu

Dan Mellado
School of Music
Altgeld Hall 113
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale, IL 62901
tel: (618) 453~5806
fax: (618) 453-5808
Steve Brown
Music Dept., Campus Box 1771
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Edwardsville, IL 62026-1771
tel: (618) 692-3532
fax: (618) 692-3216
sbrown@siue.mnfm.siuemus.edu
William Kaplan
Music (MC-255)
University of Illinois at Chicago
1040 W. Harrison St.
Chicago, IL 60607
tel: (312) 9%-2978
fax: (312) 996-0954
Edward Rath CO-CHAIR
3043 Music Bldg. (MC-056)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
1114 West Nevada
·
Urbana, IL 61801
tel: (217) 244-2676
fax: (217) 244-4585
e-mail: j-rathl@uxi.cso.uiuc.edu

Ken Kistner
Dean of the College
VanderCook College of Music
3209 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60616
tel: (312) 225-6288
fax: (312) 225-5211

Transfer Coordinators
Susan Over
Transfer Articulation (MC-332)
University of IL at Urbana-Champaign
10 Henry Administration Building
506 South Wright
Urbana, IL 61801
tel: (217) 244-3755
fax:
e-mail:
Yeldon Law
John Wood Community College
150 South 48th Street
Quincy, Illinois 62301-9147
tel: (217) 224-6500
fax:
Robert Trusz
Director of Admission
Millikin University
1184 West Main Street
Decatur, IL 62522-2084
tel: (217) 424-6210
fax: (217) 424-3993

Consultant
Ann Collins
Association of Illinois Music Schools
Chair, Dept. of Music
Western Illinois University
1 University Circle
Macomb, IL 61455-1390
tel: (309) 298-1544
fax: (309) 298-2695
e-mail: am-collins@bgu.edu

Staff
Jennifer Woods Quinn
Illinois Board of Higher Education
Barbara Risse
Illinois Community College Board

ILLINOIS ARTICULATION INITIATIVE
TO FACIUTATE INTERINSTITUTIONAL TRANSFER

Illinois Community College Board

Board of Higher Education

509 South Sixth Street, Suite 400

4 West Old Capitol Plaza, Room 500
Springfield, IL 62701
tel: 2I 7n82-3442
fax: 211ns2-s54s

Springfield, IL 62701
tel: 211ns5-0123
fax: 217/524-4981

REVIEW OF COURSES: MUSIC PANEL
TO:

Illinois Articulation Initiative (IAI) Music Panel Members

FROM:

Jan !gnash, Ass't. Director, Academic Affairs, Illinois Board of Higher Education

DA1E:

March 7, 1997

SUBJECT:

Course Review and Music Panel Meeting April 18, 1997

We are ready to begin the first step in the next phase of the Illinois Articulation Initiative (IAl)-the
course review process. As part of the IAI, each panel is asked to review the institutional assignment of
courses to its particular major and to challenge any courses believed to be misassigned. Since each panel
wrote the description for the courses included in its section, the panels are in the best position to
determine whether or not courses assigned are what was expected when writing the description.
Enclosed for your review please find two lists of music courses (one for community colleges and one for
public and private universities) which institutions have submitted for inclusion into the Illinois
Articulation Initiative. The lists contain only the institutions' course prefix and number, title, and number
of credit hours, as well as the type of credit hours, and a course beginning date. It is hoped that this is
sufficient information to identify obviously misassigned courses.
Courses may be misassigned in three ways. First, an institution may have included courses that the
,.pap_~_l_~s~~ed-..and specifically agreed not to include, such as music appreciation rather than music
history. S~OJ!Q._l;IJl._institutioil may have keyed in the wrong code for a course-that is, the course may
-belong within the section but not to the specific description to which it was coded. Third, the course may
be insufficient in scope or rigor to fit the panel's core course description. It is suggested that each panel

member review the listings, identify any courses he/she believes may be misassigned, and notify the
panel's co-chair, Edward Rath, of these possible misassignments. Edward Rath can then consolidate
the indiVldual lists and send these to Illinois Board of Higher Education staff. (See attached list of Music
Panel members for regular and e-mail addresses of panel members.)
The second step of the course review process begins after the identification of misassigned courses. The
JW!~Lwil_l__ rn~ April 18 in Springfield at the IBHE offices to discuss course assignments, as needed.

Many course challenge problems can beclarified by simply reading the catalog descriptions of the courses.
Catalogs for all public and private institutions are available at the IBHE offices. During its review, the
panel may also decide to modify one of its course descriptions if it is being misinterpreted by a number of
institutions. To help keep the paper exchange burden down, the staff of the lliinois Board of Higher
Education will then request complete syllabi from the institutions for those courses which are still
questioned. When syllabi are received, they will be sent to members of the panel for review.
It should be noted that not all participating institutions have submitted their list of course assignments.
As additional institutional lists are received, they will be forwarded to the Music panel for review.
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RICHARD D. WAGNER

TDD (21 7) 524-3494

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
STATE OF ILLINOIS

May 1, 1997

To:
From:
Since its beginning in January 1993, about 750 faculty and staff members of Illinois
colleges and universities have participated on one or more of the Illinois Articulation Initiative's
General Education Core Curriculum or Baccalaureate Majors' Panels. At its meeting on May 6,
1997, the Board of Higher Education will be receiving four reports related to student transfer and
the Illinois Articulation Initiative. I am enclosing a copy of these four items for your information
and use.
Item #4A, Student Transfer in Illinois Higher Education, provides an update on transfer
activity and trends in Illinois. Item #4B, The Illinois Articulation Initiative: Status and Endorsements, describes the current status of the IAI and requests Board of Higher Education endorsement
of five additional recommendations for transfer into particular baccalaureate majors. Item #4C,
Undergraduate Education: Policies on Transfer and Articulation, requests the Board of Higher
Education to amend its policies on transfer and articulation to provide for the transfer of courses
recommended by the IAI faculty panels for particular baccalaureate majors. Finally, Item #4D,
Illinois Articulation Initiative Website Presentation, briefly describes the development of the IAI
website which will be demonstrated for the Board at the meeting.
On behalf of the members of the Board of Higher Education, I would like to express our
appreciation for your participation on an Illinois Articulation Initiative panel and for your
commitment to providing guidance and advice to thousands of Illinois community college, college,
and university students as they pursue their bachelor's degrees. We hope you will continue to
support the Illinois Articulation Initiative during the crucial implementation period.
Thank you for a job well done.

Enclosure

Printed on Rscycled Paper

May 6, 1997
STATE OF ILLINOIS
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

TRANSFER AND ARTICULATION
The Board of Higher Education has been concerned about the transfer of students and the
articulation of programs among Illinois colleges and universities since adopting its first policy on
transfer in 1970. For the past ten years, the Board has closely monitored the transfer of students.
With a Ford Foundation grant from the State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEEO) in
January 1989, the Board systematically studied the barriers to and best practices for encouraging
the transfer of minority students from associate to baccalaureate degree-granting institutions. This
SHEEO grant study contributed to the 1990 statute that created the Higher Education Cooperation
Act (HECA) Minority Articulation Program that funds minority student transfer centers in community colleges.
The SHEEO grant study also provided information to the reconvened Committee on the
Study of Undergraduate Education which added seven policy statements on transfer and articulation to the recommendations that were adopted by the Board of Higher Education in September
1990. One of these policy directions called for the creation of the public university-community
college Shared Enrollment and Graduation Data System to track the progress of students transferring from one public institution to another. A May 1992 status report on implementation of these
1990 policies on transfer and articulation prompted the creation of the Illinois Articulation Initiative (IAI) in January 1993.
There are four related items on this May 1997 Board of Higher Education agenda. Item
#4A, Student Transfer in Illinois Higher Education, provides an update on transfer activity and
trends in Illinois. Item #4B, The Illinois Articulation Initiative: Status and Endorsements,
describes the current status of the IAI and requests Board of Higher Education endorsement of five
additional recommendations for transfer into particular baccalaureate majors. Item #4C, Undergraduate Education: Policies on Transfer and Articulation, requests the Board of Higher
Education to amend its policies on transfer and articulation to provide for the transfer of courses
recommended by the IAI faculty panels for particular baccalaureate majors. Finally, Item #4D,
Illinois Articulation Initiative Website Presentation, briefly describes the development of the IAI
website which will be demonstrated for the Board at the meeting.

Prinud on &cycled Pll]lff'

ltem#4A
May 6, 1997
STATE OF ILLINOIS
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

STUDENT TRANSFER IN ILLINOIS HIGHER EDUCATION
This report examines the scope and trends in transfer among Illinois colleges and universities. lnfonnation is drawn from the Board of Higher Education's Fall Enrollment and Degrees
Conferred Surveys, the public university-community college Shared Enrollment and Graduation
Data System, and the summer 1996 undergraduate education review reports submitted by public
universities and community colleges. Previous reports on articulation and studies of transfer in
Illinois are listed at the end of the report.
The first section of the report provides a snapshot of the scope of transfer activity in fall
1996. The second section examines trends in the traditional transfer pattern-the transfer of
students from a community college to a bachelor's degree program. The third section looks at the
after-transfer success in earning a bachelor's degree by a cohort of traditional transfers to public
universities. The final section summarizes campus information on transfer and articulation
programs and services.

Scope of Transfer Activity
Just as the U.S. population is mobile, so too are college students. Figure A depicts the
number of undergraduates who transferred among Illinois' public universities, community colleges,
and private colleges and universities in fall 1996, as reported by institutions to the Board of Higher
Education in the annual Fall Enrollment Survey. Although students transfer at other times during
the year, the Fall Enrollment Survey is the only source of statewide enrollment data. Because
Figure A excludes transfers to or from Illinois proprietary schools and out-of-state institutions, it
underrepresents the full extent of student transfer.
Figure A shows that 28,825 undergraduates transferred among community colleges, public
universities, and private institutions in fall 1996. Just over half (54 percent) followed the traditional
pattern of transferring from a community college to a public university or private institution.
Nineteen percent were "reverse" transfers, transferring from public universities and private institutions to a community college. The remaining 27 percent transferred from one community college to
another, one private institution to another, or one public university to another. While numbers vary
from one fall to the next, this pattern of transfer has been consistent over the past five years.

Trends in Traditional Transfer
A primary community college mission is to prepare students for transfer to baccalaureate
degree-granting institutions. Community colleges offer four associate degrees designed to prepare
students for transfer to the bachelor's degree-the Associate in Arts (AA), Associate in Science
(AS), Associate in Engineering Science (AES), and Associate in Fine Arts (AFA). These last two
degrees were recommended by faculty panels as part of the Illinois Articulation Initiative. Illinois
community colleges also offer occupation-specific Associate in Applied Science (AAS) degrees
designed to prepare students for immediate employment in a variety of occupations. Although AA,
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Figure A
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AS, AES, and AF A degrees specifically prepare students to transfer, some AAS degree recipients
also ~fer, and many students transfer before completing a degree.
Table 1 shows Illinois public community college undergraduate enrollment from fall 1989
through fall 1996 and the annual number of associate degrees awarded between fiscal years 1989
and 1996. Although community college undergraduate enrollment increased by 4.4 percent, enrollment in baccalaureate-transfer programs increased by 9 percent from fall 1989 to fall 1996. Fall
1996 enrollment, however, is down from the high point in fall 1992. Enrollment in the baccalaureate-transfer program represents just over half of total community college undergraduate
enrollment and seems to be on the rise. Table 1 also shows that the number of associate degrees
awarded increased by 16.7 percent from fiscal year 1989 to fiscal year 1996. Baccalaureatetransfer associate degrees account for about 55 percent of the total associate degrees awarded.
Table 2 shows the number of transfers from the Illinois public community colleges to the
public universities from fall 1987 through fall 1996 and to private institutions from fall 1992
through fall 1996, as well as the number and percent of each group who were Black or Hispanic.
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Table I
COMMUNITY COLLEGE UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT AND ASSOCIATE DEGREES AW ARD ED
1989 THROUGH 1996

Fall Undergraduate Enrollment
Baccalaureate-Transfer
Percent of Enrollment
Occupational
Other
Annual Associate Degrees Awarded

Percent
Change

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

203,161
103,428
50.9%
92,227
7,506

217,453
109,272
50.3%
96,819
11,362

228,943
117,006
51.1%
98,418
13,519

229,892
119,304
51.9%
99,601
l0,987

222,280
112,270
50.5%
93,709
16,301

219,805
111,332
50.7%
90,826
17,647

212,336
111,080
52.3%
85,133
16,123

212,182
112,779
53.2%
84,059
15,344

-8.9%
104.4%

19,974

20,604

21,858

23,117

24,470

23,398

23,747

23,317

16.7%

4.4%
9.0%

Source: IBHE Fall Enrollment and Degrees Conferred Surveys

Table 2

TRENDS IN TRANSFER FROM COMMUNITY COLLEGES TO PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS
BY RACE/ETHNICITY
Fall 1987 fall 1988 Fall 1989
Transfers to Public Universities

87-96
92-96
Fall l 996 Change Change

Fall 1990 Fall 1991

Fall 1992

Fall 1993

Fall 1994

Fall 1995

10,511

10,883

10,537

10,669

10,693

10,440

8.1%

-4.1%

9,657

9,034

9,926

10,636

830

777
7.8%

931
8.8%

941
9.0%

1,029
9.5%

975
9.3%

1,049
9.8%

1,037
9.7%

940
9.0%

-8.6%

8.6%

737
8.2%

13.3%

Percent Black

Hispanic
Percent Hispanic

230
2.4%

231
1.6%

249
1.5%

313
2.9%

331
3.1%

383
3.5%

401
3.8%

427
4.0%

443
4.1%

427
4.1%

85.7%

11.5%

5,540

5,788

5,429

5,890

5,122

-7.5%

716
11.9%

823
14.1%

639
11.8%

748
11.7%

697
13.6%

-2.7%

Percent Black

Hispanic
Percent Hispanic

329
5.9%

359
6.1%

321
5.9%

372
6.3%

375
7.3%

14.0%

Black

Transfers to Private Institutions
Black

Source: IBHE Fall Enrollment Surveys

'-4The total number of transfers to public universities increased by 8.1 percent from fall 1987 to fall
t 1996. This increase, however, occurred primarily between fall 1987 and fall 1990. A decline of 4.1
percent occurred from the fall 1992 high point to fall 1996. The number of Black transfers
increased by 13.3 percent from fall 1987 to fall 1996. The highest number of Black transfers was
in fall 1994, with fall 1996 showing a loss of 10 percent from this high point. The number of
Hispanic transfers increased by 85. 7 percent from fall 1987 to fall 1996, with fall 1996 showing a
four percent decline from the high point in fall 1995.
Table 2 shows that the number of community college transfers to private institutions also
declined overall between fall 1992 and fall 1996, but the number varies from year to year. The
number of Black transfers also declined, but at a lesser rate. The number of Hispanic transfers
increased by 14 percent. Since the number of transfers to private institutions is about half the
number transferring to public universities, Black and Hispanic transfers comprise a higher
proportion of the transfer population in private institutions, a proportion in fall 1996 nearly as high
as their proportion in the state's total population. Since the number of community college transfers
to both public universities and private institutions often rises or falls at the same time, year-to-year
variations do not appear to be solely due to intersector competition.
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Table 3 compares the total number of community college transfers, as well as the number
and proportion of Black and Hispanic transfers, at each public university in fall 1987 and fall
., · I 996. Four public universities-Illinois State University, Northern Illinois University, Southern ·
- _[ Illinois University at Carbondale, and the University of Illinois at Chicago-consistently enroll the
---'. largest number of community college transfers and, together, account for over half (56 percent in
• fall 1996) of the community college-to-public university transfers each fall.
Black and Hispanic transfers accounted for 39 percent of the increase in number of community college-to-university transfers from fall 1987 to fall 1996. In both years, the largest number
of Black transfers enrolled in Chicago State University. The University of Illinois at Chicago,
Northern Illinois University, and Northeastern Illinois University enrolled the largest number of
Hispanic transfers in both years, accounting for 68 percent of all Hispanic transfers in fall 1987,
declining to 59 percent in fall 1996. Substantial gains in number of Black and Hispanic transfers
were reported by five public universities: Illinois State University, Northern Illinois University,
Western Illinois University, and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale and at Edwardsville.
The University of Illinois at Chicago reported a loss in Black transfers but a gain in Hispanic
__\:'itransfers. Eastern Illinois University and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign made
'0little progress in increasing their very low numbers of Black and Hispanic transfers.

.
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Success After Transfer-Baccalaureate Completion Rates

Follow-up studies of community college-to-baccalaureate transfers in Illinois I have shown
,that about half the transfers earned a bachelor's degree within four years of transfer and that
:-students who had earned an AA or AS degree before transferring completed bachelor's degrees at

1

Illinois Council on Articulation, Performance ofTransfer Students Within Illinois Institutions of
Higher Education, 1971; Illinois Community College Board, A Statewide Follow-Up Study of

Students Who Transferred from Illinois Public Community Colleges to Illinois Four-Year
Colleges and Universities, 1977; and Illinois Community College Board, A Five Year Study of
Students Transferring from Illinois Two-Year Colleges to Illinois Senior Colleges/Universities in
Fall 1979, May 1986.
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Table 3

TRANSFERS FROM ILLINOIS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES TO ILLINOIS PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES
FALL 1987 AND FALL 1996
Fall 1996

Fall 1987
Total
Transfers

Black

Percent
Black and
Hispanic Hispanic
94.3 %
1.6
16.4
2.7
17.5
3.6
7.5

Total
Transfers
337

Black

Percent
Black and
Hispanic Hispanic

883

303
16
66
65
67
56
52

16
36
51
80
35

94.4 %
3.2
26.1
6.2
26.2
9.3
9.9

15

Number Change
Fall 1987 to Fall 1996
Total
Transfers
Black
Hispanic
(64)
88
(156)
254
(122)
9
203

(66)
7
(2)
37
33
14

6
7
7
27
8
50
22

38

9
3
9
9
43
30
13

1,907
1,454
453

94
56
38

18
15
3

5.9
4.9
9.1

2,368
1,684
684

176
110
66

41
28
13

9.2
8.2
11.5

461
230
231

82
54
28

23
13
10

University of Illinois

2,078

144

96

l 1.5

2,188

139

143

12.9

110

ill

47

Chicago
Springfield
Urbana - Champaign

1,016
415
647

101
35
8

83
0
13

18.l
8.4
3.2

1,088
460
640

86
41
12

121
6
16

19.0
10.2
4.4

(15)
6
4

38
6
3

9,657

830

230

10,440

940

427

13.l %

110

197

401

Chicago State University
Eastern Illinois University
Governors State University
Illinois State University
Northeastern Illinois University
Northern Illinois University
Western Illinois University

470
1,367
572
1,454
680

Southern Illinois Universi!}'.
Carbondale
Edwardsville

TOTAL

728

369
9
68
28

57
23

I 1.0 %

816

314
1,621
450
1,463

Source: IDHE Fall Enrollment Surveys

IO

72
45
(7)
783

IO

substantially higher rates than did students who did not. While these early studies depended upon
--:;:::::,- \ ad hoc and voluntary data-collection processes;,th;e~_ayJ9~_report. Undergraduate Educati~n:
Tr..ansfer and Articulation Re-examined, used data from the Shared Ero:o_llment and GraduatJ.on
Data System to ~ e thetraiisfer behavior of the fiscal year :) 9~Jcollege-entry cohort.
Although the Shared Data System routinized data collection, only 'public universitie_s/-and\ _
community colleges currently participate. The May 1994 report found that ju5!.._under half_(47y~
~r.~nt) of the traditional community college-to-public university transfers'in1~e 198,~entry cohort
i ~~~:~:6acht::!~!.\i-degree ~i~i1_1 ~~9'~~rting colle~e. That reportafso oonfiimed previous
·--J findings that students who completed an associate degree were much more likely also to complete a
----/ bachelor's degree.

Again using data from the public Shared Enrollment and Graduation Data System, Figure
B presents the transfer behavior of the 49,761 students who enrolled for the first time during fiscal
year 1991 and who enrolled for at least one term in a public university between fiscal years 1991
and 1996, a six-year period. As the figure shows, 20,633, or 41 percent, of the 1991 entry cohort
enrolled only in the public universities, while 29,128, or 59 percent, enrolled in both public
universities and community colleges. Of these 29,128 shared students, only 7,528 (26 percent)
were "traditional" transfer students-that is, their first enrollment of record was in a community
college, they enrolled for at least two terms in a community college, and all of their community
college enrollments preceded their enrollment in public universities. Another 16 percent of these
shared fiscal year 1991 cohort students were "reverse" transfers-that is, students whose
enrollments in public universities preceded enrollment in community colleges. The majority
(58 percent) of the 1991 entry cohort students were truly shared in that their community college
and public university enrollments were "mixed" or interspersed.
Figure B includes a matrix showing the relationship between associate and bachelor's
degree attainment among the traditional transfers. Overal~Jpercent of the traditional transfers
earned their bacl:_!~lpr' s degrees within six years of first enrollment in fiscal year 1~9J. The matrix
also shows that 2,{\percent of the traditional transfers who earned associate degrees before
transferring earned their bachelor· s degrees within six years, '""..hile only _3 7 percent of transfers
. w)lp __gi_d_noLeafil.A!l~~iate_degree_diq s_Q..._In comparison7-fil.Percent- (9,835) of the 20,633 :
stµdents _in_the ji,i:;_~L year __ J 991 cohort that enrolled only in public universities earned their
u
:; ~acli~k>.r'~~degrees within six . years. { 'Jllese findings indicate that students who begin their;
~ bachelor·s degree at a community college and then transfer to a public university are as successful
...--·-···
~ in completing their bachelor's degrees as those students who start at a public university.; The data
also show that those who complete an associate degree before transfer are more likely to complete
their tiachelor' s degree within six years of college entry than are transfers who did not.

-r-=:-
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Table 4 shows the baccalaureate persistence of the traditional transfers in the fiscal year
1991 entry cohort by race/ethnicity. The table shows that both Black and Hispanic transfers were
significantly less likely to earn associate degrees (63 percent did not) en route to the baccalaureate
than were "all other" transfers (46.8 percent did not). It also shows that Black transfers were the
least likely to earn their bachelor· s within six years, at 16 percent, and had the lowest persistence
rate at 57.3 percent. Hispanic transfers were more likely (at 26.7 percent) than Black transfers but
less likely than "all others" (at 50 percent) to earn their bachelor's degree within six years. Both
Black and Hispanic transfers were more likely than "all others" to be still enrolled six years after
entry. Black and Hispanic transfers who completed associate degrees before transfer, however,
were more likely to be still enrolled. The total persistence of Hispanic students at 70 percent is
comparable with the persistence rate of "all other" transfers, at 72.2 percent. Earning an associate
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Figure B

COMMUNITY COLLEGE ENROLLMENT OF PUBLIC UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
FY91 FIRST-ENROLLMENT COHORT

First Enrolled in FYl99l AND
Enrolled at least one term at a
public university, FY91 - FY96
N = 49,761

Enrolled in BOTH community
college and public university sectors
N = 29,128

Enrolled ONLY in
public university sector
N = 20,633

Traditional Transfers
N = 7,528

Mixed

N = 16,898

Earned Bachelor's Degree
Within Six Years
No

Yes

Total
3,685

49.0%

3,843

51.0%

Did Not Earn
Associate Degree

2,313

1,372

62.8%

37.2%

Earned
Associate Degree

1,766

2,077

46.00/4

54.0%

Total

4,079

3,449

54.2%

45.8%

Percent

7,528

Source: Public Shared Enrollment/Graduation Data System

Reverse Transfers
N = 4,702

Table 4

BACCALAUREATE PERSISTENCE OF TRADITIONAL TRANSFERS:
FY91 FIRST-ENROLLMENT COHORT
Black Traditional Transfers
Did Not Earn
Bachelor's/
Not Enrolled
Spring 1996

Earned
Bachelor's
in 6 Years

Did Not Earn
Bachelor's/
Enrolled
SEring 1996

Did Not Earn
Associate Degree

74
15.9%

179
38.5%

253
54.4%

212
45.6%

465

63.2%

Earned
Associate Degree

44
16.2%

125
46.1%

169
62.4%

102
37.6%

271

36.8%

Total

118
16.0%

304
41.3%

422
57.3%

314
42.7%

736

Total
Persistence

Total

Percent

Hispanic Traditional Transfen
Did Not Earn
Bachelor's/
Not Enrolled
Spring 1996

Earned
Bachelor's
in 6 Years

Did Not Earn
Bachelor's/
Enrolled
SEring 1996

Did Not Earn
Associate Degree

43
25.0%

111
64.5%

61
35.5%

172

63.0%

39.5%

Earned
Associate Degree

30
29.7%

50
49.5%

80

21
20.8%

101

37.0%

79.2%

Total

73
26.7%

118
43.2%

191
70.0%

82

273

30.0%

Total
Persistence

68

Total

Percent

All Other Traditional Transfers

Earned
Bachelor's
in6 Years

Did Not Earn
Bachelor's/
Enrolled
SJ;?ring 1996

Total
Persistence

Did Not Earn
Bachelor's/
Not Enrolled
S;ering 1996

Did Not Earn
Associate Degree

1,255
41.2%

752
24.7%

2,007
65.8%

Earned
Associate Degree

2,003
57.7%

698
20.1%

Total

3,258
50.00/4

1,450
22.2%

Total

Percent

1,041
34.2%

3,048

46.8%

2,701
77.8%

770
22.2%

3,471

53.2%

4,708
72.2%

1,811
27.8%

6,519

Source: Public Shared Enrollment/Graduation Data System
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degree prior to transfer significantly improved the bachelor's earning and persistence rates of
Hispanic and "all other" transfers, but only slightly improved persistence among Black transfers.
Table 5 compares the fiscal year 1991 entry cohort with the 1988 entry cohort from the
May 1994 report. The table shows that although there were 2 .6 percent fewer students in the 1991
cohort than in the 1988 cohort, the number of shared students increased by 6.9 percent and the
number of "traditional transfers" increased by 5.9 percent. More important, the number of Black
and Hispanic traditional transfers increased by 31.2 percent and 44.4 percent, respectively, which
increased their proportions in the cohort, with Black students comprising 9. 8 percent and Hispanic ,
students 3. 6 percent of the traditional transfers in the fiscal year 1991 cohort. The number and T,/
proportion of students completing associate degrees before transferring, and the number earning 1
both an associate and. a bachelor's degree within six years of college entry also increased
substantially.
Table 5

COMPARISON OF FY 1988 AND FY 1991 FIRST-ENROLLMENT COHORTS
FY 1988
Cohort

FY 1991
Cohort

51,072

49,761

-2.6%

27,252
53.4%

29,128
58.5%

6.9°/o

Percent of Total

7,106
26.1%

7.528
25.8%

5.9%

Percent ofShared

Black Traditional Transfers
Percent of Traditional
Hispanic Traditional Transfers
Percent of Traditional

561
7.9%
189
2.7%

736
9.8%
273
3.6%

31.2%

Earned Associate Degree
Percent of Traditional
. Earned Associate and Bachelor's in 6 years
Percent of Traditional

3,462
48.7%
1,834
25.8%

3,843
51.00/6
2,077
27.6%

Total in Cohort
Shared Students

Total Traditional Transfers

Percent
Change

44.4%

11.0%
13.2%

Source: Public Shared Enrollment/Graduation Data System

Campus Policies and Interventions

In their 1995-1996 Undergraduate Education Reviews, public universities and community
colleges were asked to focus on academic advising, transfer and articulation, and career planning
and placement services. Under the transfer and articulation topic, campuses were asked to evaluate
their policies and processes for admitting transfer students, their programs designed to assist
students who plan to transfer (community colleges) or have transferred (public universities), and
their interinstitutional articulation agreements. Campuses were asked specifically to report any
actions taken to improve or expand their policies, processes, and programs in these areas.

9

The community college reports show that community colleges expend considerable time
and energy on advising students about how to transfer. Many community colleges pointed out the
benefits of physically locating various student advising, counseling, and other service offices in
close proximity. To receive a HECA grant for a minority transfer center, a campus must agree to
locate the transfer center in a highly visible and accessible spot. Several colleges that have not
consolidated these various student services into. a single location are planning to do so. Dedicated
information kiosks and. the Internet are also being used to provide access to computerized course
articulation information and, in a few cases, to degree audits. To date, ..bo.we.Y.er.-only a few
~mmunity-eolleges -have _computerized degree audit systems. The community colleges with
1
HECA-funded transfer centers have computerized client tracking systems and other information for
students. In their reports, community colleges indicated they need to find the resources to make
.__j_ advising information available on-line to better serve their students. The community colleges, and
~-~ ~one private junior college, operating HECA-funded transfer centers are listed in the Appendix.

·==f-

Community colleges also reported using student-to-student efforts to enhance transfer
success. For example, Malcolm X College is revitalizing its "Bachelor Bound" Society, and Harry
S Truman College's new alumni office plans to establish alumni networks at various colleges and
universities to provide continuing support to alumni after transfer. The four Illinois Eastern
Community Colleges established a Success Network to provide advising and tutoring to firstgeneration college students with the assistance of a federal Title N grant. College of DuPage,
Heartland Community College, and Illinois Central College described orientation and/or in-service
training courses or sessions for advisors, including faculty advisors, in order to assure accuracy
and timeliness of information provided. Kennedy-King College described its MARS (Mentoring for
Academic Retention and Success) program, a faculty-initiated counseling and advising support
system for arts and science students and for those undecided about their major or career objectives.
Two out of three community colleges discussed participation in the Illinois Articulation
Initiative. Eight community colleges specifically indicated they were revising their general
education programs to conform to the General Education Core Curriculum and/or were making
changes to other programs in response to the recommendations of the various baccalaureate
majors' panels. Harold Washington and Kennedy-King Colleges of the City Colleges of Chicago,
for example, specifically reported they were incorporating writing experience into each general
education course.
Several community colleges cited Westcm.Jllinois University as particularly easy to work

.•:\Yitlt and welcoming of transfer students. Black Hawk College, for example, reported on its dual
enrollment program and Lincoln Land Community College described the articulation of its Honors
program with Western Illinois University. ~ m Illin~i~_ University~n!tern Illinois University,
_____ j / and the Universi_tr ~f Illinois at Urbana--Champaign were described as more difficult to work with.
Only two community colleges discussed transfer of students into the college. Oakton Community
College indicated that most of its students earn credit elsewhere before enrolling at Oakton, and
Black Hawk College commented on the increasing number of students transferring from one
community college to another.

. -+

Eleven community colleges reported arranging articulation agreements with out-of-state
institutions-Belleville Area College and Metropolitan Community College with St. Louis colleges
and universities; Black Hawk College with the University of Iowa; John A. Logan College,
Shawnee Community College, and Southeastern Illinois College with Murray State University in
Kentucky; John A. Logan College, Shawnee Community College, and Belleville Area College with
Southeast Missouri State University; Rock Valley College with Beloit College in Wisconsin;
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Moraine Valley Community College, P~_rkland Collc;ge~ and Danville Area Community College
with nearby Indiana colleges and universities; and Malcolm X and Parkland College with a number
of historically Black colleges and universities.
In their reports, the public universities emphasized transfer advising as part of the
admission process. As upper-division universities, Governors State University and the University
of Illinois at Springfield generally expect that entering students will already have completed 60
semester credits, including an array of general education courses. The_ University of Illinois at
.Urbana-~hampaign also prefers that students seeking transfer admission have completed 60
semester credits. Other_public,_y_niy~rsities will accept as transfer applicants students who have
earned either 24 or 30 semester credits. The University of Illinois at Chicago recently increased its
standard to 24 semester credits, based on its study that those incoming transfer students with 24 or
more transfer credits do better academically than do transfers with fewer credits. Illinois-5tate
Unive~ity and s_outhem_Illinois-University--atCarbondale described their long-standing efforts to
assist transfer students by grc!!1tigg_rniJi.~nts_whQ_completed-an-AA_orAS .degree before transferring both junior standing and credit for completion of general education. Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale went a step further by guaranteeing admission to the university (though
not necessarily to the program of choice) to students who earned an AA or AS degree.

1
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Two out of three public universities either already have estabhshecl <>r __ are nearing
~ t i o n of a computerized degree audi~_ system to which students and advisors have access for
advising--aiid registration. Illinois State University was the only public university reporting it
already has the capability to receive transcripts from both community colleges and high schools
electronica.Ily ~a the national SPEEDE/ExPRESS protocol.
_,

Although eight of the 12 public universities mentioned their participation in the Illinois<
Articulation Initiative in their reports, only two-Western Illinois University and Southern Illinois,
University at Carbondale-provided their revised transfer policies resulting from participation in
the Initiative, with a third (Northern Illinois University) reporting that revision was in process as
was revision of its whole course-equivalency data system. Northern Illinois, Southern Illinois at "
Carbondale, and Illinois State Universities also all described efforts by individual constituent
colleges to articulate with specific community college AAS degree programs. Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville indicated it articulated programs not only with the four nearby Illinois
community colleges but also with the three St. Louis community colleges.

Summary and Conclusions
..,
The information about transfer examined in this report shows some positive signs of both
increased transfer activity and increased student success after transfer. Community college baccalaureate-transfer enrollment increased both absolutely and as a proportion of total enrollment, and
the number of associate degrees awarded increased substantially in the last seven years. Although
the number of transfers varies from one year to another, the overall trend in transfers from community colleges to both public universities and private institutions has been up, with an increase
between fall 1987 and 1990 of about 2,000 students.
The overall number of Black transfers is also up since fall 1987, but growth is irregular
and has not been sustained. The proportion of Black transfers to public universities (9.0 percent in
fall 1996) continues to be much lower than their proportion in the Illinois population ( 14 .6 percent
in the 1990 Census) and among both public high school graduates (14:9 percent in fiscal year
1995) and community college baccalaureate-transfer enrollment (14.5 percent in fall 1995).
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Similarly, although the number of Hispanic transfers from community colleges to public
universities has nearly doubled in the past nine years (from 230 in fall 1987 to 427 in fall l 996),
Hispanics continue to be seriously underrepresented in community college baccalaureate-transfer
enrollment (5. 7 percent in fall 1995) and among public university transfers (4 .1 percent in fall
1996) compared with their proportion in the Illinois population (7.9 percent in the 1990 Census)
and among public high school graduates (8.1 percent in fiscal year 1995). Black and Hispanic
transfers from community colleges to private institutions in fall 1996, at 13.6 percent and 7.3
percent, respectively, much more closely reflect their proportion among Illinois citizens.
Most encouraging was the increase in associate and bachelor"s degree earning and baccalaureate persistence among the traditional transfers in the fiscal year 1991 college-entry cohort
compared with the fiscal year 1988 college-entry cohort. The relationship between associate and
bachelor's degree completion also continues to be strongly positive. The number of Blacks and
Hispanics who complete the associate degree before transfer, however, continues to be
substantially lower than the number of "all other" transfers.
The Board of Higher Education has been focusing attention on transfer and articulation
since 1989, first with a Ford Foundation grant through the State Higher Education Executive
Officers and then through new policies in September 1990 and as subsequently amended in 1992
and 1994. The first HECA-funded transfer centers were established in May 1990, and the Illinois
Articulation Initiative began in January 1993. The flurry of activity in the early 1990s appears to
have resulted in the high points in number of transfers in falls 1992 and 1993. With variation since
then, only more time will show whether 1992 and 1993 were "blips" in the system or foreshadow
an upward trend.
The success of a few public universities-Illinois State University, Western Illinois
University, and both campuses of Southern Illinois University-in sustaining not only a large
overall increase in number of transfers but also an increase in number of Black and Hispanic
transfers deserves further study. For example, to what extent are these universities perceived as
friendly to community college transfers, what contributes to the perception, and, most important, to
what extent is the perception borne out by persistence to completion of the bachelor's degree?
; These universities all discussed their efforts to develop 2+2 articulation agreements with nearby
--~ community colleges, their participation in the Illinois Articulation Initiative, and their use of
1 computerized degree-audit and other information systems.
Also deserving further study is the impact on transfer of the HECA-funded minority
transfer centers, now that the oldest are approaching their seventh anniversaries. In addition, what
community college policies, programs, and services appear to be most salient in increasing not only
the number of transfers but also success after transfer in earning bachelor's degrees? To what
extent is the lower six-year bachelor's degree completion rate of Black and Hispanic students, in
particular, a reflection of financial aid availability and, perhaps, the tendency to expend too much
financial aid eligibility before transfer?
While these topics deserve further study both at the campus and statewide levels, the information presented in this report suggests that the Board of Higher Education's policies on transfer
and articulation continue to be appropriate. Expansion of the Shared Enrollment and Graduation
Data System to include private institutions would greatly enhance understanding of the state's
transfer dynamics. The implementation of the Illinois transferable General Education Core
~<"--{Curriculum for freshmen entering in summer 1998 and the availability of articulation information
;.on the Web may also greatly change transfer dynamics in the future.
.
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APPENDIX
HIGHER EDUCATION COOPERATION ACT-FUNDED
MINORITY TRANSFER CENTERS
Belleville Area College, initial grant in May 1990
Black Hawk College, initial grant in May 1990
City Colleges of Chicago
Richard J. Daley College, initial grant in May 1990
Kennedy-King College, initial grant in May 1990
Malcolm X College, initial grant in May 1990
Olive-Harvey College, initial grant in May 1990
Harry S Truman College, initial grant in May 1990
Harold Washington College, initial grant in May 1990
College of DuPage, initial grant in September 1990, continuous since September 1992
Elgin Community College, initial grant in September 1990
William Rainey Harper College, initial grant in September 1995
Illinois Central College, initial grant in May 1990
Joliet Junior College, initial grant in September 1990
Kankakee Community College, initial grant in May 1990
Kishwaukee College, initial grant in September 1995
Lincoln Land Community College, from September 1992 to August 1996
John A. Logan College, initial grant in September 1992
Metropolitan Community College[formerly State Community College], initial grant in May 1990
Moraine Valley Community College, initial grant in May 1990
Oakton Community College, initial grant September 1996
Parkland College, initial grant in September 1993
Prairie State College, initial grant in September 1991
· Richland Community College, initial grant in May 1990
Saint Augustine College, initial grant in September 1990
Shawnee Community College, initial grant in September 1991
South Suburban College of Cook County, initial grant in May 1990
Triton College, initial grant in May 1990
Waubonsee Community College, initial grant in May 1990
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May 6, 1997

STATE OF ILLINOIS
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
THE ILLINOIS ARTICULATION INITIATIVE:
STATUS AND ENDORSEMENTS
In January 1993, the Board of Higher Education, the Illinois Community College Board, and
the Transfer Coordinators of Illinois Colleges and Universities jointly launched the Illinois
Articulation Initiative to facilitate the transfer of students among Illinois public and independent,
associate and baccalaureate degree-granting institutions. The Initiative grew out of the Board of
Higher Education's 1990 policies on Transfer and Articulation. These policies contain. two key
concepts around which the Initiative was designed: First, that "associate and baccalaureate degreegranting institutions are equal partners" and, second, that "faculties should take primary responsibility for developing and maintaining program and course articulation."
The Illinois Articulation Initiative has been a complex undertaking, involving more than 100
Illinois colleges and universities, about 750 college and university faculty and staff serving on 28
panels and a task force, and countless others behind the scenes on campuses across the state. At this
point, the Initiative has completed about 80 percent of the development tasks. Implementation of the
General Education Core Curriculum and the first ten Baccalaureate Majors' Recommendations is
----:::::-:=-..,. just a year away-Summer 1998. Because curricula-and the courses within them-are constantly
changing, articulation is never ''done." Thus, the faculty panels will continue to operate, with
individual members replaced when necessary, in order to continuously review new courses. Each
curriculum will be reviewed and revised at least every five years, and the Initiative as a whole will be
evaluated as a means of improving the transfer process for students. The first curriculum review and
- initiative evaluation is already scheduled for the 1999-2000 academic year.

General Education Core Curriculum
Because all associate and baccalaureate degrees require completion of general education, the
transferable General Education Core Curriculum was developed first and will be implemented
statewide for first-time freshmen entering Illinois colleges and universities in summer 1998 and
thereafter. The Curriculum consists of 12 to 13 courses (37 to 41 semester credits) selected from the
f five fields commonly found in general education programs: oral and written communication, mathe, matics, humanities and fine arts, social and behavioral sciences, and physical and life sciences.
~, Information on the General Education Core Curriculum and the database of institutional courses
-~~ matched to the course descriptions included in it will become available to the public on the Illinois
Articulation Initiative·s World-Wide Web site on May 15, 1997. The address is http://www.
iTransfer.org.

Baccalaureate Majors Recommendations
Once the General Education Core Curriculum was completed, faculty panels began developing recommendations on what is essential for a student to complete to transfer into a specific
baccalaureate major as a junior. Baccalaureate majors are selected based on the number of transfer
admissions annually, with those majors with the largest number of transfer students selected first.
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Likewise, institutions are selected to name panel members based on the relative size of the approved
program in the major. Each panel elects co-chairs and determines its own mode of operating. Panels
usually exam}ne previous articulation documents, compare degree requirements across institutions to
identify common elements, and determine whether any special advice to students may be appropriate.
Since each baccalaureate major differs from all other majors, the structure and content of the
recommended curriculum also differ from one major to another.
When a panel reaches consensus, the panel's draft recommendation is disseminated to all
participating institutions for comment. At the end of the comment period, the panel reconvenes to
discuss the comments received and to make any revisions necessary. The panel's final recommendation is then submitted to the Steering panel for its endorsement. The Steering Panel •reviews the
recommendation against• three criteria: that panel membership is appropriately representative, that
the recommendation represents consensus of the panel members, and that the recommendation will
facilitate the transfer of students. Recommendations endorsed by the Steering Panel are then
submitted to both the Board of Higher Education and the Illinois Community College Board for their
endorsement, the trigger needed to initiate the steps to implementation.
___ .

To date, 22 baccalaureate majors' panels have been established. The recommendations of
panels-agriculture, art, business, criminal justice, early childhood education, elementary
education, engineering,~~ psychology, and secondary education-were previously endorsed by
the Initiative· s Steering Panel and by the Board of Higher Education and Illinois Community College
Board for implementation at the same time as the General Education Core Curriculum in summer
_1998, and two panel recommendations-clinical laboratory science and nursing-were endorsed for
implementation in summer 2000. Today, the Board of Higher Education is asked to endorse the
recommendations by the biological sciences, computer science, mass communication, special
education, and theatre arts majors' panels. The Steering Panel has endorsed all five and recommends
their implementation in summer 2000. Because of its key role in guiding the Illinois Articulation
Initiative, the members of the Steering Panel are listed at the end of this report prior to the Exhibits.

··---ften

The English Panel disseminated a draft recommendation for comment, meeting in April to
discuss the comments and revise its recommendation. The Speech Communication Panel's draft, as
well as with the English Panel" s revision, were disseminated for review the first of May. The first
Manufacturing Technology Panel-in machining and metals-is also nearing completion of a total
redesign of curricula from the high school through the Associate in Applied Science degree using
national and state skills standards and culminating in baccalaureate capstone programs. Institutions
have been asked to name members for panels to articulate baccalaureate majors in chemistry and
mathematics to begin in fall 1997.

Communication and Issue Resolution Processes
The success of any undertaking this complex and involving so many players depends on
good communication. The Transfer Coordinators' organization, one of the Illinois Articulation
Initiative ·s cosponsors, has well established communication and problem-solving channels that
should continue to address most transfer and articulation issues that arise. The Transfer Coordinators' organization has devoted a half day of its biannual meetings to open forums on the Initiative to
help disseminate information and prevent misinterpretations. Two or three transfer coordinators also
serve on each panel. During 1997-98, the Transfer Coordinators' organization plans to sponsor
workshops for campus advisors and counselors on the Illinois Articulation Initiative.
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From the beginning, the Steering Panel has assumed responsibility for clarifying interpretations, addressing issues arising across or between panels, and monitoring written communication
about the Initiative. The Steering Panel has also established. processes and procedures first to
develop and, then, to implement agreements in order to keep the focus on facilitating students'
success in transferring among Illinois colleges and universities. At its April meeting, the Steering
Panel adopted a fonnal process and criteria for hearing appeals on course and curriculum decisions
made by individual general education and baccalaureate majors· panels and for hearing appeals on
other policies or procedures of implementation.
At a recent meeting, the Academic Leadership Group (comprised. of community college and
public university chief academic officers) confinned its continued. support for -the Illinois
Articulation Initiative and confidence in the Steering Panel's and Transfer Coordinators' abilities to
address most transfer and articulation problems. Since conflicts may arise within institutions as well l
as between institutions, the Academic Leadership Group recommends that, when a conflict arises ~;..~between two institutions, the chief academic officers should take action to resolve the issue. Further,
· ·-..._
each participating institution should develop a multi-level process for identifying and addressing
articulation problems. Such a process should include the chief academic officer but may also include
appropriate faculty committees so that articulation decisions are part of the campus' academic
decision-making processes. General problems of transfer or articulation, especially those not due to
the Illinois Articulation Initiative, and those involving several institutions should continue to be
referred to the Transfer Coordinators. The organiz.ation of Community College Chief Academic
Officers also will provide assistance to colleges and serve as a forum for addressing transfer and
articulat.i~n issues, particularly issues not specific to the Illinois Articulation Initiative. The Illinois
Community College Board and Illinois Board of Higher Education staffs also will provide assistance
in resolving issues.
Continuous communication among all constituents is important to assuring the success of
the Illinojs Articulation Initiative in facilitating student transfer. The Board of Higher Education and
Illinois Community College Board will continue to give priority to communicating about the
Initiative. The Transfer Coordinators, the Initiative Steering Panel and the General Education and
Baccalaureate Majors' Panels, and the academic leadership of participating colleges and universities
also share responsibility for regular communication with their constituencies.

Resolution
The staff recommends adoption of the following resolution:

The Board of Higher Education hereby endorses the recommendations of the biological
sciences, computer science, mass communication, special education, and theatre arts panels, as
presented in Exhibits 1 through 5, and requests the staff and institutions to begin the steps
necessary to implement these recommendations for freshmen entering in summer 2000.
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STEERING PANEL
Communications Panel Co-Chairs

Public University Representatives

Donald Barshis, Wilbur Wright College
Kenneth Nordin, Benedictine University

Jeffrey Chown, Northern Illinois University
Charles Evans, Eastern Illinois University
John Nicolette, University of Illinois at Chicago
Gerald Pogatshnik, Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville

Mathematics Panel Co-Chairs
James Hajek, Lincoln Land Community College
Linda Sons, Northern Illinois University

Humanities and Fine Arts Panel Co-Chairs

Community College Representatives

__ ---J. Charles Beetz, Parkland College

-fCasimir Kotowski, Harry S Truman College

Carroll Gibbons, Lake Land College
Robert Stefl, Illinois State University

Barbara Nelson, Triton College, CO-CHAIR
Margot Vance, Illinois Central College
Girard Weber, Heartland Community College

Social and Behavioral Sciences Panel Co-Chairs
Private Institution Representatives
Janet Cornelius, Danville Area Community
College
William Walters, Illinois State University

Jerome Hahn, Bradley University
Thomas Knapp, Loyola University of Chicago
Charles Suchar, DePaul University

Physical and Life Sciences Panel Co-Chairs
Illinois Transfer Coordinators' Representatives
James Massey, Belleville Area College
Gary Trammell, University of Illinois
at Springfield

Dale Ewen, Parkland College
Tom McGinnis, Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale, CO-CHAIR
Sheryl Paul, College of St. Francis
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Exhibit 1
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Baccalaureate biological science programs are diverse. Some programs emphasize cell and
molecular biology, whereas others emphasize organismal, ecological, and evolutionary biology.
Large institutions generally have optional tracks or programs that combine all elements of
biological science. Students should decide the direction or specialization within biology as early
as possible, preferably by the beginning of the sophomore year. Community and junior college
students are strongly encouraged to complete an Associate of Science degree prior to transfer.
The advice of both community college and university biology faculty members is encouraged
prior to selection of biology elective courses. To transfer as a junior into a baccalaureate
biological sciences program, students must complete a minimum of 60 semester credits, including all of the essential prerequisite courses on the list below. For maximum transferability, the
student is encouraged to complete all general education, supporting science, and biology core
courses listed below.
Recommended Curriculum
41 semester credits

General Education Core Courses 1

Communications
Social/Behavioral Sciences
Humanities/Fine Arts
Mathematics (Select Statistics and Calculus I or Calculus II)
Life/Physical Science (Select Biology I and General Chemistry/)

9 semester credits
9 semester credits
9 semester credits
6 semester credits
8 semester credits

1 General

education courses are described in the Illinois General Education Core Curriculum.
The biological science major requires the maximum 41 semester credits.

Required Supporting Physical Science Courses

General Chemistry II
Physics I and/or II and/or Organic Chemistry I and/or II

12 semester credits
4 semester credits
8 semester credits
4 semester credits

Biological Science Core Courses

. Biology I (fulfills life science requirement in General Education Core Curriculum)
Biol~gy II
4 semester credits
3- 7 semester credits

Biological Science or Other Electives

The panel recommends that students selecting further coursework in the major should consult with
an advisor. Field courses in biology/botany and comparative vertebrate anatomy are biology electives that offer reasonable probability of transfer, depending upon the student's biology specialization and the baccalaureate institution. Courses such as microbiology and human anatomy and
physiology sometimes can be transferred for credit in allied health majors, but most often do not
transfer as biology major credit.
TOTAL

60-64 semester credits

Note: Calculus and Statistics fulfill the General Education Core Cu"iculum mathematics requirement.
Chemistry I fulfills the physical science part and Biology I fulfills the life science part of the General
Education Core Curriculum science requirement. All four courses are also required in the biological
science major.

s

Biological Science Course Descriptions
Required Prerequisite Courses

CHEMISTRY II (4-5 semester credits): Topics include
equilibrium, acids and bases; spontaneous change and
equllibrium; electrochemistry and redox reactions;
chemical kinetics: fundamental particles, particle and
waves; complex bonding, molecular orbitals and spectroscopy; order and symmetry in condensed phases;
coordination compounds, and descriptive topics in inorganic chemistry. Laboratory required. Prerequisite:
Chemistry I

CALCULUS I, II (6-8 semester credits): Analytic
geometry topics include coordinate systems, lines and
line segments. distance between points, line sketching,
equations and graphs of conic sections, transformation
of coordinates, translations and rotations, parametric
equations, polar coordinates and equations, vectors in
two and three dimensions, vector operations, planes
and lines in space, surfaces and quadric surfaces, cylindrical land spherical coordinates and space curves. Calculus topics include complex numbers and notation;
limits and continuity/definition of derivative, rate of
change and slope; derivatives of polynomial and
rational functions; the chain rule; implicit differentials;
approximation by differentials; higher order derivatives; Rolle's theorem and mean-value theorem; applications of the derivative; anti-derivative; the definitive
integral; the fundamental theorem of calculus; area,
volume, and other applications of the integral; the
calculus of the trigonometric functions; logarithmic and
exponential functions; techniques of integrations, including numerical methods; indeterminate forms and
L'Hospital's rule; improper integrals; sequences and
series, convergence tests, and Taylor series; functions
of more than one variable; partial derivatives; the differential; directional derivatives; gradients; double and
triple integrals; and evaluation and applications. Prerequisite: Mathematics placement test.

Supporting Physical Science Courses (fwo courses are
required from the list below: Either two in physics or
two in organic chemistry or one physics and one
organic chemistry. The other two courses are, then,
optional.)
TRIG- or CALCULUS-BASED PHYSICS I, II (8-10
semester credits): Topics include mechanics (kinematics, Newton's three laws, work and energy, conservation of linear momentum, angular momentum, rotational dynamics, gravitation and Kepler's law, and harmonic motion), electricity and magnetism (charge;
electric field and potential; resistance, capacitance, and
inductance; RCL circuits; laws of Gauss, Ampere, and
Faraday; magnetic properties; electromagnetic waves;
and Maxwefl's equations), heat and fluids (laws of thermodynamics, ideal gases and thermal properties, Kinetic theory of gases, and fluid mechanics), and modern
physics (wave motion, sound, optics and introduction to
modem physics). Laboratory required. Prerequisite:
Trigonometry.

STATISTICS (3-4 semester credits): Focuses on mathematical reasoning. Descriptive methods (frequency distributions and graphing and measures of location and
variation), basic probability theory (sample spaces,
counting, factorials, combinations, permutations, and
probability laws), probability distributions (normal distributions anp normal curve, binomial distribution, and
random samples and sampling techniques), statistical
inference (estimation, hypothesis testing, t-test and chisquare test, and errors), correlation and regression, and
f-test and analysis of variance.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I (3-5 semester credits):
Topics include covalent bonding, alkanes, cycloalkanes; nucleophilic substitution and elimination
reactions; alkenes; steno-chemistry; alkynes; aromatic
compounds; organic halides and organimetallic compounds; and alcohols, phenols, and ethers. Laboratory
required. Prerequisite: Chemistry II.
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II (3-5 semester credits):
Topics include aldehydes and ketones, carboxylic acids
and derivatives, dicarbOnyl compounds, carbohydrates,
amines, amino acids and proteins, heterocyclic compounds, and nucleic acids. Laboratory required. Prerequisite: Organic Chemistry I.

CHEMISTRY I (4-5 semester credits): Topics include
the periodic table of elements, basic bonding, atomic
structure, stoichiometry of chemical reactions, the
gaseous state, solutions, condensed phases and phase
transitions, and heat and enthalpy of reactions. Laboratory required. Prerequisite: One year of high school
chemistry.
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Biological Science Core Courses: These courses
may be taken in reverse order since some colleges
and universities offer the cellular and molecular
emphasis in the first biology course for the major
and organisma/ biology in the second.
BIOLOGY I (4-5 semester credits): Organismal Biology, Ecology and Evolution. An introduction to
structure and function of major groups of microorganisms, fungi, animals, and plants. Emphasis on evolutionary relationships and ecological principles. Laboratory required. Prerequisite: High school biology.
BIOLOGY II (4-5 semester credits): Cellular and Molecular Biology. An introduction to biochemistry,. molecular genetics, cell structure, function. and processes.
Laboratory required. Prerequisite: High school biology.
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES PANEL
Public Universities

Janice Coons, Eastern Illinois University
Mitrick Johns, Northern Illinois University
Leo Miller, University of Illinois at Chicago
William Muhlach, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
P. James Nielsen, Western Illinois University
Carleton Phillips, Illinois State University, CO-CHAIR
Jamie Thomerson, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
James Weyhenmeyer, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Community Colleges

Austin Andersen, Lincoln Land Community College
James Grice, Morton College
Jerry Hinkley, College of Lake County, CO-CHAIR
John Hoagland, Danville Area Community College
Ahmad Kamal, Olive-Harvey College
Randy Schietzelt, William Rainey Harper College
Bradley Smith, Sauk Valley Community College
Robert Weck, McHenry .County College
Leo Welch, Belleville Area College
James White, Prairie State College
Private Institutions

Terry Matthews, Millikin University
John Smarrelli, Loyola University of Chicago
Donald Taylor, Benedictine University
Transfer Coordinators

Kay Kleckler, Highland Community College
Matt Mimlitz, Lake Forest College
Staff

Donna Corriveau, Board of Higher Education
Yvonne Singley, Illinois Community College Board
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Exhibit 2
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Bachelor's degree programs in computer science encompass two distinct emphases: a Business (or
Information Systems) emphasis and a Technical (or Computer Science) emphasis. The recommendation
below applies to programs in both areas. The panel encourages students to seek advisement to meet the
needs of their particular emphasis. To transfer into a bachelor's degree program in computer science as
a junior, students need to complete a minimum of 60 semester credits. Community and junior college
students are encouraged to complete an Associate in Arts or Associate in Science degree before transfer.
Business Emphasis
General Education Core Courses 1 38-41 semester credits

Communications
Humanities/Fine Arts
Social/Behavioral Sciences

semester credits
semester credits
9 semester credits

9
9

Technical Emphasis
38-41 semester credits

· 9 semester credits
9 semester credits
9 semester credits 2

Principles/Macroeconomics (3)
Principles/Microeconomics (3)

Physical and Life Sciences

7-8 semester credits3

7-8 semester credits
Cale-based Physics (4)

Mathematics

4-6 semester credits
Calculus I (4-5)
or Business Calculus (4)

4-6 semester credits
Calculus I (4-5)

1General

Education courses are described in the Illinois General Education Core Curriculum
students more flexibility by allowing a change to the business emphasis.
3 Calcuius-based Physics I gives students more flexibility by allowing a change to the technical emphasis.
2Economics gives

Support Courses

3-8 semester credits
Financial Accounting (3-4)

Recommended:
Computer Science Core Courses

Computer Science I
Computer Science II
Discrete Structures

Calculus II (3-4)
9-11 semester credits

3-4 semester credits
3-4 semester credits
3 semester credits

Other Computer Science.Articulated Courses
6- 7 semester credits

8-14 semester credits
Cale-Based Physicsll(4-5)
Physics III if needed to finish sequence
Calculus II (4-5)

Calculus III (4)
9-11 semester credits

3-4 semester credits
3-4 semester credits
3 semester credits
6- 7 semester credits

These Computer Science courses will transfer either as major or elective courses at all senior institutions

Computer Science III (Data Structures) (3-4)
Computer Organiz.ation (3)
Optional Business Courses

6-8 semester credits
Business Statistics (3-4)
Managerial Accounting (3-4)
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Computer Science Course Descriptions
Support Courses

Computer Science Core Courses

CALCULUS I-III (11-13 semester credits): Analytic
geometry topics include coordinate systems, lines and
line segments, distance between points, line sketching, equations and graphs of conic sections, transformation of coordinates, translations and rotations,
parametric equations, polar coordinates and equations, vectors in two and three dimensions, vector
operations, planes and lines in space. surfaces and
quadric surfaces, cylindrical and spherical coordinates and space curves. Calculus topics include complex numbers and notation; limits and continuity; definition of derivative, rate of change and slope;
derivatives of polynomial and rational functions; the
chain rule; implicit differentials; approximation by
differentials; higher order derivatives; Rolle's theorem
and mean-value theorem; applications of the derivative; anti-derivative; the definite integral; the fundamental theorem of calculus; area, volume and other
applications of the integral; the calculus of the trigonometric functions; ·logarithmic and exponential
functions; techniques of integrations, including numerical methods; indetenninate forms and L'Hospital's rule; improper integrals; sequences and series,
convergence tests, and Taylor series; functions of
more than one variable; partial derivatives; the differential; directional derivatives; gradients; double and
triple integrals; and evaluation and applications.
(Starred topics are optional, though generally included for maximum semester credits.) Prerequisite:
Math placement test.

COMPUTER SCIENCE I (3-4 semester credits): The
first of a sequence of courses for students majoring in
Computer Science, Mathematics, or Engineering.
Disciplined approach to problem-solving and algorithm development. Introduction to procedural and
data abstraction. Selection, repetition, and sequence
cotrol structures. Program design, testing, and documentation using good programming style. Blockstructured high-level programming languages.
Arrays, records, files. Prerequisite: Intermediate algebra or higher, as detennined by the institution.

CALCULUS-BASED PHYSICS I and II (8-10
semester credits): Topics include mechanics (kinematics, Newton's three laws, work and energy, conservation of linear momentum, angular momentum,
rotational dynamics, gravitation and Kepler's law,
and harmonic motion), electridty and magnetism
(charge; electric field and potential; resistance, capacitance, and inductance; RCL circuits; laws of Gauss,
Ampere, and F!1f3day; magnetic properties; electromagnetic waves ; and Maxwell's equations"), heat and
fluids (laws of thermodynamics, ideal gases and thermal properties, Kinetic theory of gases, and fluid
mechanics), and optics and modem physics· (wave
motion and sound, optics, and introduction to modem
physics). Laboratory required. (Starred topics are
optional, though generally included for IO semester
credits.) Prerequisite: Calculus.
CALCULUS-BASED PHYSICS III (3-4 semester
credits): Topics in optics and modem physics, including wave motion and sound, optics, and introduction
to modem physics. Laboratory required. (Assumes 8
credits in Calculus-based Physics I and II.)

COMPUTER SCIENCE II (3-4 semester credits): The
second in a sequence of courses for students majoring
in Computer Science. Design and implementation of
large-scale problems. Abstract data types. Data structures: files, sets, pointers, lists, stacks, queues, trees,
graphs. Program verification and complexity. Recursion. Dynamic concepts: memory, scope, block structures. Text processing. Introduction to searching and
sorting algorithms. This course should be taught
using the same programming language as Computer
Science I. Prerequisite: Computer Science I.
DISCRETE STRUCTURES (3 semester credits):
Introduction to analysis of finite collections and
mathematical foundations of sequential machines,
computer system design, data structures, and algorithms. Includes sets and logic, subscripts, arrays and
vectors, number systems, counting, recursion, graph
theory, trees, nets, and Boolean algebra. Prerequisite:
Intermediate algebra.
Other Computer Science Articulated Courses

COMPUTER SCIENCE III/Data Structures (3-4 semester credits): Experience with inheritance in an
object-oriented language. Algorithmic paradigms:
divide and conquer, greedy, dynamic, backtracking.
Recurrence relations. Complexity analysis: big oh. big
omega, big theta, little oh. Algorithms: graphs, sorting, searching, string processing. Advanced ADTs:
sets, graphs, heaps, hash tables. Random number
generation and related algorithms. Prerequisite: Computer Science II and Discrete Structures (or equivalent).
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION (3 semester credits):
Basic computer architecture. Instruction sets, microprogramming and assembly language. 1/0, including
devices, busses, and interrupts. Memory systems and
organization. Prerequisite: Computer Science I.

Business Courses

Computer Science Courses for Other Majors

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3-4 semester credits):
Presents accounting as an information system that
produces summary financial statements, primarily for
users external to a business or other enterprise.
Students study the forms of business organization and
the common transactions entered into by businesses.
The emphasis is on understanding and applying basic
accounting principles and other concepts that guide
the reporting of the effect of transactions and other
economic events on the financial condition and operating results of a business. How to analyze and
interpret historical financial statements and the limitations of using these in making forward-looking
business decisions is included. The primary content
emphasis will be accounting for current assets and
liabilities, long-term assets and liabilities, corporations' cash flow statements, and financial statement
analyses.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR ENGINEERS
(2-4 semester credits): Topics include an introduction
to computer hardware and software (input/output
devices and operating systems), basic problemsolving techniques and programming paradigms,
fundamental numerical algorithms (graphical display,
curve fitting, convergence, stability, and error handling), and fundamental non-numerical algorithms
and data structures. Includes or is accompanied by
study of a structured modem language (including
language formats and syntax, design. and construction
of software, and programming assignments). Prerequisite: Calculus l. Engineering Transfer Recommendation
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS & BUSINESS SYSTEMS CONCEPTS (3-4 semester credits): Designed
primarily for students planning to major in a field of
commerce, students are acquainted with and trained
in the use of business computer packages, including
word processing, database management, spreadsheet,
and presentation software and Internet access
methods. Operating systems such as DOS, OS/2,
Windows, and UNIX are reviewed. In addition, the
basics of management information systems are covered. Business (accounting, finance, management, and
marketing) Transfer Recommendation.

MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING (3-4 semester
credits): Presents accounting as a system of producing
information for use in internally managing a business. The course emphasizes the identification, accumulation, and interpretation of information for planning. controlling, and evaluating the performance of
the separate components of a business. Included is the
identification and measurement of the costs of producing goods or services and how to analyze and control
these costs. Decision models commonly used in
making specific short-term and long-term business
decisions also are included.
BUSINESS STATISTICS (3-4 semester credits): The
basic concepts of statistical analysis used in business
decision making. including probability and how
uncertainty is dealt with in real life. The student will
analyze and work out simple problems and should be
able to recognize applications of different statistical
techniques, interpret the results of analyses, and
recognize instances in which statistical techniques
have been misused. The following concepts and statistical techniques are included: measures of central
tendency and variability; random variables and probability distributions; binomial, normal, and sampling
distributions; estimation; tests of hypotheses; chi
square tests; linear regression and correlation; and
one-way analysis of variance. Prerequisite: Finite
Mathematics or higher.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE PANEL
Public Universities

Rodney Angotti, Northern Illinois University
David Ballew, Western Illinois University, CO-CHAIR
Carl Chang, University of Illinois at Chicago
George Friedman, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Scott Grissom, University of Illinois at Springfield
Jimmie Hattemer, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Robert McGlinn, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Winfried Rudloff, Governors State University
Community Colleges

Hiriam Crawford, Jr., Olive-Harvey College
Bernard Ferreri, City Colleges of Chicago
Ilga Higbee, Black Hawk College
Jeff Koenke, Parkland College
Jeanne Massingill, Highland Community College
Jean Margarette Merrill-Beech, Triton College
Mark Pelczarski, Elgin Community College, CO-CHAIR
Ram Raguraman, Joliet Junior College
Mary Rylko, McHenry County College
David Schuessler, Rend Lake College.
Private Institutions

Henry Harr, DePaul University
Barbara Harris, DeVry Institute of Technology
Ken Mihavics, Roosevelt University
Steve Renk, North Central College
Transfer Coordinators

Mark Elsen, DePaul University
Alan Hardersen, McHenry County College
Miriam Rivera, Northeastern Illinois University
Staff

Marjorie Hinojosa, Board of Higher Education
Barbara Risse, Illinois Community College Board
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Exhibit 3
MASS COMMUNICATION
Bachelor's degree programs in Mass Communication encompass four major program areas:
Advertising/Public Relations, Radi0iTV/Film, Journalism/News Editorial/Photojournalism, and Mass
Communication (Integrated). For each specialty, 37-41 hours of general education are recommended
plus 9 semester credits in the desired major. The remaining hours necessary to complete an associate
degree (a minimum of 60 semester hours) should be chosen with the assistance of an academic advisor.
Completion of at least 60 semester hours will permit students to transfer as juniors. Community and
junior college students are encouraged to complete an Associate in Arts or Associate in Science degree
prior to transfer. Students should be aware that some schools have specific requirements for all students
for admission to the major, e.g. por(folio review, minimum Grade Point Average (GPA), and/or other
forms ofassessment. Check with your advisor.
37-41 semester credits

General Education Core Courses 1
Communication
Mathematics
Physical and Life Sciences
Humanities
Social and Behavioral Sciences
1General

9 semester credits
3-6 semester credits
7-8 semester credits
9 semester credits
9 semester credits

education courses are described in the Illinois General Education Core Curriculum.

Note: Students should possess computer literacy skills which may be acquired prior to or early in the
student ·s college experience.

Advertising/Public Relations
Advertising/Public Relations Courses
Recommended: Introduction to Public Relations
and/or Introduction to Advertising
Other Transferable Advertising/Public Relations courses:
Introduction to Broadcasting
Introduction to Mass Communication
Introduction to Radio Production
Introduction to TV Production
Introduction to Public Relations
Introduction to Advertising
Broadcast Writing
Basic News Writing

9 semester credits

3-6 semester credits
3-6 semester credits

Radio/TV/Film
Radio/TV/Film Courses
Recommended: Introduction to Mass Communication
and/or Introduction to Broadcasting
Other Transferable Radio/TV/Film courses:
Introduction to Radio Production
13

9 semester credits

3-6 semester credits
3-6 semester credits

r

Introduction to TV Production
Broadcast Announcing
Broadcast Writing
Introduction to Film
Introduction to Mass Communication
Introduction to Broadcasting
Journalism/News Editorial/Photoiournalism
Journalism/News Editorial/Photojournalism Courses
Recommended: Introduction to Mass Communication
Basic News Writing
Basic News Editing

9 semester credits

3 semes~r credits
3 semester credits
3 semester credits

Mass Communication {Integrated)2
Mass Communication (Integrated) Courses
Recommended: Introduction to Mass Communication
Other Transferable Mass Communication (Integrated) courses
Introduction to Radio Production
Introduction to TV Production
Basic News Writing

9 semester credits

3 semester credits
6 semester credits

2An integrated Mass Communication program integrates coursework in print and electronic media. It
may offer a number of specializations, inc/uding print joumalism, radio/television/film, electronic news,
corporate and institutional media, advertising/public relations, visual communication, media
management, photography, and intemational mass communication.

This list is not meant to limit the transferability of additional courses in the discipline or to discourage
the development of new courses. The current articulation process should continue between individual
institutions for courses not on this list. Academic advisors should continue to be knowledgeable of
transfer requirements at various college and universities, and students should regularly consult their
advisors throughout their academic careers. The panel believes it is in the best interest of students and
the discipline to continue to offer the depth and breadth of courses that are available at many
institutions.
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Mass Communication Course Descriptions
INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS (3 semester credits): Provides an overview of the practices,
theories, ethics, issues, and problems of public
relations. Integrated into the course are practical
applications. On successful completion, students will
be able to:
• define terminology and explain concepts regarding the historical context and origins of public
relations;
• demonstrate a knowledge of the organizational
settings, decision-making roles and relationships
of pubic relations in private, government,
corporate, and not-for-profit organizations;
• identify professional growth opportunities and
codes of ethics in public relations adopted by
organizations such as the Public Relations
Society of America and the International Association of Business Communicators;
• apply knowledge of First Amendment considerations regarding commercial speech, libel laws,
and access to government infonnation;
• analyze several models of communication theory
in regard to consensus, channels, open and closed
systems, ~d infonnation dissemination;
• demonstrate knowledge of various processes to
develop public relations campaign strategies
using electronic, spoken and printed media;
• analyze and/or develop communication plans
through portfolios, documented case studies, and
other written and/or electronic research projects
and tests; and
• identify concepts and processes involved in issue
analysis and issues management.

•
•

•
•

use marketing and advertising research;
analyze and understand the importance of
creative strategies and executions in advertising
campaigns;
demonstrate an understanding of media
planning; and
weigh the advantages and disadvantages of using
different media to convey the advertising
message.

INTRODUCTION TO BROADCASTING (3 semester credits): Surveys the role and effects of the broadcasting and cable industry. Emphasizes historical
development, media regulations, terminology, programming and career opportunities. On successful
completion of the course, students will be able to:
• identify the major events in broadcasting history
including the beginning of radio, creation of the
FCC, advent of the TV, birth of cable, and
deregulation;
• analyze the laws and regulations governing
broadcasting in America;
• explain the business of broadcasting including
such topics as advertising, rating, and syndication;
• analyze the impact of new technology on the field
of broadcasting as it relates to industiy growth
and diversification;
• investigate career opportunities in the field of
broadcasting;
• define broadcasting terms; and
• define the process of developing radio and television programming.

INTRODUCTION TO ADVERTISING (3 semester
credits): Topics include the role of advertising in integrated marketing communications, consumer behavior, creative strategies, and types of media. Integrated
into the course are practical applications. On
successful completion of the course, students will be
able to:
• define terminology and explain concepts
regarding dimensions/foundations of advertising;
• explain the social, legal, and ethical aspects of
advertising;
• explain the relationship between advertising and
marketing;
• demonstrate an understanding of the role of
adver-tising
in
integrated
marketing
communications;
• recognm: the factors that influence consumer
behavior,
• explain the target marketing process;

•

•
•

•
•
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INTRODUCTION TO MASS COMMUNICATION (3 semester credits): Provides an overview
of the nature, functions, and responsibilities of
the mass communication industries in a global
environment with an emphasis on the media's
role in American society. On successful completion of the course students will be able to:
demonstrate an understanding of the reciprocal
influence of the :media and contemporary society;
apply communication theories to analyze the
influence of mass communication systems on
American society;
analyze representative research in mass communication;
trace the historical development of various media
forms;

•

•
•
•

distinguish media functions-information; persuasion, entertainment, and transmission of
culture;
comprehend methods of media organiz.ation,
finance, and regulation in a global environment;
describe usage and impact of the various media;
and
critically analyze legal and ethical media issues.

successful completion of the course, students will be
able to:
• compose standard script fonnats for radio and
television;
• distinguish between broadcast and print writing
styles;
• write and rewrite news stories for radio and television using correct style and format;
• script other types of programming (drama, interview, documentary, industrial, etc.) for radio and
television using correct style and format;
• define broadcast writing terms;
•
identify target audience and apply techniques of
audience analysis; and
• discover and apply ethical issues and standards in
broadcast writing.

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO PRODUCTION (3 semester credits): An introduction to audio production
techniques and equipment operation. Includes tenninology, basic script writing, editing, producing
commercials, public service announcements and
newscasting in a studio setting. On successful
completion of the course, students will be able to:
•
define audio production terms;
• operate radio production and studio equipment;
•
demonstrate an understanding of the. physics of
sound;
•
produce commercials, public service announcements, and promos;
•
compose and produce a newscast;
•
set up and operate remote production equipment;
•
apply audio aesthetics and techniques to audio
production; and
• demonstrate an llllderstanding of sound production engineering.

BASIC BROADCAST ANNOUNCING (3 semester
credits): Broadcast announcing principles and techniques are discussed and applied. Includes creating,
reading and delivering commercials, news, interviews, public service announcements, and special
events. On successful completion of the course,
students will be able to:
• conduct a broadcast interview;
• recognize and use proper pronunciation and
language skills;
• develop an appropriate speaking style for broadcasting;
• demonstrate an understanding of the various
roles of an announcer;
• operate broadcast studio equipment;
• analyze, edit, and deliver broadcast copy;
• develop impromptu on-air skills; and
• conduct a self-evaluation of on-air performance.

INTRODUCTION TO TV PRODUCTION (3 semester credits): An introduction to multi-camera production. Includes terminology, conceptualization, basic
script writing, audio board operations, and lighting in
a studio setting. On successful completion of the
course, students will be able to:
•
define TV production terms;
•
demonstrate an understanding of studio television production engineering;
•
demonstrate and use the photographic lighting
principle with knowledge of technical and nontechnical objectives;
•
perform multi-camera studio directing;
• operate studio audio and video equipment;
•
compose a basic television script;
•
produce television commercials, PSA, or newscast from conceptualiz.ation to finished presentation; and
•
perform all duties of individual studio crew
member positions.

BASIC NEWS WRITING (3 semester credits): Introduction to news writing including the techniques of
news gathering, reporting, and interviewing, the use
of library and online database research methods and
other related skills. Students write basic stories under
real time constraints. On successful completion of the
course, students will be able to:
• write clear, concise, accurate, complete, balanced
and readable news stories;
• define what constitutes news and how news
stories differ from features and opinion pieces;
• effectively apply research skills for writing news
stories;
• write effective leads;
• write a variety of types of news stories;
•
gather and write news in an ethical manner and
apply the laws governing journalists;

BROADCAST WRITING (3 semester credits): Emphasizes writing for visual and audio presentations,
including continuity, commercials, public service
announcements, news, and special events. On
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•
•

demonstrate knowledge of AP stylebook rules;
and
write under deadline pressure.

BASIC NEWS EDITING (3 semester credits): Introduction to the principles and techniques of electronic
editing, information management and publication
design emphasizing the editing of body copy and
display type for maximum clarity and impact. On
successful completion of the course, the student will
be able to:
•
effectively edit stories;
•
rewrite stories without distorting them;
•
write effective headlines and cutlines;
•
demonstrate basic knowledge of typography;
•
demonstrate the basics of public design and the
logic of packaging; and
•
apply AP stylebook rules.

From the General Education Core Curriculum:
FILM IDSTORY AND APPRECIATION (3 semester
credits): A survey of film as an art form, emphasizing
elements of visual story telling, aesthetics, differences
among genres, and criticism. Examines such techniques as pictorial composition, movement, sound,
lighting, and editing.
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MASS COMMUNICATION PANEL
Public Universities

Peter Bukalski, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Gary Bums, Northern Illinois University

J. Michael Duvall, University of Illinois at Springfield
Robert Holton, Western Illinois University, CO-CHAIR
Leslie Hyder, Eastern Illinois University
Tom Johnson, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Catherine Kansky, Illinois State University
Teresa Savage, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Community Colleges

Maria Bakalis, Waubonsee Community College
Ken Beno, Lake Land College
Dan Edwards, Wabash Valley College
Juanita Gammon, Park.land College
John Geraci, South Suburban College
Diane McNeilly, Kishwaukee College
Jonah Rice, Southeastern Illinois College
Catherine Stablein, College of DuPage, CO-CHAIR
Ed Sutter, Joliet Junior College
Robert White, Black Hawk College
Private Institutions

Bruce Evensen, DePaul University
Ed Morris, Columbia College Chicago
Bren Murphy, Loyola University Chicago
Kami Tieman, Bradley University
Transfer Coordinators

David Greeson, Lake Land College
, Paul Hays, DePaul University
Miriam Rivera, Northeastern Illinois University
Staff

Jan !gnash, Board of Higher Education
Barbara Risse, Illinois Community College Board
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Exhibit 4

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Community and junior college students interested in completing a bachelor's degree in special
education are strongly encouraged to complete an Associate in Arts or Associate in Science
degree prior to transfer. To transfer into an approved baccalaureate program in special
education as a junior, students must complete a minimum of 60 semester credits (up to a
maximum of 64 semester credits). Since admission is competitive. completion of the courses
below does not guarantee admission. Students should be aware that a minimum grade point
average of 2.25 (and for some universities a 2.5) on a 4.0 scale is required for progr.am admission, and passage ofa basic skills (reading, writing, grammar, and math) test is also required.

Additional Requirements
for Teacher Certification

General Education Core Courses 1
Communication
9 semester credits
Mathematics
3-6 semester credits
Physical/Life Sciences
7-8 semester credits
Social/Behavioral Sciences2
9 semester credits
American/US National Government (3)3
Humanities/Fine Arts 2
9 semester credits

Total
9
3-6

1-2 semester credits

9
9

6 semester credits
US/American History (3)3
English (3)3
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2 semester credits
2
Health/Physical Development

37-41 semester credits

9-10 semester credits

47-50

1General

education courses are described in the Illinois General Education Core Curriculum.
at least one non-Western culture 3 semester credit course in either category.
3 Courses speci.fical(v required for teacher certification.

2Select

Additional Recommended Transferable Courses
Introduction to Education
General Psychology
Human Growth and Development
Observation/Clinical Experience Hours

9-10 semester credits
3 semester credits
3 semester credits
3 semester credits
0-1 semester credit

Additional courses to total at least 60 semester credits.
This list is not meant to limit the transferability of additional courses or to discourage
the development of new courses. The panel recommends that the current articulation
process continue between individual institutions for courses not on this list. Academic
advisors should continue to be knowledgeable of transfer requirements at various
colleges and universities, and students should regularly consult their advisors
throughout their academic careers. The panel believes it is in the best interest of students
and the discipline to continue to offer the depth and breadth of courses that are
available at many institutions.
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Special Education Course Descriptions
HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (3
semester credits): A foundation course in the theories,
patterns, and principles of development: prenatal
through adolescence, in depth, including the study of
physical, social-emotional, cognitive, and language
development of typical and atypical individuals. An
examination of theories to include Piaget, Erikson,
Vygotsky, Skinner and others and their implications
for cognitive, linguistic, physical, and social-emotional development. An exploration of human development in the context of gen~r, family. culture, and
society.

•

•

•

demonstrate a knowledge of the meaning and
benefits of multicultural education as an active
process of good pedagogy;
compare and contrast international education
systems with the American education system;
and
demonstrate knowledge of basic needs, characteristics, and behavioral patterns in the teaching/
learning process.

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (3 semester credits): A
survey of the study of human and animal behavior
with emphasis on the scientific nature of contemporary psychological investigation. Topics may
include the biology of behavior, sensation and perception, learning, memory, cognition, motivation,
emotion, life-span development of behavior, personality, abnormal behavior and its therapies, social
behavior, and individual differences.

INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION (2-3 semester
credits): An overview of American education as both
a professional and a public enterprise. Social, historical, and philosophical foundations give perspective to
an examination of current issues, policies, and trends
in the field of education, including cultural diversity.
May include organization and structure, finance, and
curriculum. On successful completion of the course,
the student will be able to:
•
evaluate teaching as a profession and analyze
the impact of various social forces on the
practicing teacher;
•
explain historical, philosophical and sociological influences on education;
•
identify and compare the tenets of selected
educational philosophies and their relation-ships
to present educational practices;
•
relate basic sociological concepts to American
society and American schools;
•
demonstrate a knowledge of prevalent organization and governance patterns in education systems;
•
define federal, state, and local responsibilities
for edq,cation;
•
summarize the funding sources for education at
all levels;
•
identify the major educational organizations and
explain their purposes and contributions to
American education;
•
identify, evaluate, and explain selected curricular patterns, educational programs, and
instructional innovations;
•
identify and discuss current and emerging issues
in education;

OBSERVATION/CLINICAL EXPERIENCE1 (0-1
semester credit): Documented clinical experience(s)
involving observation of and interaction with child
learners and practitioners at work, according to
specified guide-lines, within the appropriate special
needs subject matter and age category. This experience, comprising a minimum of 30-45 hours, is planned, guided, and evaluated by a host teacher and must
occur within an education setting, including those
with diverse student populations. Upon satisfactory
completion of this course, the student will be able to:
•
identify child/adolescent characteristics;
•
relate to children/adolescents in appropriate
ways;
•
reflect on his/her personal philosophy of education as it relates to learners of diverse cultures;
•
evaluate his/her own potential to succeed in
teaching; and review one's decision to enter
teaching; and
•
identify characteristics of successful teaching
and learning strategies and differences in learning behaviors and learning styles.
1Can be integrated or offered as a separate course; May
not replace clinical hours attached to other program
requirements.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION PANEL
Public Universities

Alan Balter, Chicago State University
Regina Foley, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Diane Kinder, Northern Illinois University
Adelle Renz.aglia, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Patricia Schutt, Northeastern Illinois University
Kathlene Shank, Eastern Illinois University
Paula Smith, Illinois State University, CO-CHAIR
Robert Wagner, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Community Colleges

Terry Ave, Danville Area Community College
Peg Callaghan, Oakton Community College
Linda Chapman, Lewis and Clark Community College
Floyd DuBois, Malcolm X College
Joan Morningstar, Shawnee Community College
Ronald Mosher, Rock Valley College
Sheryl Mullis, Richland Community College
Richard Simmons, College of DuPage
Judy Witkov, Moraine Valley Community College
Private Institutions

Janet Pierce-Ritter, Loyola University of Chicago
Charlotte Ross, Benedictine University
Rosalyn Templeton, Bradley University
Transfer Coordinators

Elizabeth Kuebler, Elmhurst College
Jim Russell, Northern Illinois University
Julia Schroeder, John A. Logan College, CO-CHAIR
Consultants

Michael Long~ State Board of Education
Staff

Janlgnash,BoardofHigherEducation
Barbara Risse, Illinois Community College Board
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Exhibit 5
THEATRE ARTS
This recommendation applies to students seeking the bachelor's degree in theatre arts. To transfer into a
bachelor's degree program in theatre arts as a junior, students need to complete a minimum of 60 semester credits. Community and junior college students are encouraged to complete an Associate in Arts
degree prior to transfer. Since admission is competitive, however, completion o_f these courses alone does
not guarantee admission.

General Education Core Courses 1
Communications
Humanities/Fine Arts
Mathematics
Social/Behavioral Sciences
Physical and Life Sciences
1General

37-41 semester credits
9 semester credits
9 semester credits
3-6 semester credits
9 semester credits
7-8 semester credits

Education courses are described in the Illinois General Education Core Curriculum

Up to 26 semester credits
3-4 semester credits
3 semester credits
2-3 semester credits
3 semester credits
2-4 semester credits
3 semester credits
3 semester credits
1-3 semester credits

Theatre Arts Core Courses
Stagecraft
Acting I
Stage Make-up
Acting II
Costumes
Performance of Literature
Play Production .
Practicum

Theatre Arts Course Descriptions
STAGECRAFr (3-4 semester credits): Introduces
students to safety procedures and basic techniques of
scenery and property construction, tool use, scene
painting, and backstage organiz.ation. Laboratory
experience is mandatory.

COSTUMES (2-4 semester credits): Introduces
students to safety procedures and basic techniques of
costume and accessory construction, tool use, fitting
and draping, and costume shop organiz.ation through
projects in cutting, stitching, and finishing costumes
for production. Laboratory experience is ~datory.

STAGE MAKE-UP (2-3 semester credits): Introduces
students to the principles, techniques, and materials
of stage make-up and practical experience in their
application. Laboratory experience is mandatory.

PERFORMANCE OF LITERATURE (3 semester
credits): The study and performance of literature,
such as essays, letters, novels, poetry, and short
stories, with an emphasis on using voice and movement to interpret the works and communicate that
interpretation to an audience.

ACTING I (3 semester credits): Fundamentals of
acting: concentration, observation, playing action and
other basics are introduced through acting exercises,
improvisations, and scene study. Major acting approaches, such as Cohen, Meisner, Stanislavski, and
Shurtleff, will be used as the basis for helping the
actor acquire craft in order to create believable
characters.

PLAY PRODUCTION (3 semester credits): An introductory exploration of the relationships between
dramatic text and the play in performance, with
special emphasis on basic terminology and methodology. Representative plays will be studied in their
genre, historical, and social contexts.

ACTING II (3 semester credits): Development of
fundamentals introduced in Acting I, emphasizing an
intensive approach to acting exercises, improvisations, and scene study. Prerequisite: Acting I.
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PRACTICUM (1-3 semester credits): To increase
proficiency in preparation and presentation of theatrical performances, credit is awarded for performing in
or working on major college productions.

THEATRE ARTS PANEL
Public Universities

Sarah Blackstone, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Anthony Graham-White, University of Illinois at Chicago
E.T. Guidotti, Eastern Illinois University
Chris Jones, Northern Illinois University
Gene Kozlowski, Western Illinois University
Craven Mackie, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Thomas Mitchell, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Sandra Kay Zielinski, Illinois State University
Community Colleges

Todd Ballantyne, William Rainey Harper College
Craig Berger, College of DuPage
Eibhlin Glennon, College of Lake County
Frank Hayashida, Kennedy-King College
Mary Kay Kickels, Moraine Valley Community College
Tom Lenane, Harry S Truman College, CO-CHAIR
Valerie Nicholson, Prairie State College
Dante Orfei, Morton College
Ronald Seney, Lincoln Land Community College
John Webb, Highland Community College
Private Institutions

Joel Fink, Roosevelt University
Caroline Dodge Latta, Columbia College Chicago, CO-CHAIR
John O'Malley, DePaul University
Nicholas Patricca, Loyola University Chicago
Transfer Coordinators

Judy Becker, Loyola University Chicago
' Rita Pearson, Eastern Illinois University
Jim Polo, Moraine Valley Community College
Staff

Marjorie Hinojosa, Board of Higher Education
Barbara Risse, Illinois Community College Board
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Item #4C
May 6, 1997

STATE OF ILLINOIS
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION:
POLICIES ON TRANSFER AND ARTICULATION
In September 1990, the Board of Higher Education affinned its priority on improving the
quality of undergraduate education and amended its 1986 policies on undergraduate education. The
primary change in the policies was the addition of seven statements on student transfer and program
articulation that replaced an old 1970 articulation policy. In September 1994, the Board again
amended its policies on transfer and articulation to incorporate completion of the Illinois Articulation
Initiative's General Education Core Curriculum.
These current Board policies on transfer and articulation establish three levels of acceptance
of completion of the General Education Core Curriculum for students who transfer. First., receiving :1
colleges and universities are to grant full credit in lieu of their own lower-division general education -- ·
requirements to students who completed the entire General Education Core Curriculum as part of
earning an Associate in Arts or Associate in Science degree from a regionally accredited community
or junior college. Second, receiving colleges and universities are to grant full credit in lieu of their (R
own lower-division general education requirements to students who completed the entire General
Education Core Curriculum at any regionally accredited college or university even though the
student did not complete a degree program. Finally, receiving colleges and universities are to grant/~;
credit towards fulfillment of their own general education requirements to transfer students who
completed individual courses in the General Education Core Curriculum if the receiving institution
has a comparable general education requirement.
Since the September 1994 amendment, the Illinois Articulation Initiative has developed a
series of recommendations on the transfer of lower-division courses in a variety of baccalaureate
majors. Because Board policies do not provide for the transfer of lower-division courses in a major,
the Board of Higher Education is today being asked to amend its policies to add such a provision.
_Unlike the provisions. on transfer_ of the J}eneral Edp._~O!! J:ore Curriculum, which are possible
because .al! _degree programs require a general education component, the courses required for a
specific major will transfer only if the student is admitted into a baccalaureate program in the same
major that the student began before transfer. In other words, because courses required for one major
do not necessarily apply to a different major, students who change their majors during the transfer
process can expect that some credit will not count towards completion of the new major. In addition,
of course, every baccalaureate degree-granting college and university does not offer every possible
baccalaureate major. Finally, admission to some majors is extremely competitive due to limited
space available. Thus, students are reminded within each Illinois Articulation Initiative Baccalaureate Major Recommendation that satisfactory completion of the recommended courses alone does not ~• ._
guarantee admission.
The Illinois Articulation Initiative Steering Panel developed and adopted the recommended
policy statement at its fall 1996 meeting. The statement was reviewed by the public institutions'
Academic Leadership Group and was published in the W Newsletter circulated to all participating
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institutions. No comments were received. The complete Board of Higher Education policies on
transfer and articulation are included in the Appendix.
Resolution

The staff recommends adoption of the following resolution:

The Board of Higher Education hereby adopts the following addition to its undergraduate
education policies on transfer and articulation:
d Students admitted in transfer who have met program entry requirements and
have satisfactorily completed courses described in an Illinois Articulation Initiative Baccalaureate Major Curriculum Recommendation at a regionally accredited
Illinois college or university should be granted credit towards .fulfilling the
receiving institution's comparable lower-division requirements for that specific
major. Where admission is competitive, completion of a Baccalaureate Major
Recommendation does not guarantee admission.
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APPENDIX
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
POLICIES ON UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Transfer and Articulation

Adopted September 1990
Amended September 1994
[Proposed Addition Underlined]
Associate and baccalaureate degree-granting institutions are equal partners in providing the first two
years of baccalaureate degree programs in Illinois. While each institution is ultimately responsible
for the quality of the programs it provides, both associate and baccalaureate degree-granting
institutions are expected to work together to assure that their lower-division baccalaureate programs
are comparable in scope, quality, and intellectual rigor.
Any student admitted in transfer to an Illinois baccalaureate degree-granting institution should be
granted standing comparable to current students who have completed the same number of baccalaureate-level credit hours and should be able to progress toward baccalaureate degree completion at
a rate comparable to that of students who entered the baccalaureate institution as first-time
freshmen. To assure students of comparable treatment, it is expected that:
a) Students admitted in transfer who have earned an Associate in Arts or an Associate in Science
degree from a regionally accredited Illinois community or junior college whose general education
requirement for the degree incorporates the Illinois General Education Core Curriculum will
have met the receiving institution's all-campus, lower-division general education requirement for
the baccalaureate degree (or for a second associate degree). A receiving institution may,
however, require admitted transfer students to complete an institution-wide and/or missionrelated graduation requirement that is beyond the scope of the Illinois General Education Core
Curriculum.
b) Students admitted in transfer who have satisfactorily completed the Illinois General Education
Core Curriculum at any regionally accredited Illinois college or university prior to transfer
should be granted credit in lieu of the receiving institution's all-campus, lower-division general
education requirement for an associate or baccalaureate degree. A receiving institution may,,
however, require admitted transfer students to complete an institution-wide and/or missionrelated graduation requirement that is beyond the scope of the Illinois General Education Core
Curriculum.
c) Students admitted in transfer who have satisfactorily completed courses within the Illinois
General Education Core Curriculum at a regionally accredited Illinois college or university
should be granted credit towards fulfilling the receiving institution's comparable all-campus,
lower-division general education requirement.
d) Students admitted in transfer who have met program entry reguirements and have satisfactorily
completed courses described in an Illinois Articulation Initiative Baccalaureate Major Curriculum Recommendation at a regionally accredited Illinois college or university should be granted
credit towards fulfilling the receiving institution's comparable lower-division reguirements for
that specific major. Where admission is competitive, completion of a Baccalaureate Major
Recommendation does not guarantee admission.
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Presidents and chief academic officers of associate and baccalaureate degree-granting institutions
should provide leadership in implementing state policies on transfer and articulation and in resolving
issues of mutual concern. To this end, the Illinois Board of Higher Education, in conjunction with the
Illinois Community College Board, will regularly convene the presidents of baccalaureate and
associate degree-granting institutions and system academic leadership to assess the status of state
policies on transfer and articulation and to resolve any issues that arise.
Program faculties from both associate and baccalaureate degree-granting institutions should take
-----., primary responsibility for developing and maintaining course and program articulation agreements
and for promoting compatibility between associate and baccalaureate curricula.

·-

Associate and baccalaureate degree-granting institutions should work together to expand
opportunities for students to complete baccalaureate degrees. Through formal partnerships, associate
and baccalaureate institutions should jointly encourage baccalaureate degree completion and provide
information on the transfer process, guidance in program and course selection, and orientation to the
· "<' -:·~~..;✓academic environment to prospective transfer students. Dual admission, "2+2," and similar articu-c._--;~ • ··· ·····•-. lation and transfer agreements should be developed to facilitate the transfer of students.
-·~ .......

J..£b

'

Colleges and universities should assure that transfer students have the same opportunities as other
students to participate in the social, cultural, and academic support services necessary for their
integration into the campus community.
A statewide system for monitoring the academic progress of cohorts of community and junior college
students who transfer to baccalaureate degree-granting institutions shall be established by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education in cooperation with the Illinois Community College Board and
baccalaureate degree-granting institutions. This information should serve as the basis for the regular
review and improvement of the undergraduate curricula, support services, and articulation and
transfer agreements of associate and baccalaureate degree-granting institutions. The Illinois Board of
Higher Education, in consultation with the Illinois Community College Board, will examine
institutional and statewide trends in student transfer and degree completion and will use these
analyses to make necessary modifications to policies on articulation and transfer.
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Item #4D
May 6, 1997
STATE OF ILLINOIS
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

ILLINOIS ARTICULATION INITIATIVE WEBSITE PRESENTATION
In September 1996, the Board of Higher Education awarded a Higher Education
Cooperation Act (HECA) grant to Illinois State University in cooperation with William Rainey
Harper College to develop and implement an Illinois Articulation Initiative site on the World Wide
Web. The purpose of the website is to make Illinois Articulation Initiative information readily
available not only to institutions but also to current and prospective students.
Since September, hardware and software have been ordered and installed, the home page
and complete site have been designed and tested, and the General Education Core Curriculum
course database has been installed. Information on the Illinois Articulation Initiative, in general,
and on the General Education Core Curriculum, specifically, is now available on the website for
review by participating institutions and will be made available to the general public on May 15 th .
The Illinois Articulation Initiative (IAI) web address is: http://www.iTransfer.org.
Information now available on the IAI website includes: the purpose of the Illinois
Articulation, Initiative; narrative and graphical descriptions of the General Education Core
Curriculum .and the courses within it; courses identified by participating institutions that match
those described in the curriculum; and contact information for all participating institutions,
including a link to the institutions' websites, when available. The IAI site permits queries of the
database from multiple perspectives, and a section provides background information for college
and university counselors, advisors, and administrators, such as a brief history and answers to
.frequently asked questions.
This coming year, the recommendations and institutional courses for completed Baccalaureate Majors will be added to the IAI website. In addition, a complete back-up system will be
added in order to protect the system against catastrophe. An in-service training program for
advisors and others has also been developed, with several sessions scheduled for this spring and for
fall 1997.
The IAI website development team at Illinois State University is:
•Carolyn Bartlett, University Registrar (HECA Grant Administrator)
•Mark Troester, Policy Analyst (Web Site Project Director)
•Jess Ray, Admission and Records Office (Transfer Policy Analyst)
•Roger Baird, Student (Web Development)
•John Walker, Associate Professor of Art (Graphic Design)
•Tim Flynn, Policy Analyst (Technical Support)
Steve Catlin, Dean of Enrollment Services at William Rainey Harper College, co-administers the
HECA grant. The IAI Technical Task Force serves as the website advisory committee.
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Technical Task Force
Carolyn Bartlett, Illinois State University, CO-CHAIR (Registrar and Co-Chair, Transfer
Coordinators of Illinois Colleges and Universities)
Steven Catlin, William Rainey Harper College, CO-CHAIR (Enrollment Management and CoChair, Transfer Coordinators of Illinois Colleges and Universities)
Peter Frigo, Moraine Valley Community College (Enrollment Management)
David Greeson, Lake Land College (Chief Academic Officer)
Linnea Hauser, Bradley University (Transfer Admission)
Sheri Kallembach, Northern Illinois University (Records Systems)
Elizabeth Kuebler, Elmhurst College (Transfer Admission)
Tom ·McGinnis, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale (Transfer Admission and Co-Chair,
Steering Panel)
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I.

GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Am1J,icability. This examination is administered to all Illinois State University undergraduate music
majors, regardless of degree and sequence.

2. Pwpose. The Senior College Examination has been implemented:
a to assure that each student has developed and is maintaining ce.rtain basic musicianship skills.
These skills are the ones which are apJrOpriate for students completing second year course wen
in music in all music program sequences.
b. to allow a representative faculty panel to make a collective interim assessment of the student's
musical progress.
c. to assist the faculty in identifying any weakness in musical development and to presaibe
appopriale further study.
Il. ADMJNISTRATION
1. Freshman matriculation. For those students who matticulate as freshmen at Illinois State University
with music as a declared major, the examination will be administered during the semester in which
the student takes Music 204.
2. Transfer sbldents. Transfer students who enter the history, theory, literature core will take the
Senior College Exam during the semester that they are enrolled in Music 204.
Transfer students who have completed a history, theory, literature core at another institution will
take the Senior College Exam during their first semester of residence.
3. Examination periods. Senior College Exams will be scheduled during one two-week period each
Fall and Spring semester. This period will generally be the 9th and 10th week of the semester,
although it may be scheduled for later weeks if other general departmental obligations conflict
4. IJmitation Statute. The results (see lli.) of this examination will be binding on all students who
enrolled either as freshmen or as ttansfer students, after Fall 1986.
ID. PROCEDURES, FORMAT, EVALUATION

1. Examination Content. Each student will be examined in four~ (encompassing nine disaete
skills) of basic musicianship (see IV. below). Some portions of the examination will be
administered collectively to all students scheduled for a given exam period; other portions will be
administered individually before an assigned examination committee.
2. Exami,natiop Committee. The assigned examination committee will consist of at least four
departmental faculty and the Music Department Chair (or bis/her designee). Membership of each
committee will include:
a the student's applied instructor. If the student is not enrolled in applied music , this
representative will be the student's last applied instructor. Should this instructor be unavailable,
an instructor from the same applied area will serve in this capacity,
b. a representative of the Theory/History/Literature area,
c. a representative from the student's degree/sequence (e.g., performance, therapy, education, etc.),
d. one other faculty member selected at large by the departmental administration (not frcm the
student's area of emphasis),
e. the department chair or designee.
An examination will not begin until all committee members are present
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3. Committee Recommendations. The $Signed committee will jointly make all evaluations and
teeommendations concerning a student's Senior College Examination. The committee will make
ooe of three evaluatims:
a. UNCONDffiONAL PASS. The student bas successfully demonstrated an appropriate ability in

all four of tbe basic musicianship skills areas examined.

b. CONDmONAL PASS. 1be Sbldent bas demoosttated a significant deficiency(s) in one (or
more) disaete skill(s) within ~ m:a. The remaining are& have been suc.cessfully completed.
In this instance tbe smdent will be re-examined eilber in tbe single still or in the entire area at
the disaetion of lbe examination committee. Such re-examinations will normally take place
during tbe next SCE evaluation period but must be completed within one calendar year.
·
c. FAILURE. Tbe student has demonsttated significant deficiencies in one or more disaete skills
from two (or more) different areas. In this instance, lbe student will retake the entire Senior
College Examination within one calendar year and must successfully pass all the areas.
Students who do not pass all parts of tbe Senior College Exam will not be allowed to enroll

in specified upper level music courses:
for the B.A. & B.S. degree: 253, 254
for tbe B.M.E. degree: 253, 254, admission to Teacher Education (prerequisite for 261, 262,

and264)
for tbe B.M. degree: 253, 254 and
Music Theory/Composition Sequence: 301, 305, 309
Music History/Literablre Sequence: 255, 256, 257, 258
Keyboard lnsttument Sequence: 240, 330
Voice Performance Sequence: 265, 330, 365, 384
Band and Orchestra lnstnnnents Performance Sequence: 330
Classical Guitar Sequence: 215, 330
Music Therapy Sequence: 341, 362, 398
Transfer students must pass the Senior College Exam during their first semester at ISU or be
excluded from further enrollment in upper level music courses
4. Sif:Qificant deficiency. A significant deficiency is defmed as failure to earn 40% of the available
points for a single skill and 60% of the points in an overall area. (See Section V for details of the
evaluation procedures.)

5. Examination format. The written/aural portion of the examination, lasting approximately one
hour, will be administered collectively at least ooe week before the individual perfmming/oral
, ponions are scheduled. Tbe performing/oral portion of the examination, lasting approximately 30
minutes, will be administered individually in front of the assigned committee. The student will
arrive lfl hour in advance of the scheduled time to select a subject at random in order to prepare
for the historical-perspective portion of the exam.
6.

Examination results. The results of both tbe written/aural and the performing/oral portions of the
examination will be used by tbe committee to generate a single summary evaluation. A copy of
the evaluation will be made available within two weeks to each student who bas taken the
examination. A copy will also be placed in tbe student's permanent me.

7. Re-examination committee. In the event that all or portions of the examination must be repeated,
the original committee will conduct the re-examination. In the event a committee member(s) is
no longer available, the departmental chairperson will designate a substiblte(s).
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8. Ap,plied jury waiver option. The Senior College E1tamination will replace the applied music juries
wbic:h normally would have been scheduled by the student for that semester. This examiDatKJI'\
does not replace the 200 level audition. Should tbe student desire to &dledule tbe 200 level
audition examination in tbe same semester as tbe SCE, be/she may do so by following lhe usual
procedure for that audition.
IV. CONTENT
As indiaued above, the Senior College Examination will be administered in two sections, an
aural/wriuen portim, administered collectively, and a perfmming portion, administered individually.
Candidates will be examined in tbe following areas of basic musicianship:
1. Aural Skills (aural/written section)
a. Isolated events
b. Contextual events

2. Am>Ue4 Performana; (cral/perfmming section) ·
a. Applied perfomumce exercises (scales, etudes, rudiments, vocalises, etc.)
b. Prepared solo performance

3. Music; RewJing (oral/performing section)
a. Sight reading
b. Sight singing

c.Keyboard
4. Them:y/HistgzylLUeratnm la aural/written section; b. oral/performing section)
a. Musical styles analysis
b. Historical perspective

V. EVALUATION PROCEDURES
Each of tbe four content areas has two or three skills pans. In order to pass, tbe student must earn a 60%
score for tbe entire content area. In addition, tbe student must earn at least a 40% score for any of the slcills
pans. Failure to achieve a 60% area score means the student must repeat tbe area. Failure to achieve a 40%
score for any single skills part means the student must repeat either the single part or the entire content area at
the discretion of the faculty committee.
Each content area is valued at 50 points. The value of the skills pans varies. A student must earn at least 30
points to pan any content area.

I.

Aural'Skills.

50 points (25 points pei skill area--graded by exam amoinistn1.tor)
A. Isolated Events (25 points)
1. Interval identification:
10 items-10 points
2. Scale/mode identification:
5 items-5 points
3. Tertian chord identification:
10 items--10 points
To achieve a pusing score: 15 points of 25 possible and no less than a 40% minimum
achievement in any of tbe three topics.
B. Contextual Events (25 points)
1. Melodic Dictation (13 points): one melody with 13 gradable beats.
(1/2 point per pitch, 1/2 point per rhythmic notation for each beat)
2. Harmonic Dicralion (12 points): two progressions of six gradable chords
each. (1/2 point for each note in the bus line; 1/2 point for function
[Roman numeral])

a

To achieve a passing score: 15 points of 25 possible and no less than 40% minimum
achievement in either of tbe two topics.
Pages

n. Perfnnpapre. so points. (10 points assigned by each committee member.)
A. Applied Performance Exercises (scales, etudes, vocalises, mdiments, etc.):
(15% of the total; 3% per committee member).

Judgment aiteria: technique, difficulty of IIIBtaial, musicality
B. Prepared Solo Performance (85% of the total; 17% per committee member)

Judgment criteria: 8% for technique (accmacy, difficulty of material);
9% for musicality (appropriateness of tempos and rhythmic values,
intonation, dynamics, diction; ovrzall subdty and nuance)

m. Music Beadina. 50 points. (10 points assigned by eadl committee member.)
A. Sight-Reading. (20 % of the total; 4% per committee member)

Ju4gment criteria: Accuracy of pitch and rhythm; necessity to "start-and-stop"; musicality.
B. Sight-Singing. (40% of the total;'8% per committee member.)

Judgment criteria: as in A. above. N.B., if tbe student loses tonic, no more than 30% may be
assigned this skill area. The exam administrator will make this assessment.
C. Keyboard. (40% of tbe total; 8% per committee member):
1. Harmonic progression (20%; 4% per committee member):
Judgment criteria: accuracy; appropriate voice-leading; hesitadon in performance.
2. Play and Sing (20%; 4% per committee member):
Judgment criteria: accuracy; hesitation in performance.
IV. ]bc;oryfl:Iistmy/Lite,ature, 50 points (25 points per area)
A. Score Analysis. (25 points, graded by exam administrator): The student will have a
choice between two score pages. The student will make at least two positive
observations for each of four areas of observation:
1. Pitch language (melodic; bannonic)
2. Rbytbmic/mettic syntax (metric set-up; patterns, etc.)
3. Timbre (instrumentation, voices, bow used)
.
,4. Textmal description
Each observation will count 2 points for a total of 16; tbe examiner will assign 9 points assessing the quality
of tbe observations.
B. Historical Perspective. (25 points) (5 points assigned by each committee member)
The student will arrive one half hour before the examination to select a topic ~t random. In the half hour
period before the oral presentadon, tbe student may prepare in any manner he/she deems appropriate.
(See topics and time period possibilities on page 16.)
During the exam the student will give a brief, oral discussion of the topic, citing
relevant important musical examples, events, personages, etc. without making reference to notes .
Judgment will be based on the appropriateness of the comments and accuracy in details.
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S'IUDENTSUMMARYEVALUATIONFORM

Student: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ates:_ _ _ _ __

Degree Progmm and Sequence:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Faculty Committee: 1.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2.__ _ _ _ _ __

3.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.__ _ _ _ _ _ 5. _ _ _ _ _ __

Area Summaries I. _ _ II. _ _ _

m. ___

IV. _ _

PASS._ _ CONDmONAL PASS_ (retake _ _ __, FAIL_
I. Aural Skills Results
A. Isolated Events
1..Interval identif1C8tion: _ _ _ _
out of 10
2. Scale/mode identification:.___

out of 5

3. Tenian chord identification: _ __

out of 10

Total:._________
out of 25
(15 required to pus and no less than a minimum of 40% for any of the
skill areas)

B. Contexblal Events
1. Melodic Dictation:
2. Harmonic Dictation:._ _ _ __

out of 13

out of 12

Total:
outof25
(15 required to pass and no iess than a minimum of 40% for either of the
skill areas)
·
TOTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _out of 50
(30 points required to pass and no less than a minimum of 40% for either of the two main areas)
n. Applied Performance Score
.
A. Applied Performance Exercises (3 points assigned per faculty member)
l._ __
2._ __

3._ __
4._ __

5._ __

Total:_ _ · +2= _ _ outof7112(=15%)

B. Prepared Solo Peri'ormance (17 points assigned per faculty member)
l. _ _

2.,_ _

3._ _
4.,_ _
5._ _

Total:._ _

+

2 = _ _out of 42 1/2 (=85%)

TOTAL:

.outof50
(30 points required to pass and no less than a minimum of 40% for either of the two main areas)
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m.

Music Reading Score
A. Sighlmlding (4 points assigned per faculty member)
l._
2._ _
3._ _
4._ _

s.__

Total: _ _ _ + 2 = _ _ _ out of 10 (=20%)

B. Sight-singing (8 points assigned per faculty member)
1._
2._
3._ _
4._ _
5._ _

Total: _ _ _ + 2 = _ _ out of 20 (=40%)

N.B.: The examiner has determined that the student lost tonic and no
more than 15 points
may be assigned this area. Yes_ No_.
C. Keyboard skills (8 points assigned per faculty member)

1._ _

2._ _

3._ _
4._ _

5._ _

Total: _ _ _ + 2 = _ _ out of 20 (=40%)
TOTAL: _ _ _ _out of 50
(30 points required to pass and no less than a minimmn of 40% for each of the three areas)
IV. Theoryfllistory/Literature Score

A. Score Analysis (graded by exam administrator):
1. Pitch___

out of 4

2. Rhythm.__
3. T1D1bre._ _ _

out of 4
outof4

4. Texture._ __

out of 4

5.Quality_ _ _

outof9

Total: _ _ _outof25

'B. Historical Perspective (5 points assigned per faculty member):
l._ _
2. _ _

3. _ _
4._ _
5._ _

Total: _ _ _outof25

TOTAL._ _ _ _ _ _out of 50
(30 points required to pass and no less than a minimum of 40% for
either area)
Exam administrator_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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FACUI..'IT COMMITTEE MEMBER EVALUATION FORM
Date,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

SmdentName: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Faculty Member: _ _....,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

l Performance Ev.aluation:

50 points total; each committee member is responsible for 10
points (20%) of the total score for Ibis section.

A. Applied performance exrzcises:F.acb committee member will usign 3 points for this section.
('Ibe combined scores are 15% of the Performance Evaluation).

Judwiem criteria; technique, difficulty of material. musicality
Score: _ _ ( out of 3-0 = failing or poor; 3 = outstanding-NO HALF POINTS)
B. Prepared Solo Performance:

Each committee member will mgn 17 points for this
section. (The combined scores are 85% of the Performance
Evaluation.)

Judm,ent criteria and point allotment:
8 points for technique (accuracy and
difficulty of material)

9 points for musicality (appropriateness of

tempos and rhythmic values, intonation.
dynamics, diction, overall subtlety and

nuance.)
Te.chnique Score: _ _out o f ~ =failing or poor, 8

=outstanding-(NO HALF POINTS)

Musicality Score: _ _out of 9--0 =failing or poor, 9 = outstanding-(NO HALF POINTS)
Total Solo Performance Score: _ _ _ _ (out oft 7)
TOTAL PERFORMANCE SCORE: ----'(out of 20 = %age of the 50 points)

n..

Music Reading Evaluation:

50 points; each committee member is responsible foc 10
points (20%) of the total score for this section.

A. Sight-Reading:

Each committee member will usign 4 points for this section.
(The combined scores are 20% of the Music Reading
Evaluation.)
Judment criteria: Accuracy of pitcb and rhythm;
necessity to "start-and-stop"; musicality.

Score: _ _(out of 4--0 = failing or poor, 4 = outstanding-NO HALF POINTS)
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B. Sight-Singing:

Each committee member will assign 8 points for this section.
(1be combined scores are 40% of the Music Reading
Evaluation.)
Judment criteria; as in A. N.B., exam administtata- will
assess whether tonic has been maintained. You are to score
acc:ording to your own best judgment.

Score: _ _(out of 8-0 = failing or poor, 8 = outstanding-NO HALF POINTS)
C. Keyboard:

Each committee member will assign 8 points for this section.
(1be combined scores are 20% of the Music Reading
Evaluation.)

l. Harmonic progression-4 points pe.r committee member.

Judmneut criteria: accuracy; appropriate voice-leading;
hesitation in performance.
Score: _ _ _(out of 4-0 = failing or poor, 4 = outstanding-NO
HALF POINTS)
2. Play and Sing-4 points per committee member.

Judment criteria: accwacy; hesitation in performance.
Score: _ _ _(out of 4-0 = failing or poor, 4 = outstanding-NO HALF POINTS)
Total for keyboard : _ _ _ _ (out of 8)

TOTAL MUSIC READING SCORE: _ _ _(out of 20 = %age of the 50 points)

m.

Theory/History/Literature:

Each committee member is responsible for 5 points for the

Historical Perspe.ctive discussion.
A Historical Perspective.

The student bas selected a topic at random and bad one-half

hour to prepare a brief, oral discussion.
Judm,ent criteria: appropriateness of comments, accuracy in
details (musical examples, events, persooages, etc.)

Score: _ _ _ _(out of 5-0 = failing or poor, 5 = outstanding-NO HALF
POINTS)

Committee Member Signature._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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EXAMINATION GUIDELINES
I. AURAL SKilLS (11 - 12 minutes, total)
A Isolated events
(1) Format

Examinees will be required to identify a nmnber of isolated, non-contextual musical events
(e.g., chords, intervals, etc.), as dictated by the exam administrtor. The dictated items will
nonnally be perfmmed at the keyboard, although other media are not specifically excluded.
In every case, the student will idenlify the items as completely as possible (e.g., "1st
inversion major triad" as opposed to simply "triad" or "major triad").
All responses are to be rea>rde:d in tbe examination fonn.

(2) Mar.erials: Items to be identified are (see samples appended):

a. Intervals:
b. Scales:

any interval (m2 - M7) in simple or compound form, presented as either a melodic or
harmonic interval.
any scale typically associated with Western music, in either ascending er descending
fashion. This includes both modal scale patterns and various non-beptonic scales.

c. Chords: any tertian sonority in an appropriate position.
B. Incmtext
P(l) Format

Examinees will notate three short musical excerpts as described below. Each item.will be
beard three times.

(2) Materials: Items to be notated are (see samples appended):

a. Melody:

a short melody featuring characteristic rhythmic patterns in a meter and diatonic pitch
patterns in a key.
b. Progression:
two short progressions of 6 functionally related chords which define a clear tonic.
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I, B. (2): SAMPLE rrEMS
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II. PERFORMANCE (9-10 minutes, total)
A Applied Performance Exercises
(1) Format: Studen~ will perl'orm before the five-member faculty committee
(2) Materials: as det.e.rmiDed by the applied insttuc:tor. It is tbe duty of the applied instructor to forewarn the
student which scales, arpeggios, etc. belsbe is responsible for knowing. The applied insttuctor may
assist in administering this portion of tbe examination.

(3) llme limitation: This segment of the applied perfmnance may not last more than one-third of the tolal
(i.e., not more than

3 minutes).

B. Prepared Solo Perf<KJl18DOO
(1) Format: Students to be examined are to present themselves in a manner comparable to a 200-level
applied music examination. This assumes both an appropriate demean<r and appearcmce while tbe
examination is in progress.
(2) Materials: Toe smdent will perform selected excerpts from solo works from a minimum of two
different historical periods, one of which MUST be contemporary.

a The excerpts selected ought to reflect a variety of styles.
b. Percussionists must perform on at least two different insttuments
(3) Accompaniment: Toe use of an accompanist is permitted for vocal performances only.
(4) Time Limitation: This segment of the "prepared performance" should take approximately two-think of
the total time available, 9-10 minutes, or about 6-8 minutes. At the committee's discretion, a
performance may be terminated at any time.
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m.

MUSIC READING (7-8 minutes, total)
A. Sight-reading
(1) Format:

Tbe student will be given 30 seamds to examine the initial section or an "unknown"
composition. At tbe end or die 30-second perusal period, die lbldent will perform tbe excerpt
in an appropriare ID8llllt"l' (tempo, phrasing, dynamics, etc.) Under DO circumstanc:es sbould the
acudent stop to restart. 'IbP. examining commiuee may interrupt the sight reading at any time,
or may request an additional excapt to be read.

(2) Materials:

Tbe materials to be read will reflect a difficulty level appropiale ro.r sophomore mmic
major as exemplified in portions or tbe various Music 200 examination requirements.

1hesemc:
L

Voice: 1be ability to sing a song in F.nglish, or an advanced vocalise which displays a
fundamental knowledge of breath conttol, pbonatian, focus, and vowel
formation.

b. String: Sonatas or Vivaldi, Corelli, Handel, Marcello, Telemann. Also compositions
by Hindemith, Koussevitsky, Schubert and Saint-Saem.
c. Winds: Representative etudes and wmts from the repertoire as selected by the
instructor.
d. Brass:

Representative solos from the repertoire and selected orchesaal excerpts.

e. Percussion:

Representative solos or excerpts in two or three or the five standard
percussim areas.

f. Keyboard: Pieces or short movements by Clementi, Mozart, Schumann,
Schubert, Kabalevsky, Bartok, Bach Beethoven, Persichetti,
or others.
SbJdents are urged to ascertain that their applied music representative bas selected the necessary
sigbtreading materials.
(3) TJme limitation: approx. 4 • minutes

B .. Sight-singing
(1) Format:

(2) Materials:

The student will be given 20-30 seconds to examine a short excerpt that is to be sung. The
swdent will then be directed to establish the key (at the keyboard), following which the
student may "warm up" by singing a tonic triad pattern or scale. Immediately following,
the student will establish a temporal framework and begin singing the melody. Under no
circumstance should the student stop to restart. The commiuee may interrupt the sight
s~ging at any time, or may request an additional passage to be sung.
The excerpts to be sung will reflect simple major or minor key melodies,··wfilcb, though

diatonically conceived, may contain a limited amOllllt of functional chromaticism (e.g.,
implied secondary dominant, etc.) The melodies in Bezkowitz, eL al., A New Approach
To Sight Singing, , Section Il in "Melodies" (p.27ff) me typical or those from which the
exam melodies will be selected.

(3) TIOle Limitations: approx. 2-3 minutes
Page IS

C. Keyboard
(1) Format:

Tbe student will be asked to (1) improvise a short, 4-S chord cadential harmonic progression
of the type typically employed to defme a given tonic and (2) to read at sight a simple "sing
and play" exercise.

(2) Materials: For (1), the student may elect to use either a typical keyboard texture (three notes in the
right hand, one mthe left) or a typeial SA'IB setting (two notes in each band) In eltbei'
event, acceptable principles fm- voice leading and doubling should be observed.

For (2), tbe student will sing a notated melody (solfege optional) while playing a
keyboard acmmpanhoenL Tbe "sing and play" exercise to be peiformed will be similar to
those found in Berkowitz, et.al., A New Approach To Sight Singing, Section Il in "Sing
and Play" (p.129ff).

(3) Tune Limitations: approx. 4 minutes
IV. Theory/History/Literature

A. Score Analysis
(1) Format:

1be student will be given two single page excerpts, each of which is clearly represenrative
of a genre and/or style period. The student will select one of the two excerpts to discuss.

Based oo careful observation of all material on each excerpted page, the student will cite a
variety of evidences musical characteristics and make at least two positive observations fmeacb of four areas : pitch, rhythm, timbre, and texture
(2) Materials: (see sample scme pages appended)
B. Historical Pezspective
(1) Foonat:

1be Sbldent will discuss without prompting a general topic within a clearly delineated span
of music history. 1be topic will be delennined by having the student select one of two
topic cards chosen at randmn from a body of topic cards. The time span will be determined
by randmn selection of a single card from a body of lime span cards.

Following the student's discussion, which should be organized and coherent, tbele will be a
short question/answer period in which the committee may probe to fwtber ascertain the
student's grasp of the topic.
(2) Materials: Due to the random selection of topic and periods, many question combinations resulL
1be following are the topics and periods that may be selected:
Major genres of music
Significant elements of musical style
Representative masterpieces of music
Principal composers

Twentieth Century (early)
Rmumtic Period (19th century)
Classic Period (late 18th-century)
High or Late Baroque (early 18th century)

(3) Tune limitations: 5 minutes
Page 16
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December 13, 1994

Dear Colleagues,
The attached document describes the revised core sequence in music theory and aural skills at
NIU's School of Music. I'm sending it to you in response to your requests for clarification of the
new sequence following the decision by NIU's faculty to award transfer credit in theory through
evaluative testing, rather than through articulation.
The decision to officially test all tTansfer students was based on two important considerations:

first, because of the implementation of the new Sophomore Competency Examination
requirement, which all music majors must complete before attaining junior status; and second,
due to the unfortunately high incidence of transfer and graduate students who were
experiencing considerable difficulty in our upper-level courses. With regard to the latter,
sometimes this was not discovered until a semester or two had passed, at which time the only
recourse fo~ the student was to go back and retake sophomore or, in some cases, freshman-level
theory cow,ses in order to successfully complete the advanced. courses. We also found many
transfer students who had completed. fewer than four semesters of theory, but could not
successfully a.Mimilate into our sequence, often having to drop back a semester or two. Several
years ago, as we started implementing our revised theory/aural skills sequence, we began formal
evaluation of tTansfer students as part of the audition process and used the results to recommend
placement mthe core program to those students for whom we thought it appropriate. In some
cases, the recommendation was quite firm: of the forty-two transfers we evaluated between
August, 1992, and August, 1994, more than thirty were strongly urged to retake theory at a level
lower than that which they had successfully completed at another school Of course, much of
this was due to the fact that our new sequence is more accelerated than that which was
previously articulated, as you will see from the following.

I hope this addresses your concerns. I'm sorry this is late. I promised many of you that I would
get this out in November, but, due to the exigencies of a busy semester, was not able to meet
that dead.line.
Sincerely,

C T. Blickhan
Professor of Composition
Coordinator of Composition and Theory

NtV
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The new Theory/Aural Skills core sequence in the School of Music at Northern Illinois University consists of
the following courses, required for all urdergraduate music degrees: MUSC 101, 102, 201, 2DZ and 301, MUSIC
THEORY I, Il, III, IV, and V; and MUSC 103, 104, 203, and 204, AURAL SKILIS L Il, ill, and IV. Students who
follow the normal progression take MUSC 101 concurrently with 103, 102 with 104, and so forth, beginning ir
the Freshman year and completing the sequence with MUSC 301 in the junior year. As part of the newlydeveloped Sophomore Comprehensive Evaluation, students must have a minimum grade of C in all 100- and
200-level required music courses [see below]. In the Theory/ Aural Skills sequence, the minimum grade must
be achieved :in order to move up to the next course :in the sequence.
The courses that comprise the Aural Skills sequence develop student skills in sightsinging, rhythm reading,
keyboatd, and dictation. During 1991-92, the theory faculty reviewed and reorganized the content of this
portion of the program. A more comprehensive set of exit competencies was developed for each semester, new
texts were adopted, and supplementary materials were created. The revised sequence was initiated in the Fall
Semester, 1992. Each semester's .activities are divided into three areas: Prepared Criteria, Sightreading, and
Dictation. Students must achieve a passing level of competency (D, or 60%) in each of these areas in order to
successfully complete the course, and the average of all three areas must be at least C (70%). Students who do
not meet these standards receive a grade of either D or F, depending upon their overall average, and must
retake the course if they are to continue :in the sequence. Regular attendance is expected, and excessive
absence \tardiness \lack of preparation results in a lowering of the student's grade.
Music Theory covers the written and analytical components of the sequence. The existing core, while sufficient
for developing adequate skills in the music of the Common Practice period (ca. 1700-1900) did not devote
enough time to musical developments and practices of the twentieth century. Moreover, certain aspects of the
sequence were not as successful as we wished them to be, especially :in the areas of harmonic language and
formal design.
The new sequence, descn"bed :in the follow:ing pages, represents a complete reorganization of the content of the
theory sequence. MUSC 101, 102, 201, and 202 were extensively rewritten, with the focus of the first three
semesters on the development of diatonic and chromatic harmonic skills, and a fourth semester concentrating
on musical analysis and formal study. Finally, a new course :in music of the twentieth<entury (MUSC 301) was
developed for junior music majors as part of the required sequence. To keep credit hour requirements the same,

a lower-level course, MUSC 121, INTRODUCilON TO LISTENING, was deleted, and much of its content
:incorporated into the theory sequence.

Like the Aural Skills courses, theory courses are divided :into three areas of evaluation: Homework, Quizzes
ck Exams, and Fmal Exam. Students must achieve a passing level of competency (D, or 60%) in each of these
areas :in order to succes.,fully complete the course, and the average of all three areas must be at least C (70%).
Students who do not meet these standards receive a grade of either Dor F, depending upon their overall
average, and must retake the course if they are to continue :in the sequence. Regular attendance is expected,
and may have an effect upon the student's grade.
Additionally, a standard set of expectations for entering freshmen has been articulated. Students who do not
have basic skills in music reading (notes, key signatures, scales, rhythmic values, basic :intervals and triads) are
not allowed to enter the sequence until competency can be demonstrated. This is determ:ined during the
audition process, which commences as early as November of the year preceding enrollment. All prospective
students are tested,, and a written assessment of their needs in basic music comprehension is given to them with
suggestions for improvement, when necessary. In these cases, we recommend that the prospective student
enroll in a fundamentals c1as.s in an area community college prior to beginning at Northern. Students who were
found deficient during their audition are retested in the fall, prior to the start of cJasses. Subsequent to the
second diagnostic exam, students who still need to build a basic vocabulary are placed in MUSC 100,
Fundamentals and Rudiments of Music Theory, during the fall semester. Trailer classes for the first-year
sequence are offered du.ring the spring and summer semesters, which allow these students to enter the
sophomore year on schedule

l\l \ V
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SOPHOMORE COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION
In order to proceed to Junior-level standing, all undergraduate majors in the School of Music must pass a
-,phomore Comprehensive Evaluation (MUSC 299) with a grade of 'S". Students may not register for 300- or
A-level MUSC courses until they have passed the SCE. (Ensembles [MUSC 390-399] are exempted from this
requirement).
The SCE consists of four parts:
1. The student must have a minimum grade of ''C' in all 100 and 200- level Music courses taken at NIU which
are required by the degree for graduation.

2. The student must pass a written examination, typically given toward the end of Spring Semester. The
examination covers common-practice period music theory as well as common musical terms. A list of terms
will be provided to sophomores at the beginning of the Fall Semester.
3. The student must successfully complete a Sophomore Applied Jury.
4. The student must pass an oral examination given by three faculty members. The committee will be chaired
by the student's applied teacher and will also include a member of the music theory faculty and another Music
faculty member who is familiar with the student. H the student is a Composition major the private composition
teacher would chair the committee. If the student is a Music Education major the third faculty member will
be from Music Education. The oral examination will cover:
a. Aural 51sUJs- A sight-singing examination and identification of harmonic progressions which will be played
at the keyboard by members of the committee.
·

Repertozy. The student will be assigned to study one piece or movement written for the student's
instrument. Normally that piece would be from the jury repertory, but in cases where that is not possible the
teacher will assign another work to be studied. At the oral examination the student will be expected to disa.J§
the following questions in relation to the assigned piece:
1. Brie.fly discuss the composer's life (dates, nationality, etc.)
2. Name two contemporaries of that composer who also wrote for the same instrument.
3. Discuss the formal characteristics of the piece. Discuss its style {if appropriate).
4. Discuss the general harmonic scheme of the piece.
·
5. Discuss the pedagogical purposes of the work in relation to the student's own musical and technical
development.
Students who successfully complete the SCE will proceed to upper-division study. If a student does not pass
the SCE the committee will decide that the student will either:
1.
2
3.

Proceed to upper-division study with specific requirements for addressing deficiencies. In this
case a partial examination will be given within one semester to re-assess the student's progres.s,
OR
Be prohibited from proceeding to upper-division study until the Evaluation has been passed, OR
Not be retained as a music major.

TRANSFER STUDENIS: All transfer students are required to pas.5 the Sophomore Comprehensive Evaluation.
Students who transfer before completion of either four semesters of applied study or four semesters of music
ory /aural skills will take the SCE at the end of the sophomore year. Students who transfer after completion
ur either four semesters of applied study or four semesters of music theory/aural skills must take the SCE prior
to placement within the School of Music's curriculum.

3 .

MUSC 101 - CRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES

1. Course Description. MUSIC THEORY I (2). Introductory study of musical parameters, with emphasis on
melody, phrase structure, rhythm, and texture; basic diatonic harmony; part-writing and analysis. PRQ:
Consent of the School of Music.

2 Coutse Units. The course is divided into three units. Unit 1 is a review of fundamentals. The students
shou1d already have demonstrated their proficient knowledge of fundamentals by passing the Theory placement
examination. This unit will thus be only a compressed review. Unit 2 focuses on the study of musical .
parameters, with emphasis on melody, phrase structure, rhythm, and texture. Unit 3 will cover basic diatonic
harmony, including all the diatonic triads and non-chord tones. Analysis will be a daily class component
throughout Units 2 and 3.

3. Textbook. Benjamin, et al., Techniques and Materials of Tonal Music
Part L chapters 1-6; Part V, chapters 1-2 [Unit ij
Part V, chapters 13-18 [Unit 2]
Part n, cha.pteIS 1-10, 12-14; Part v, chapters 3-12 [Unit Ill]
4. Anthology. Arlin et al, Music
materials in Units 2 and 3.

Sources. The anthology will be used as the main source for daily analytical

5. Listening Component. Introduction to stylistic listening, along with materials from Units 2 and 3: melody,
rhythm, meter, tempo, texture, phrase structure, harmonic rhythm, etc.

6. Assignments for Unit 3. Besides analysis and the usual chorale-texture part writing on figured bass or
Roman numerals, assignments will include melody harmonization (for instance, harmonize a given melody with
bass and Roman mµnerals), and writing (composing their own) metered progressions using specifically-required
chords (bass and Roman numerals in a metric context).

7. Fmal Exam. The final exam will be comprehensive. However, Unit 1 is only a review of materials which
the students should already know before enrolling in the course. The main focus of the final exam will be on
Units 2 and 3, both analytically and in writing exercises.
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Competency Requirements for MUSIC 103 - Aural Skills I

1. PREPARED EXEROSE.S
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Sing ascending and descending major and (natural, harmonic, and melodic)
minor scales from a given pitch.
Sing ascending and descending simple intervals from a given pitch.
Sing ascending and descending arpeggiated (major, minor, augmented, and
diminished) root position triads.
·
Sing assigned melodies from Berkowitz level I.
Keyboard: Play major and minor scales, intervals, and root position triads.
Keyboard: Play and transpose assigned diatonic major and minor key, 4-part
harmonic progressions.
Vocal/Keyboard: Sing-and-Play exercises from Berkowitz level I.
Rhythm: Exercises from Kazez level I.

2. SIGHT-SINGING

a.
b.

Treble and ~ clef melodies commensurate with Berkowitz level I (includes
easily recognizable scale and chordal patterns, diatonic melodies in major and
minor keys).
Rhythmic exercises commensurate with Kazez level I.

'JICTATION

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Ascending, descending, and harmonic simple intervals.
Major, minor, augmented, and diminished triads in root position.
Outer voices and Roman numeral analysis of diatonic 4-part harmonic
progressions of 4 to 5 chords commensurate with Fleisher level I.
Major and minor melodies commensurate with Kraft level I.
Two-voice counterpoint commensurate with Berkowitz duets, level I.
Pitch, rhythm, and error detection exercises commensurate with other
requirements.

Texts:
Berkowitz, et al, A New Awroach to Sight Sindng, 3rd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1986).
Fleisher, Robert. Exercises in Harmonic Dictation and Keyboard Harmony
Kazez, Daniel. Rhythm Reading (Mountain View, CA: Mayfield, 1989).
Kraft, A New Approach to Ear Training (New York: W. W. Norton, 1967).

5
Sample evaluation exam for transfer credit, MUSC 101 level

Make a ccxnplete harmonic analysis of the piece below, including Roman Nunerals with
inversion subscripts; circle and identify non-harmonic tones; identify the cadences
that end each ·section.
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Add upper voices to the following figured bass in choral style.
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- 7'JSC 102 - CRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES

1. Course Description. MUSIC THEORY Il (2). Continuation of MUSC 101. Completion of diatonic harmony
and introduction to chromatic harmony, including secondary functions and modulations to closely-related keys;
binary and ternary forms. Emphasis on partwriting and analysis. PRQ: Grade of C or higher in MUSC 101
and consent of the School of Music.
2 Textbook. Benjamin, et al., Techniques and Materials of Tonal Music
Part Il, chapters 11, 12-19
Part m, chapters 1-3
Part V, chapters 19-21

3. Anthology. Arlin et al, Music Sources. The anthology will be used as the main source for daily analytical
materials.
4. Listening and Styles Component Baroque and Classical periods. Introduction to main genres, forms,
composers, and stylistic elements. Familiarity with basic, standard literature. See attached suggested listening
list. The following is a minimum list of names, terms, and concepts which should be covered during the
semester: Vivaldi, Handel, Bach, Mo7Jlrt, Haydn, Beethoven; fugue, concerto, ritomello, figured bass,
fortspinnung, opera and cantata, recitative, aria, chorale-based compositions; symphony (movements), sonata
f,..'"Dl, rondo, minuet/trio, Alberti~.

5. As.signments and Exams. Besides analysis and the usual chorale-texture part writing on figured bass or
Roman numerals, assignments will include melody harmonization (harmonization of a given melody with bass
and Roman numerals, and keyboard-texture harmoni7.ation), and writing metered progressions using
specifically-required chords (bass and Roman numerals in a metric context), including the composition of their
own modulations.

7 .

MUSC 102 REPERTOIRE UST
Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741)
The Four Seasons
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
Toccata &: Fugue in D Minor BWV 565
Cantata BWV 140 'Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme"
The Well-Tempered Oavier (Book 1) (excerpts]
Mass in B Minor, BWV 232 [excerpts]
Concerto No. 5 ("Brandenburg"), BWV 1050
George Friedrich Handel (.1685-1759)
Messiah [excerpts]
Water Musick .
Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)
Symphony No. 101 in D Major ("Cock") Hob. 1:101
String Quartet in G Minor, Op. 74, No. 3

Wolfgang Amadeus Mm.art (1756-1791)
Symphony No. 40 in G minor, K. 550
Don Giovanni [excerpts]
Symphony No. 41 in C major (''Jupiter"), K. 551
Sonata in A, K. 331
Sonata in F, K. 332
Concerto for Piano and Orchestra No. 23 in A Major, K. 488

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)
Sonata No. 8 (''Pathetlque") Op. 13
Sonata No. 17 in D Minor ("Tempest") Op. 31, No. 2
Sonata No. 21 in C Major ('Waldstein") Op. 53
String Quartet No. 11 in f Minor, Op. 95
Symphony No. 3 in Eb Major (''Eroica") Op. 55 [with original instruments]
Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 67

BgmontOverture,Op.84

Competency Requirements for MUSIC 104 • Aural Skills ll
Demonstrate maintenance of MUSIC 103 competencies, and:

1. PREPARED EXEROSFS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

Sing ascending and descending Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, and Mixolydian modes
&om a given pitch.
Sing ascending and descending compound (octave and wider) intervals from a
given pitch.
Sing ascending and descending arpeggiations of triads in all positions, and root
position (major, minor, dominant, diminished, and half-diminished) 7th chords.
Sing assigned melodies from Berkowitz level n.
Keyboard: Play and transpose assigned diatonic major and minor key, 4-part
harmonic progressions.
Vocal/Keyboard.: Sing and Play exercises from Berkowitz level Il.
Rhythm: Exercises from Kazez level n.

2. SIGHT-SINGING

a.
b.

Treble and bass clef melodies commensurate with Berkowitz level Il (includes
simple modulations, more complex rhythms, diatonic skips, syncopations).
Rhythmic exercises commensurate with J.<azez level Il.

::s. DICTATION
a.
b.
c.
d.
e. .
f.

Ascending, descending, and harmonic simple and compound intervals from a
given pitch.
Triads in all positions and root position 7th chord types.
Outer voices and Roman numeral analysis of diatonic 4-part harmonic
progressions of 6 to 7 chords, including 7th chords and simple modulations
commensurate with Fleisher level Il.
Major and minor melodies commensurate with Kraft level Il.
Tw<;>-part counterpoint commensurate with Berkowitz duets, level Il.
Pitch, rhythm, and error detection exercises commensurate with other
requirements.

Texts:
Berkowitz, et al, A New Ap_proach to $i'1)t Sinpn&:, 3rd ed. (New York: W.W. Norton, 1986).
Fleisher, Robert. Exercises in Harmonic Dictation and Keyboard, Harmony
Kazez, Daniel. Rhythm Readin&: (Mountain View, CA: Mayfield, 1989).
Kraft, A New Ap_proach to Ear Training (New York: W. W. Norton, 1967).
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Sample evaluation exam for transfer credit, MUSC 102 level

Make a complete hannonic analysis of the piece below, including Roman Numerals with
inversion subscripts; circle and identify non-harmonic tones; identify the cadence
at the end of the piece.
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.Add upper voices to the following figured bass in choral style.
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MUSC 201--cRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES

1. Course Description. MUSIC THEORY m (2). Continuation of MUSC 102. Advanced chromatic harmony,
including borrowed chords, Neapolitan and augmented sixth chords, modulation to distant keys, enharmonic
relationships, extended tertian chords. Emphasis on part-writing and analysis. PRQ: Grade of C or higher in
MUSC 102 and consent of the School of Music.

2 Textbook. Benjamin, et al., Techniques and Materials of Tonal Music
Part llI, chapters 4-9
3. Anthology. Arlin, et al

Music Sources

4. Ustening and Styles Component. The Romantic Period. Introduction to main genres, composers, and
stylistic elements. Familiarity with basic, standard literature (see attached listening list).
5. Assignments and exams. Analysis; part-writing on figured bass and/ or Roman numerals; melody
harmonizations; keyboard-texture harmoni7.ation.

MUSC 201 KEPERTOIRE LIST
Franz Schubert {1797-1828)
Symphony No. 8 in B minor, D. 759 "Unfinished"
Die schone Miillerin, D. 795 [excerpts]
..

Robert Schumann (1810-1856)
Camaval, Scenes mignonnes sur quatre notes, Op. 9 [excerpts]

Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847)
Violin Concerto in E minor, Op. 64
Frederic Chopin {1810-1849)
Nocturne in Db major, Op. 27, No. 2
Prelude .in C major, Op. 28, No. 1
Prelude in ·E minor, Op. 28, No. 4
Prelude m E major, Op. 28, No. 9
Mazurka 37 in Ab major, Op. 59, No. 2
Mazurka 43 in G major, Op. posth. 67, No. 2

Franz Liszt (1811-1886)
Les Preludes {Symphonic Poem No. 3)
Richard Wagner (1813-1883)
Prelude to Tannhiuser
Prelude to Tristan und Isolde
Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901)
La Traviata [excerpts]
Johannes Brahms {1833-1897)
Symphony No. 3 in F major, Op. 90
Intermezzo in A major, Op. 118, No.

.....
Anto,;un Dvofak (1841".'1904)
Symphony No. 9 in E minor, Op. 95 ''From the New World"
Hugo Wolf(1860-1903)
In der Friihe (Morlke)
Trunlcen.- mussen wir alle sein! (Goethe)
Peter Dyicl\'Tchaikovsky (1840-1893)
Symphony No. 6 in B minor, Op. 74 ''Pathetique"

Nikolai Rimsky-Ko:rsakov (1844-1908)

Symphonic Suite "Scheherazade," Op. 35
Modest Mouaorgsky (1839-1881)
Pictures ·at an Exhibition (orch. by Maurice Ravel)
Richard Strauss (18~1949)

TillEulenspiegel's Merry Pranks
Gabriel Faure (1845-1924)
Requiem

Gustav Mahler (1860-1911)
Scherzo from Sympho~y No. 7
Des Knaben Wunderhom [exerpts]
Adagio &om Symphony No. 10

. ..,

Competency Requirements for MUSIC 203 - Aural Skills Ill

Demonstrate maintenance of MUSIC 103 and 104 competencies, and:
1. PREPARED EXEROSES

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

Sing ascending and descending pentatonic, whole-tone, and chromatic scales
from a given pitch.
Sing 7th chords in all inversions.
Sing assigned melodies from Berkowitz level m.
Sing arpeggiated harmonic progressions from given Roman numerals.
Keyboard: Play assigned major and minor key, 4-part harmonic progressions,
including the use of secondary dominants, borrowed chords, Neapolitan-6
chords, and augmented 6th chords.
Vocal/Keyboard: Sing-and-Play exercises from Berkowitz level m.
Rhythm: Exercises from Kazez level m

2. SIGHT-SINGING

a.
b.

Treble, bass, and alto clef melodies commensurate with Berkowitz level m
(includes chromaticism, modulation, large skips, irregular/ complex meters,
secondary dominants, melodic embellishment).
Rhythmic exercises commensurate with Kazez level m.

3. DICTATION

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Melodies commensurate with Kraft level m.
Two-voice counterpoint commensurate with Berkowitz duets, level Ill.
Outer voices and Roman numeral analysis of 4-part harmonic progressions of
8 to 9 chords, commensurate with Fleisher level m.
Pitch, rhythm, and error detection exercises commensurate with other
requirements.
Seventh chords in all inversions.

Texts:
Berkowitz, et al, A New A.wroach to Sight Smpii, 3rd ed. (New York: W.W. Norton, 1986).
Fleisher, Robert. Exercises in Harmonic Dicatation and Keyboard Harmony
I<azez, Daniel. Rhythm Reading: {Mountain View, CA: Mayfield, 1989).
Kraft, A New AJ?proach to Ear Training: (New York: W.W. Norton, 1967).

Sample evaluation exam for transfer credit, MUSC 201 level.

Make a complete hannonic:: analysis of the piece below, including Roman Numerals with
inversion subscripts; circle and identify non-harmonic tones; identify the cadences
at the end of each sec.ti9n.
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Add upper voices to the following figured bass in choral style.
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MUSC 202 - CRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES

1. Course Description. MUSIC TiiEORY IV (2). Continuation of MUSC 201. Application of analytic"·
techniques through study of formal designs of the common-practice period. Review of basic formal structun..
Study of contrapuntal genres, variation forms, the sonata principle, the rondo principle, atypical formal_
organization. PRQ: Grade of C or higher in MUSC 201 and consent of the School of Music.

2. Textbook.
3. Anthologies.

Arlin, et al Music Sources
Burkhart, Charles. Anthology for Musical Analysis

5. Exams and Qnizz.es. Exams will be mostly analytical, based on compositions studied in class, compositions
assigned a week before the exam, and/ or totally unprepared compositions. The final exam should include at
least a prepared (previously assigned) and an 1mprepared composition. Quizzes based on tenm and definitions
may be given during each of the main formal units, as well as short analytical quizzes if desired.

Northern Illinois University
School of Music
Theory Evaluation Examination
MUSC 202.

Name
--~(-P..,..1-ea_s_e_~_r..,..in--t) . - - - - - -

Music Theory IV (Form and Analysis).

Refer to the music used on the MUSC 101 examination and circle the letter of the best answer
1. Measures 1-8 form a:
2. Measures 9-i6 form a:
3. The overall form is:

a.
a.
a.

modulating period b.
phrase group
b.
binary
b.

single phrase c. contrasting period d.
single phrase c. modulating period d.
ternary
c. barform
d.

parallel period
contrasting period
rounded binary

Refer to the music used on the MUSC 201 examination and circle the letter of the best answer
1. Measures 1-8 form a:
2. Measures 9-13 form a:
3. The overall form is:

a.. modulating period b.
a. phrase group ·
b.
a. binary
b.

single phrase c.
single phrase c.
ternary
c.

contrasting period d.
modulating period d.
barform
d.

parallel period
contrasting period
rounded binary

Refer to example 1 on page 2 of this (MUSC 202) exam and answer the following questions
r

This is a _ _- voice fugue in the key of _ _ _ __
The first statement of the answer begins in m.
(does/does not)_______ appear.

- -•

The first statement of the subject begins in m.
The answer is (real/tonal)------- • A countersubject

The middle (developnent) section begins in m. _ _ • A stretto occurs

in m. ____ • An episode begins in m. _ __
Refer to example 2 on pp. 3-4 of this (MUSC 202) exam and answer the following questions
This piece is in sonata form.
the following:

In the blanks provided, indicate the inclusive measure numbers (e.g., mm. 1-4) of

Exposition _ _ _ Developnent _ _ _ Recapitulation _ __

1st theme (Pl) _ _ _ Transition (T) _ _ _ 2nd theme (S1) _ _ _ • Practically all all of the Develoµnent
section is based on _______ • The Recapitulation is two measures long_er than the Exposition. Why?

Refer to example 3 on pp. 4-7 of this (MUSC 202) exam
r

What is the form of this piece?

(Be as specific as possible.)

J.I

Competency Requirements for MUSIC 204 - Aural Skills IV

Demonstrate maintenance of MUSIC 103,104, and 203 competencies, and:

1. PREPARED EXERCISES
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Sing ascending and descending octatonic scales (half-whole &: whole-half), from a
given pitch.
Sing assigned melodies from Berkowitz level IV.
Sing arpeggiated harmonic progressions from given Roman numerals.
Keyboard: Play assigned major and minor key, 4-part harmonic progressions
employing extended tertian sonorities, altered dominants, and modulations.
Vocal/Keyboard: Sing-and-Play exercises from Berkowitz level IV.
Rhythm:· Excerpts from Kazez level IV.

2. SIGHT-SINGING

a.

b.

Treble, bass, alto, and tenor clef melodies commensurate with Berkowitz level IV.
(includes problems of intonation, rhythm, changing meters, phrase structure,
remote modulation, augmented and diminished intervals, extensive chromaticism,
bimodality, complex syncopation, and 20th-century idioms).
Rhythmic exercises commensurate with Kazez level IV.

3. DICTATION
a.
b.
c.
d.

Melodies commensurate with Kraft level IV.
Two-voice counterpoint commensurate with Berkowitz duets, level IV.
Outer voices and Roman numeral analysis of 4-part harmonic progressions of
10 to 11 chords, commensurate with Fleisher level IV.
Pitch, rhythm, and error detection exercises commensurate with other
requirements.

Texts:
Berkowitz, et al., A New Approach to Sight Sin~g. 3rd ed. (New York: W.W. Norton, 1986).
Fleisher, Robert. Exercises in Harmonic Dicatation and Keyboard Harmony
Kazez, Daniel. Rhythm Reading: (Mountain View, CA: Mayfield, 1989).
Kraft, A New Approach to Ear Training: CNew York: W.W. Norton, 1967).

MUSC 301 - PEDAGOGICAL CRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES

1. Course Description. MUSIC THEORY V (2). Continuation of MUSC 202. Study of twentieth-century
compositional and analytical techniques, approached from a historical perspective. Development of skills to
analyze and understand representative pieces from the 20th-century repertoire. PRQ: Grade of C or higher in
MUSC 202 and admission to Junior standing by the School of Music.
2. Textbook. To be determined by the area faculty, if one is needed.

3. Anthologies. Arlin et al., Music Sources, and Burkhart, Charles, Anthology for Musical Analysis.
Other materials as needed Oibra.ry sco~, occasional xeroxed examples)
4. Ustening Component. Concurrent with course units and anthologies. The standard 20th-century repertoire
will be covered in a listening list including major works by representative composers. Frequent listening
quiu.es will be scheduled independently from unit exams.
5. Assignments. Periodic (approximately weekly) analytical or technical assignments will be given in various
formats, including several short writing (essay) assignments. The major semester project will be an analytical
term paper (see attached term-paper assignment), preferably focusing on one or more atonal compositions.
~bort actual composition assignments (of atonal and serial pieces) to be performed in class are a possibility, to
i discussed by the area faculty (see attached possible composition assignment). The pedagogical value of such
exercises is unquestionable, but the musical results are most often of very dubious quality.
6. Unit and Final Exams. These will be analytical exams based on three types of pieces: compositions studied
in class, compositions assigned a week before the exam and prepared by the students, and totally unprepared
compositions. Ideally, an exam would include one of each of the above, if time permits. The final exam should
include at least a prepared (previously assigned) and an unprepared composition.

MUSC 301 - SCHEDULE .
This is a suggested schedule based mostly on works selected from the Arlin (A) and_ Burkhart CB) anthologies.
Many other works are possible. Each teacher will determine the exact compositions to be studied in his or her
section.
.

UNIT 1: IMPRESSIONISM (WEEKS 1-3)

Debussy:
Ravel:"

Ives:

"La cathedrale engloutie" (B)
·Prelude a "L'apres-midi d'un Faune" CB)
Pour le piano: Sarabande (A)
Valses nobles et sentimentales, #1 CB)
Sonatina, I (A)
Fourth of July
The Unanswered Question

UNIT 2: FREE TONALITY - INTRO. TO PITCH-CLASS-SET TIIEORY (WEEKS 4-6)
Bartok:
Hindemith:
Stravinsky:

Milcrokosmos, vol. 4, #101 and 115, and vol 5, #133 (B)
Fugue from "Music for strings, percussion and celesta" (B}
Mathis der Maler
A Swan (B)
Piano Sonata no. 2, I (B)
The Rite of Spring (excerpts) (B)
Agnus Dei, from Mim (A}
Soldier's March, from ''L'histoire du sold.at" (B)

UNIT 3: ATONALITY - PITCH-CLASS-SET THEORY (WEEKS 7-9)
Schoenberg:

Betg:
Webern:

Farben, op. 16 no. 3 (B)
Nacht (from ''Pierrot Lunaire")
Drei klavierstiicke, op. 11, no 1 (B)
''SchJafend tragt man mich," op. 2, no 2 (B)
Five movements for string quartet, op 5 (B)

UNIT 4: SERIAUSM (WEEKS 10-12)

Dallapiccola: Quaderno musicale di Annalibera (A and B}
Schoenberg: Piano piece, op 33a (B)
Variations for piano, op 'Z7 CB)
Webern:
Concerto. op 24
Symphony, op 21
In Memoriam Dylan Thomas (B)
Stravinsky:

UNIT 5: MUSIC AFI'ER 1945 <WEEKS 13-15)

The works in this unit are likely to vary between different sections of the course. The following list is only a ·
suggestion of subunits and possible representative works for each subunit.

Total serialism
Messiaen:
Mode de valeurs et d'intensite
Boulez:
Structures, livre 1

Aleatoriality, open forms, indeterminacy
Stockhausen: Klavierstiick XI
Cage:
Aria with Fontana Mix
Brown:
Available Forms 2

Post-serial and non-serial idioms
Ionization, Arcana

Varese:
Messiaen:
Stockhausen:
Oliveros:

Quartet for the end of time
Stimmung
I of IV
Berlo:
Sinfonia, Sequenzas 3 and 7
Ligeti:
Lux Aetema, Ramifications
Lutoslawski: Jewc Venitiens
Penderecki: Threnody, St. Luke Passion
Crumb:
Ancient Voices of Children
Ollie Wilson:
Zwilich:
Symphony no. 1
Reich:
Desert Music
Glass:
Glassworks

21

MUSC sot - TERM PAPER

Topic: Analysis of Webern's Five Pieces for String Quartet, op. 5, no. 2 (listen to recording on reserve). Score
provided.
Length: 7-8 pages of text, plus any needed additional examples or graphs (of form, sets, etc.)
Style: This is a formal term paper. It should be typewritten, double-spaced, and written in correct, formal

English. H you use a word processor, the maximum allowable font size is 12pt. The form of the paper should
be well planned, with an introduction <stating pmpose, methodology, etc.), a main body divided into clear
sections, and a good statement of conclusions.

Content A complete analysis of the piece.
a.

Style. Discuss elements of style, and compositional materials, in a general, music:al way, using
appropriate terminology. What is characteristic of Webern's style in this piece?

b.

Fo:nn. Discuss the sections and form of the piece, and provide a rationale for your deci.si:<mS, A for
graph may be attached.

c.

Pitch organimtion. Provide a pitch-class-set analysis of the piece. An accompanying chart of sets may
be useful (use sets in musical notation if you wish, besides the usual numerical notation), but make sure
you indicate the specific measure numbers and instruments for the sets. In any case, return the score
to me with. the sets clearly indicated on it (circled or boxed).

Discuss the main sets of the piece, their characteristics, their subsets and how these appear in the piece,
their interval vectors and how they are related to each other (any Z-related sets?), and the relationship
between sets and form. What is typical of Webern in the sets used and in the way they are organized
in the piece?

MUSC 301 - COMPOSmON PROJECT

Write a short piece employing serial procedures and using as models the serial pieces of Webern, Schoenberg,
or Dallapiccola that we have studied in class.
Length: 16-24 measures
You should first carefully figure out your row. A random ordering of the 12 pitches will not be appreciated.
Take care to structure your row in some logical, interesting way, after the many good models that you have
from class.
Once you have the row, write a complete matrix (which you will also turn in).
For the actual composition, pay attention to all other musical parameters, and be musical: rhythm, dynamics,
phrasing and articulation, register, melodic construction, harmonic or contrapuntal technique, and form.
You will tum in an analy7.ed copy of the piece. The music should be neatly copied, and you should indicate
the row forms on the score (just where they begin).

Write a 2-page analysis of your piece (typed). Discuss the characteristics of the row, why you have chosen the
specific row forms that you used, and other musical parameters in the piece that you wish to comment on.
Performance: Write for a melodic instrument and piano, or for two melodic instruments (duet). The
lnstruments available in class are: 2 violins, viola, saxophone, clarinet, piano, voice. You can write for any
other instrument, but you have to make arrangements for the performance. Perlormances should be rehearsed.
Do not sightread in class, and do not perform yourselves if you are not proficient on the instrument
Perfo:rmance quality will account for 15% of the grade, and unprofessional perfo:rmances will not be acceptable.
Evaluation:

Row and matrix: 15%
Composition: 50% (20% serial procedures and use of row, 30% other
musical parameters)
·
Analysis: 20%
Performance and neatness of manuscript: 15%

l\1 l V

2

I/ SOPHOMORE COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION
In order to proceed to Junior-level standing, all undergraduate majors in the School of Music must pass a
Sophomore Comprehensive Evaluation {MUSC 299) with a grade of "S". Students may not register for 300-,
400-level MUSC courses until they have ~ the SCE. (Ensembles [MUSC 390-399] are exempted from thib
requirement).
The SCE consists of four parts:
1. The student must have a minimum grade of "C' in all 100 and 200- level Music courses taken at NIU which
are required by the degree for graduation.
2. The student must pass a written examination, typically given toward the end of Spring Semester. The
examination covers common-practice period music theory as well as common musical terms. A list of terms
will be provided to sophomores at the beginning of the Fall Semester.
3. The student must succ~fully complete a Sophomore Applied

Jury.

4. The student must pass an oral· examination given by three faculty membeis. The committee will be chaired
by the student's applied teacher and will also include a member of the music theory faculty and another Music
faculty member who is familiar with the student. H the student is a Composition major the private composition
teacher would chair the committee. H the student is a Music Education major the third faculty member will
be from Music Education. The oral examination will cover:
a. Aura] Sltjlk A sight-singing examination and identification of harmonic progressions which will be played
at the keyboard by members of the committee.
b. Re_pertozy. The student will be assigned to study one piece or movement written for the student's ·.
instrument. Normally that piece would be from the jury repertory, but in cases where that is not possible the
teacher will assign another work to be studied. At the oral examination the student will be expected to discus.s
the following questions in relation to the assigned piece:
1. Briefly discuss the composer's life (dates, nationality, etc.)
2. Name two contemporaries of that composer who also wrote for the same instrument.
3. Discuss the formal characteristics of the piece. Discuss its style (if appropriate).
4. Discuss the general harmonic scheme of the piece.
·
5. Discuss the pedagogical purposes of the work in relation to the student's own musical and technical
development.
Students who successfully complete the SCE will proceed to upper-division study. H a student does not pass
the SCE the committee will decide that the student will either:
1.
2
3.

Proceed to upper-division study with specific requirements for addressing deficiencies. In this
case a partial examination will be given within one semester to re-assess the student's progress,
OR
Be prohibited from proceeding to upper-division study until the Evaluation has been ~ , OR
Not be retained as a music major.

TRANSFER STUDEN1S: All transfer students are required to pass the Sophomore Comprehensive Evaluation.
Students who transfer before completion of either four semesters of applied study or four semesters of music
theory /aural skills will take the SCE at the end of the sophomore year. Students who transfer after completion
of either four semesters of applied study or four semesters of music theory/aural skills must take the SCE prior
to placement within the School of Music's cuniculum.

MUSC103

NIU School of Music Keyboard Competencies
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APPENDIX B
BASIC MUSIC SKILLS ASSESSMENT (BMSA)
To be given to all on-campus and transfer music majors before taking

300-400 level course work. First semester sophomores should register for Mus 002.
Prerequisite to registration for:

Ml.1S300,309,320, 321,322,323,337,339,350,351,352,363,370,371,380,401,402,
404,405,426, 440,441,443,444,480,482,483,485,487,489
The skills outlined below are not the domain of any one course, but are acquired and
developed across the music curriculum. The levels of performance are what the faculty
believe should be attair.ed by a student after one year of college music study.
The student is expected to understand the requirements and procedures for each part of the
review before the review begins. Questions should be addressed to the advisors well in
advance of the review as there will be no time for questions of procedure during the review.
BMSA review and re-review times will be posted on the bulletin boards, at least two weeks
prior to the review each semester. It is the student's responsibility to schedule review
times.
·
I. WRITTEN STATEMENT
.
Prepare a one t6'twerpage paper stating reasons for choosing to be a music major and your
professional goals.
1. Tum in six copies of your paper to the music office 1 week prior to the review.
2. The paper will be reviewed for content, form, writing skill, and style of
presentation and may, form the basis for the interview.

II. Pi:Ri=ORMANCE
Prepared performance: (principal performance medium)
1.Maximum time limit: 4 minutes; can be a portion of a selection
2.Choose repertoire that best displays your musicality and technical skill at your
highest level of proficiency
The performance will be evaluated on the basis of musical expression, technical facility, and
the appropriatern:!ss of the level of difficulty of the literature performed. Grades of the
immediate past jury examination and recommendations of the applied instructor will also be
taken into consideration.

Ill. SIGHTPLAYING
Sightpl2ying: (principal performance medium)
1 . Students are expected to be able to sightread materials written for their
principal instrument of at least intermediate levels of difficulty.
2. Please consult your applied instructor for practice examples.
3. Vocalists are asked to sightread vocally, as well as do_ the sightsinging examples.
IV. AURAL IDENTlr=ICATlON OF MITER
Listen to the recorded example. As soon as you can hear the beat and nieter, begin a
conducting pattern with your right hand.
1. Examples will be in duple, triple, or quadruple meter.
.
2. You will be expe:ted to know the appropriate conducting patterns for these meters.

V. SIGHTSlNGlNG
Prepare to sightsing a given melcdy:
1. A member of the review con,mittee wiU establish the key at the keyboard.
2. Before slngir.g each melody, identify the key and establish the tonality by singing
SC<T'..e patterns cf sc;le degree numbers (e.g. 1 3 5 3 1, 1 2 7 5 1)
3. Sing the melccles with sc3le eegree numbers, solfege syllables, er on a "'la".
4. Ycur singing should demonstrate a firm tcnal orientation (rather than a note-to-note
intervallic a~prcach).
The perform.me~ of a me!cdy need not be perfect, but should demonstrate:
1.
A firm grasp cf tcnal orientation.
· a. An error in pitch should be followed by a quick return to correct pitches,
especially at a cadence or at tonic harmony.
b. An entke phr:lse sung a step or mere too high er low indicates a weak tonal
orientation (there is no credit fer "having all the right intervals, but
starting on the wrong pitch").

2.

Rhythmic continuity
a. The beat and meter should be clear in the performance.
b.The performance should be uninterrupted (a minimum of hesitations er pauses.)

Characteristics of tr.e ·melodies fer sightsinging include:
1. Diatcnic
2. Major and miner keys
3. Skips among the tonic, dar.~nant, and other triads
4. Simple and compound time signatures; duple, triple, quadruple meters
5. Rhythm values as small as the division of the beat

VI. RHYTHM SlGHTREADING
You may perform each rhythm in either of two ways:
1. Clap the rhythm while counting the beat and division aloud (e.g. 1+2+3+;1+a, 2+a) OR
2. Recite the rhythm on any syllable while conducting.
·

The performance of a rhythm should demonstrate a clear understanding of the relationship
between the measure, the beat, the division of the beat, and the subdivisions of the beat; and
the· rhythm values that represent each.
1. The beat should be steady, at a moderate tempo.
2. The performance should not be interrupted by hesitations or pauses.

·

Characteristics of rhythms for rhythm performance include:
1 . Simple and compcund time signatures; duple, triple, quadruple meters.
2. Rhythm values as small as the subdivision of the beat.

VII. PIANO SIGHT?LAYING
In preparing to sightplay at the piano:
1.
Take a few seconds to study the example, noting intervalic and rhythmic patterns.
2.
Double check your hand positions before starting.
3.
Be willing to sacrifice pitch accuracy for the sake of rhythmic continuity.

-,

The performan:e of sightplaying at the piano should demonstrate:
1. The ability to read and perform independent lines for right hand and left hand
simultaneously.
2. All pitches should be performed in the correct octave range of the instrument.
3. All pitches need not be perfect, however, no credit is given for playing correct intervals
starting on the wrong pitch.
4. There should be a mk1imum of rhythmic hesitations or pauses.
S. Keyboard principals will not be asked to repeat keybcard sightplaying.

VIII. HARMONJZATJON AT THE PIANO
Improvise a chordal accompaniment to c1 given melody by realizing the alphabet chord
symbols or the Roman numerals shown.
1.Choose a harmonization style with which you are most musically successful:
a. Sing the melody and strum tl;e accompaniment with LH bass and RH chords OR
b. Play the melcdy with the RH and add LH chords in block, broken, or arpeggio style
c. Add chord tones under the melody with the RH and add LH bass line patterns
2. Be willing to sacrifice chord accuracy in order to accomplish rhythmic flow.
The performance of harmonization should demonstrate:
1. The ability to accurately realize the chord symbols shown.
2. The improvisztion of an accompaniment style that enhances the melody.
3. Good dynamic balance between melody and accompaniment.
4. A minimum of rhythmic hesitations.
5. Keyboard principals will be asked to harmonize at the piano.

IX. l~TERVIEW
Be prepared to discuss with the review committee your re2sons for wanting to continue as a
musk major, citing short-range and long-range personal goals. The committee may wish to
ask questions c0;~eming your reactions to your study up to this point and to challenge your
goals in relation to your record of accomplishments. (The committee will have read your
written statement prior to the review.)
The discussion should reflect:
1. The ability to cornmunicate thoughts and feelings dearly and concisely. .
2 .. A realistic assessment of abilities and attitudes in relation to short- and long-term goals.

May 1994
Test of Elemenfary Music Skills
for
Sophomore Barrier in the Voice Area
(Performance and Commercial Majors Only)

I. Scales: Sing the following scales ascending and descending.
use any "system" or. "method" with which you are comfortable.

You may

1. Melodic Minor Scale
2. Harmonic Minor Scale
3. Major

II. Intervals: Sing the following intervals starting with the given pitch.
You may use any "system" or "method" with which you are comfortable.
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Ill. Chord Structures: Sing the following chord structures ascending
and descending. You may use any "system" or "method" with which you are
comfortable.
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IV.

RHYTHM:

Conduct and "TA" two·
-· of the following rhythm patterns.
.

1JJDJ D JIT.Ls:JJJjlJJ JJ dJJ\\
: J f .r J. J. .F.1 1c~ Ijl j Jj fJ . \ .fj ..l D ITD
~ Jr JID J_ij ~ff \ m ITTJ J i J 11J J J l\
: J. mJJfil ITffl ITl J .I'/ ; J J J> l l,/
V. Sightsinging:
a tonic chord.

Sing one of the following melodies.
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Practice of Elementary Music
.............for
J._:..;Sophomore Barrier in the Voice Area

I.

L.,

I

Scales: Sing the following scales as requested. Use the syllables
memorized earlier.
1. Descending Melodic Minor Scale
2. Ascending and Descending Chromatic Scale
3. Descending Major Scale
4. Descending Harmonic Minor Scale
Learn the following scales:
1. Dorian: R M F S LTD R R D TL S FM R
2. Lydian: F S LTD R M F FM R D TL S F
3. Ascending Whole Tone: D R M Fi Si Li D
4. Descending Whole Tone: D Te Le Se M R D

II. Intervals:
Sing the following intervals starting with the given pitch.
Use syllables from the sequences learned earlier.
iDD

bo

O

0

$ --e- -& -e- -e-'D-te

DS

Ascending

Descending

Ill. Chord Structures: Sing the following chord structures ascending
and descending. Use the syllables learned earlier.
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IV. RHYTHM: CONDUCT and "TA the following rhythm patterns.
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Sightsinging: Sing the melodic exercises using solfegg syllables.
In the Bach chorale/hymn selection practice sightreading each part
while the other parts are played.
Moderate
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1993
MINIMUM LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT

Bachelor of Music
Pedagcgy Primar; in Keyboard Emphasis, Music Performance Option
LEVEL

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Play chromatic, major, and ~arrnonic miner scales in parallel motion, 4 cctaves,•=92.
P!ay broken and blocked chores, 4 octaves, Ii =92.
Prepare an etude (e.g., Czerny, Moszkowski, Waxman).
Perform two accompanirre:-'.:s.
Perform scios from memcr; en ~wo stucent recitals.
Study works representing ··12.:-;ous styles comparable in difficulty to
i. Bach /nver:tions, Scarla::i Sonatas
2. Beethoven Op. 2 No. 1, Cp. 79, Haydn early or middle period sona:as: first
movements
3. Grieg Lyric Pieces, Chcpin Waltzes or Mazurkas, Mendelssohn Songs Without
Words
a.. Gershwin Preludes, Muczynski Preludes, Riegger New & 010·, Bartek
Mikrokosmos Vol. 5
G. Prepare fer the jury examir:a~icn at the conclusion of the second semes:er:
1. three we rks (two memorizec) from at least two style periods
2. technical requirements: sc2.les, chords, and an etude
3. sightreading (optional requirement)

LEVEL II

A. Play major and three forms of minor scales in parallel motion, 4 octaves, • =108.
8. Play arpeg~ios in four fori7',S (major, minor, diminished sevenths, domir,ant sevenths).
4 octaves, • =108.
C. Play major scales in tenths and sixths.
D. Accompany a 25-minute recital or periorm other accompaniments to total 25 minutes.
E. Perform a 15-minute solo recital, including repertoire from two style periods
F. Study works representing various styles comparable in difficulty to:
1. Bach French Suites, Sinfonias
2. Mozart O Major Sonata, K. 284 or Haydn E Minor Sonata , XVI: 34
3. Schumann Op. 12 movements, Chopin Nocturnes, Brahms Intermezzi
4. Debussy Preludes, Prokofieff Visions Fugitives
G. Prepare a 20-minute jury examination at the conclusion of the fourth semester to
include:
1. a work with two or more movements (sonata, sute, etc.) 8 minutes minimum
duration
2. technical requirements
3. a piece selected by the teacher to be learned independently, assigned two
weeks prior to the jury.

LEVEL Ill
A. Study an etude by Chopin or Liszt, or one of comparable difficulty.
B. Accompany a significant work or degree recital.
C. Study works comparable in difficulty to:
1. Bach Preludes and Fugues, English Suites
2. Beethoven Sonatas, Op. 1O or 27
3. Chopin Impromptus, Brahms Rhapsodies
4. Barber Excursions, Bartok Suite Op. 14

D. Perform a 25-minute recital consisting of representative selections from a minimum of
three style periods, including one major wcrk. A 15-minute hearing of the music will be
held three weeks prior to the recital date. A majority of the keyboard faculty will be
present for the hearing and recital.

LEVEL IV

A. Continue study of advanced repertoire, including music styles and composers not
represented on the junior recital or in earlier study.
B. Perform a 25-minute recital consisting of representative selections from a minimum of
three style periods, including one ensemble piece (1 0 minutes or less) that was not
studied in 0600/3600. A 15-minute hearing of the music will be held three weeks prior to
the recital date. A majority of the keyboard faculty will be present for the hearing and
recital.
C. Complete a 25-minute lecture-recital or other appropriate presentation on a
keyboard pedagogy topic approved and supervised by a keyboard faculty member.

.-

Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Music in Theory and Application
Much of the music "theory" instruction is computer supported. Students are required to spend time
in the music computer lab as a part of their course work Computer assisted materials have been
assembled to facilitate the students' understanding of and skill development in the two-way,
integrative process of relating sound to symbol .and symbol to sound Much of the actual class
work is done at the computer so that students can simultaneously hear what they see and see what
they hear. This class work is tied directly to presentations given by the teacher, in that the teacher
acts as a roving facilitator as students work out their assignments at the computer. Students are
encouraged to ask for assistance at any time. The lab attendents are selected from upper class
music majors, or, in some instances, well-equipped music minors who are familiar with the
mechanics, the materials and the method of instruction.
Method: Success oriented, hands-on, interactive learning.
Outcomes: Performance based demonstration of mastery of specified competencies.*
Resources:
A.

The Music Computer Lab is equipped with twenty-five computers connected to
MIDI keyboards and other sound sources. It serves as a classroom for music
students and as a workplace for musicians who may not necessarily be taking classes in
music.

B.

by the end of the fourth semester (sophomore year) all students must complete
the following computer-based programs:
Practica Musica v. 3.5 (Ars Nova Software)
Micro"Notes Music Theory (1EACHNOLOGY)
Music Literacy Interactive (TEACHNOLOGY)
Music to Learn Music By (TEACHNOLOGY)

C.

students are encouraged to use additional supporting materials which include:
Band-in-a-Box (P.O. Music) for chord progressions & singing voice leadings.
Encore (Passport Designs) and AudoiGraphic Dictionary of Harmony (TEACHNOLOGY)
for doing classwork and "homework", and
Free Style (Mark of the Unicorn) for sequencing, and compositional exploration

D.

A variety of other computer based resources are available in the music
computer lab. Lab is open for a minimum of fifty hours each week, with
additional hours as the end of a term approaches.

'

* See Completion Requirements as listed on handout sylabus attached

MU 225a FINAL EXAM 12.15.93

(name)
/\. Define, U. Describe (explnin), C. Illuslrnle wilh example(s), and D. Correctly Label·

as many of the following as you can in the time allowed:
number each example on both the written and notation pages

D

I

T

E

w

1.

the tritone function

2.

the tonic function

3.

the leading lone funclion

4.

the common tone function

5.

the domimm t funclion

6.

the subdominant function

7.

root motion of a fifth

8.

root motion of a second

9.

balance of economy of motion/ contrary motion

10.

primary dominants (two different cases)

11.

secondary dominants (using three different chord types)

12.

tertiary dominants (using two differing illustrations of each distinct type)

13.

three different types of cadence

14.

four common uses of the 6/4 chord

15.

something else that you studied and wish I hadn't left out of the list above.

AY 1995-96

MU225a/b-J oseph
.1ects at 9:30 on Monday, Wednesday and alternate Fridays in CB O158 or O194

Attendance js mandatory. We will learn Logclhcr. Your accomplishmenl of the goals specified and.
consequcmly, your graLlc will be seriously affcclcLI by your allcnc.Jarn:c.
No grades of "Incomplete" will be given at year's end.

Completion Requirements
(in suggested order of completion)

Don't be bashful or too proud to ask for help with, or confirmation of,
what you are working on.
1. Complete MICRO"NOTES (Intervals. Triads and 7th chords)

2. Complete PRACTICA MUSICA (print out periodic copies of your score sheet)
3. Complete HypcrCard Stack Music To Learn Music By (you will be expected to sing 24 of the
songs as unaccompanied solos (for me in private). At least one song is to be completed each week.)
4. 40 CHORDS
a. Using B-1 as your pedal bass, and as the root, 3rd, 5th, and 7th of all possible chords, write
the 40 chord "chain" (3x4 triads=l2, 4x7 seventh chords=28) in open voicing; with proper voice leadings
and chord identifications. Write on four staves (S-A-T-B) Use whole notes.
b. Experiment with the order of your chords. Be creative. Your product should be unlike any of
your classmates'.
c. Transpose your first "40" to each of the eleven remaining chromatic locations.
5. COMPOSITION
Using any combination of notation and seguencing programs, write a composition (or a set of
compositions) utilizing four-part harmonic procedures; that include the following:
a. all diatonic Major & minor chords in your "key of choice",
to appear in root position, 1st & 2nd inversion;
b. as many four-tone chords as you wish, but be sure to include a
wide assortment of dominant function chords;
c. the passing 6/4, pedal 6/4 and cadential 6/4;
d. s~veral varities of deceptive cadences;
e. secondary dominants, including y7/ii, iii, IV, V,vi, VII, b!II & bVI; and
viio7/II, III, iv, v, VI,vii & bVll;
f. at least nine tertiary dominants with examples ofX7, x07, p7, p0 7 and p07
function chords using both the leading tone substitution and the pivot tone;
g. at least four modulations to keys other than the original key, with an
eventual return to the original key;
h. don't overlook the programs' capacity to do repetitions,
sequences, transpositions and any otherwise tiresome, tedious tasks.
1. the best procedure is to check with me often as you proceed.

• • • • • • •
and ...
Make the Music Computer Lab your "home" (where you do your "homework.")
Make 1Y::'.Q print "record" copies of all of your work in its completed form;
one copy for yourself and one for me.
-i:,..,..1

°-n,r,i/ ahout what vou will have accomplished this year!!

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT EDWARDSVILLE
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
SUGGESTED REPERTOIRE FOR 1995-1996
MUSIC ENTRANCE & SCHOLARSHIP AUDITIONS
NOTE: All prospective students will be asked to sightread at the audition.

YJOLJN
J.S. Bach: Concerto in A Minor
Mozart: Concerto No. 5 in A Major
Beethoven: Romanzain F Major, Op. 50
Handel: Sonatas
Dvorak: Sonatina in G Major, Op. 100

VIOLA
Telemann: Concerto in G Major
Eccles: Sonata in G Minor
Marais: Five Old French Dances
Handel: Concerto in B Minor
Hoffmeister: Concerto in D Major

CELLO
Schroeder: Selected Etudes from "170 Foundation Studies," Vol. I
Saint Saens: Concerto No. I (1st movement)
J.S. Bach: Movements from Suites No. I, No. 2, or No. 3
Haydn: Concerto in C (1st movement)
Boccherini: Concerto in B-flat (1st movement)
Beethoven: Sonatas
Brahms:. Sonatas

STRING BASS
Marcello: Sonatas A Minor, E. Minor, and C Major
Bunhard Ramberg: Sonata No. I, Op 38
J.S. Bach: Suites (transposed for double bass)

FLUTE

ALTO SAXOPHONE

GODARD:AUegretto and ldylle
J. S. Bach: Any Sonata (two movements)
Mozart: Concerto in D or G Major (two movements)
Chaminade: Concertino

Pierre Lantier: Sjcilenne
Heiden: Sonata
Guilhaud: Premier Concertina

.QB.QE

TENOR SAXOPHONE

Handel: Concerto Grosso,B-flat Major, No. 8
Telemann: Sonata in A Minor

Guilhaud: Premier Concertjno
Cohen: Introduction & Czardas

CLARINET
Cavallirii: Adagio and Tarantella
Weber: Concertjno
Rabaud: SolodeConcours
Weber: Concerto I or 2
Mozart: Concerto
Voxman: Concert and Contest Collection (Select any solo)

BASSOON
Mozart: Concerto in B-flat Major
C.M. von Weber: Concerto, Op. 75
Weissenborn: Etudes (any two contrasting etudes)
TRUMPET
Haydn: Concerto (one movement)
Hummel: Concerto (one movement)
Hindemith: Sonata {one movement)

FRENCH HORN
Mozart: Concerto No.3
Mozart: Concerto No. 4
R. Strauss: Concerto No. I

SIUE Music Entrance and Audition Repertoire List-Page 2
TROMBONE
Hindemith: Sonata
Spillman: TwoSonas(Bass Trombone)
Barat: Andante and Allegro
Bordogni/Rochut: Melodjous Etudes.Book I, No. I

EUPHONIUM
White: Lyrjc Suite
Simon: Wjjlow Echoes
Smith: Annie Laurie

TUBA
Persichetti: Serenade No. 12
Vaughn Williams: Concerto

PERCUSSION
Each candidate must perform creditably the following:
I.
Snare Drum
A Perform, in concert style, a solo or etude of moderate difficulty such as:
I. Goldenberg: "Etude in 6/8" (page 48) from the Modern School for Snare Drum
2. Albright: "Study No. 3" from Contemporary Studies for Snare Drum
3. Cirone: "Study No. 2" from Portraits jn Rhythm
8. Demonstrate control of the sustained roll at all dynamic levels
II. Marimba,-Xylophone, or Vibraphone
A Perform a solo or etude of moderate difficulty such as "Melody No. 3"(page 28)from
the Modern School for Xylophone
8. Perform, from memory, one octave, all major scales and arpeggios
111. Timpani
A Perform a solo or etude of moderate difficulty such as "Exercise No. 4"(page 49) from
the Modern School for Timpani
8. Demonstrate control of the sustained roll at all dynamic levels
C. Tune the tirr.pani
IV. The candidatP. may perform a Multiple Percussion solo or etude in lieu of one of the above
requirements

VOICE
Two contrasting selections from the appropriate volume of the The Young Singer (Soprano,
Alto, Tenor, Bass) published by R. D. Row, or similar standard classical songs or arias. To
audition as a transfer student with upper class standing, the student should select more
advanced repertoire and demonstrate a proficiency in foreign languages (i.e., Italian, French, and
German).

MUSICAL THEATER
One selection from the appropriate volume of The Young Singer (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass)
published by R.D. Row, or similar standard classical song or aria; and one selection from a
musical theater show; one monologue reading from a musical production. To audition as a
transfer student with upper class standing, the student should select more advance repertoire.
INSTRUMENTAL JAZZ
Perform one jazz selection (any jazz etude, standard tune, transcription, rock tune, original
composition, or standard classical piece). Prospective $tudents will be asked to improvise (any
jazz standard, blues, or rock piece). Rhythm instrument players should be prepared to
demonstrate accompanying techniques (comping chord changes). Drummers should be prepared
to demonstrate the following rhythm feels: (I) swing, (2) rock, (3)1atin-samba, (4)bossa nova.

SIUE Music Entrance and Audition Repertoire List-Page 3

CLASSICAL GUITAR
Perform one piece (or single movement) from either composer in .each group below:
A. J.S. Bach or S.L.Weiss
8. F. Sor or M. Giuliani
C. H. Villa-Lobos or A. Lauro
The overall audition should demonstrate melodic and arpeggio style playing.

HARP

Naderman: Book of Seven Progressive Sonatas., Op. 92 (Select any sonata)
Grandjany: Petite Suite Classique (Select any two movements)

ORGAN
J.S. Bach: Any Choral Prelude or Prelude and Fuoue
Brahms: Any Chorale Prelude from Op. 122
Langlais: Organ Book (No. I-Prelude. No. 5-Musette, or No. 10-Pasticcio)
PIANO
Performance Majors:
A. Perform at least two pieces from memory from two different periods. Selections
should equal the difficulty of:
I. Baroque: Bach Inventions, Preludes and Fugues, French Suites, Scarlatti Sonatas
2. Classical: one movement of a Mozart, Haydn, or early Beethoven sonata
3. Romantic: Chopin Mazurkas or Preludes, Short works of Brahms or Schumann
4. Contemporary: Bartek Hungarian Folk Songs or Sonatina: Kabablevsky Preludes
8. Technical
I. Scales-four octaves, major and minor, hands together
2. Arpeggios-four octaves, major and minor, hands together
II. Music Education Majors:
A. Perform one piece from memory and one with the music from two different periods.
Selections should equal the difficulty of such pieces as:
I. Baroque: Bach, Inventions or Little Preludes
2. Classical: one movement of a Clementi Sonatina or the Beethoven Sonata, Op. 49
3. Romantic: the more difficult pieces from the Album for the Young by Schumann,
Chopin Mazurkas. Grieg Lyric Pieces. or Brahms Waltzes
4. Contemporary: Prokofieff, Children's Pieces. or Bartek, Mikrokosmos Ill
B. Technical
· I. Scales-two octaves, major and minor, hands together
2. Arpeggios-two octaves, major and minor, hands together

I.

ACCOMPANIST
Instrumental candidates are encouraged to bring their own accompanists to the audition.
However, it is not mandatory for instrumentalists to bring an accompanist to the audition.
Vocalists must bring an accompanist to the audition or inform the SIUE Department of Music
that they will be needing an accompanist at the audition.
For further information contact:
Dr. John R. Bell
Coordinator of Music Auditions and Scholarships
Department of Music-Box 1771
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Edwardsville, IL 62026
(618) 692-2015 or 692-3900

UNIVERSITY OF ILLlNOIS
UNDERGRADUATE AUDITION REQUIREMENTS

Auditions are scheduled through the Coordinator of Undergraduate Music Admissions only. He may be
reached at 2l7/244-0551. The audition committee will consist of faculty members of the School of Music
whose primary performance area is that in which the audition is performed.
The applicant must demonstrate natural musical ability, accurate technical facility, and knowledge of musical
fundamentals specific to the performance area of specialization. For the audition, the prospective student
must provide a copy of all music to be performed and submit a list of compositions studied during the past
four years.
Scales and arpeggios are to be played from memory. Candidates for the major in piano performance are
required to play all audition repertoire from memory. All other piano candidates are required to play one
composition by memory. All applicants will be asked to sight read a composition of moderate difficulty on
their principal instrument.

MUSIC PERFORMANCE

1. Successful completion of an audition on your applied instrument (as listed below).

MUSIC EDUCATION
1. Successful completion of an audition on your applied instrument (as listed below).
2. Successful completion of a music education interview, to be taken on the same day as your audition on a
walk-in basis.
MUSIC COMPOSITION/THEORY

1. Successful completion of an audition on your applied instrument (as listed below).
2. Successful completion of a music composition/theory interview, to take place immediately after
instrumental audition on a first-come, first-serve basis.
3. Presentation of original compositions, arrangements and/or a writing sample concerning music theory or
analysis.

MUSIC ffiSTORY
1. Successful completion of an audition on your applied instrument (as listed below).
2. Successful completion of a music history interview, to take place immediately after instrumental audition
on a first-come, first-serve basis.
3. Presentation of transcripts from most recently attended institution (i.e. previous college or high school).
4. Writing sample, preferably dealing with a musical topic.

PERCUSSION
The School of Music will provide instruments for the audition. The audition will include ALL of the
following:

Snare Drum
1. A solo or etude of moderate difficulty performed in concert style.
2. Sight read music of moderate difficulty.
3. Demonstrate control of the sustained roll at all dynamic levels.

Marimba or Xyl.ophone
1. A solo or etude of moderate difficulty.

2. Sight read music of moderate difficulty.
3. All major scales and arpeggios (two octaves) and all minor scales and arpeggios (one octave).

Timpani
1. A solo or etude of moderate difficulty.
2. Tune the timpani.
3. Sight read music of moderate difficulty.
4. Demonstrate control of the sustained roll at all dynamic levels.

VIOLIN
1. Major, melodic minor and harmonic minor scales in three octaves.
2. Two etudes to be chosen by the student from any of the following: Dont Op. 35 or 37, Gavinies 24
Etudes, Rode 24 Caprices, and Kreutzer 42 Studies.
3. The first movement of a standard concerto.
4. A movement from any of the Bach solo sonatas or partitas.

VIOLA
1. Major, melodic minor and harmonic minor scales in three octaves.
2. Two etudes to be chosen by the student from any of the following: Kayser Op. 24, Mazas Etudes Book
I, or Kreutzer 42 Studies.
3. A fast and a slow movement from a standard concerto or sonata.

CELLO
1. Any major scale in three octaves.
2. The first movement of a sonata or a concerto.
3. A movement from a Bach Suite.

DOUBLE BASS
1. Major, melodic minor, and harmonic minor scales up to three sharps and three flats, through two
octaves.
2. An exercise or an etude from any standard method book.
3. Two solo compositions of contrasting style.

HARP
1. Demonstration of fundamentals and technical skills presented in Method far the Harp, Salzedo, Exercises
and Ebides, Lariviere, Exercises far Technique, Grossi or similar studies.
2. Performance of compositions such as: Chacone, Durand, Qnieb1de, Salzedo, BagateUes, Delio Joio,
Sonata in C minor, Dussek, Autnmne, Grandjany or Chaconne by Handel.

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale, illinois 62901-4302

February 29, 1996

School of Music
Mailcode 4302
618-536--8742
FAX: 618-453-5808

Erwin J. Hoffman
Parkland College Music C146
2400 W. Bardley Ave
Champaign IL 62821
Dear Prof. Hoffman:
I am enclosing syllabi for our theory classes. We use a three semester sequence plus
counterpoint in the spring of the sophomore year. We require a grade of C or better
in each theory class as a prerequisite for each theory class. Transfer students are
quized on their knowledge of counterpoint. (If counterpoint was included as part of a
four-semester theory sequence, we admit them to our junior level classes.
Faculty members involved in theory include:
Marianne Bateman
Daniel Mellado
Sook Ryeon Park
Robert Roubos
All can be reached by calling (618)536-8742 or by fax at (618} 453-5806.
NOTE: The syllabi for our Ear Training classes needs to be changed. We have been
using the Guido computer ear training as a supplement for a number of years. We
require 30 units of Guido for each semester.
Applied Music: We require all students to present a ten-minute performance for the
music faculty. They must do this before registering for junior level applied music.
Transfer students present this at the end of their first semester. We do not have
formal rep,ertoire guidelines, but use the grading system on the enclosed form.
Please call me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Daniel Mellado
Assistant Director
Phone (618)453-5806

PIANO
All major and minor scales and arpeggios in four octaves.
At least one composition by J.S. Bach (e.g. Two- or Three-part Inventions, Preludes and Fugues, etc.).
At least one movement from a sonata by Haydn, Mozart or Beethoven.
One composition from a composer of the 19th or 20th century.
S. Harmonization of a familiar melody to be selected by the audition committee.

1.
2.
3.
4.

ORGAN
Candidates may be admitted without previous organ study, however they must successfully complete a piano
audition as outlined above. (Memorization of one work is sufficient.) In addition, applicants already
studying organ should play a second audition on the organ, with repertoire including:

1.
2.
3.
4.

At least one polyphonic qomposition, such as the Preludes and Fugues of Bach.
A chorale prelude from the Orgelbuchlein of Bach.
A composition form the 19th or 20th century.
A four-part hymn setting.

VOICE
A professional staff accompanist will be provided by the School of Music without charge. Singing
foreign language is not required, but all pieces will be sung from memory.

in a

1. Two song from standard Art Song repertoire, such as the simpler songs of Schubert, Brahms, or
Schumann (sung in either German or English); early English or early Italian songs; songs in English by such
composers as John Duke, Celius Doughtery, Randall Thompson, Charles Ives.
2. Singing unaccompanied the major and natural, melodic, and harmonic minor scales.
3. Sight read a Bach Chorale of moderate difficulty, in your voice part.

WIND INSTRUMENTS
Wind instruments include: flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, trumpet or comet, trombone, french
horn, euphonium, and tuba. The candidate should demonstrate good embouchure, good tone, and accuracy.
1. Perform a solo, movements from a sonata or concerto, or etudes; demonstrating lyrical phrasing and
technical proficiency.
2. Possible sight reading.

Music Theory and Aural Skills Texts Adopted by Selected IUinois
Colleges and Universities 1996
compiled for AIMS by E. J. Hoffman, Parkland College (217) 351-2483
Aldwell and Schachter, Hannony and I-f.'Jice Leading. Bradley I-IV,
Arlin: Mu!>ic Source: (Anthology) NIU
Bach: 178 Four-Pa.rt Olorales. (Martino, ed) Bradley
Bach: 101 Chorales. Schmitt, Hall & McCreaty Wheaton III
Brahms: Complete Sjt711phonies. Bradley
Benjamin, Horvit, & Nelson: Mzlsjc for Anafysis. EIU I-II
Benjamin, Hotvit, & Nelson: Music for Sigh/singing. Wadsworth,1994
Millikin I-IV; ISU II
Benjamin, Horvit, & Nelson: Techniques & Mate.dais ol Tonal Music. NIU I-IV
Berkowitz: A New Approach to Sight Singjng. Norton 1986, NIU I-IV; Wheaton;
ISU III-IV; UIUC I-II
Benward, Carr, Kolosick: Introduction to Sigh6inging and .Ear Jraining. Wm. C.
Brown Millikin IV
Benward, Kolosick: A Technique .for listening. Wheaton
Benward: Workbook in .Ear Jraining.· SIUC III
Benward & White: Mu~ic in 7heory and .Fractice. Wm. C. Brown Wheaton II-IV
Blatter, Alfred: Jnstromentation/ 0.rr:hestration NY: Longman, 1980 Wheaton IV
Burkhart: Anthology lor Mu~ical Ana./Ysi~: Harcourt Brace 1992, EIU III-IV; NIU IV;
ISU III-IV; UIUC IV; SIUC III
Oough & Conley: Scale.!J; lnte.rva~ K~~ Jriad.!J; Rhythm Meter. Quincy I-II; ISU I
Duckworth, William: A Creative Approach to Mu.!Jic Fundamentals. Wheaton
Edlund, Lars: Modus Nova~: Bradley E.T. III
Friedmann, .Ear Jraining for 20th Century Music Yale Univ. Press, 1990, UIUC Ill_ _ _ __
Fleisher, Robert: .Exe.rr:ises in Hannonic Dictation & Keyboard Hannony NIU
Harder, Paul: Basic Materials in Music 7heo,y SIUC I
Kazez, Daniel: Rhythm .Reading. NIU; Mayfield, 1989 Millikin
Kostka & Payne: Tonal Hannony. w/workbook McGraw-Hill 1995, EIU I-IV;
WIU I-IV; Quincy III-IV; UIUC I
Kostka: Matelials and Teclmiques of20th Century Music EIU
Kraft: A New Approach to .Ear mining. Norton, 1967 NIU
Murphy & Melcher: Music for Study. SIUC I-II
Melcher, Warch, and Mast: Music for Study. Prentice Hall, 1988, Quincy I-II
Ottman: Music lor Sight-Singing. Prentice Hall 1986 EIU I-II; WIU; Bradley I-IV;
SIUC I-II; SIUE I-II
Ottman: .Elementary Hannony w /workbook Quincy I-II; SIUC I-III; SIUE I-II
Ottman: Advanced Hannony SIUC III
Shumway, Stanley: Hannony & E T. at the Keyboard. ISU II
Turek: Analylical Anthology of A1ilsic. McGraw-Hill EIU; Wheaton; Millikin
Turek: .Elements olMu.!Jic Concepts and Applications. Vol I-II UIUC II-III
White, Gary: Jhe Hannonic .Dimension w /workbook Wm C Brown 1991
Millikin I- IV

Software List
Selected Four Year Institutions
UIUC*

Computer Assisted Music Instruction Lab utilizes a variety of in-house generated
Hypercard stacks for melodic and harmonic drills in Aural Skills courses.

Practica Musica 3 by Jeffrey Evans. Copyright 1989; Ars Nova Software.

NIU
In process of crea~ng new computer lab usirig PC platform.
WIU
Pitchmaster used for Aural Skills drill.
Practica Musica used for Theory and Aural Skills drill.
Claire! sightsinging drill.
Students also have access to the World Wide Web via Netscape.

SIU-C*
Guido used for eartraining.

SIU-E
Computer integrated coursework utilizing MIDI equipped Lab.

Teachnology
Practica Musica
Freestyle
Band-in a-Box
Hypercard generated programs for drill.
MILLIKIN
MiBac Music Lessons for Theory instruction.
-Ear Training Tapes on reserve in School LibraryBRADLEY
Guido
Practica Musica
Listen
-Theory project required using MIDI equipped Computer Assisted Instruction LabQUINCY & WHEATON no information available.

* indicates required computer assignments

Software List
Parkland College Music Computer Lab
THEORY/EAR TRAINING SOFTWARE
Ear Training 2.5 by Bruce Benward/Timothy Kolosick. Copyright 1993
MacGamut - Intervals, Scales, and Chords 2.5 by Ann K. Blombach. Copyright
1995; MacGamut Software International
MacGamut - Melodic Dictation 2.0 by Ann K. Blombach. Copyright 1995;
MacGamut Software International
Practica Musica 3 by Jeffrey Evans. Copyright 1989; Ars Nova Software.
Claire! The Personal Music Coach by Arpeggio Software, Copyright 1993-94;
Opcode Systems, Inc.
MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS
..,'lundations of Music by Carl J. Christenson, Robert Nelson. Copyright 1997;
Wadsworth, Inc.

MUSIC LITERATURE/APPRECIATION: CD-ROM LISTENING SOFTWARE
Listen! by Joseph Kerman/Janis Kindred. Copyright 1995; Worth Publishers.
Enjoyment of Music/Norton Recordings by Daniel Jacobson and Timothy Koozin.
Copyright 1995; W.W. Norton & Co, Inc.
Bach and Before, from "So /I've Heard Series" by Alan Rich, Copyright 1992;
Voyager Company
The Rite of Spring/Stravinsky CD Companion by Robert Winter, Copyright 1992;
Voyager Company

MUSIC NOTATION/SEQUENCING/PLAYBACK SOFTWARE
Finale 3.5.2 Copyright 1993; Coda Music Technology

Z Vision by Dave Oppenheim/Ray Spears. Copyright 1991; Opcode Systems.
Band-in-a-Box 5.04 by Peter GannonCopyright 1991; PG Music Inc.

Hard ware List
Parkland College Music Computer Lab
Student Stations
Power Macintosh 6100/66
Macintosh Performa 636CD
Radius Pivot 15" Monitor
Apple(Sony) 15" Monitor
·Opcode MIDI Translator
Yamaha PSR 300 Keyboard

5
5

5
5

10
10

Teaching/Project Station
Power Macintosh 6100/66
Sony Multiscan 20" Monitor
Yamaha Clavinova CLP-360
TOA 3-D Mixer
Opcode Studio Plus II MIDI Translator
Proteus FX Sound Module
Yamaha TG-100 Tone Generator
Yamaha SPX 90-11 Effects Processor
Yamaha Stereo Cassette Deck KX-230
Kenwood Double Cassette Deck KX-96W
Yamaha Power Amp P207 5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LaserWriter Select 360 Printer
Hewlitt-Packard Scanjet 4P Scanner

1
1

Music Computer Lab Hardware
Student Stations
Power Macintosh 6100/66
Macintosh Performa 636CD
Opcode MIDI Translator
Yamaha PSR 300 Keyboard

5
5
10
10

Teaching /Project Station
Power Macintosh 6100/66
Sony Multiscan 20" Monitor
Yamaha Clavinova CLP-360
TOA 3-D Mixer
Opcode Studio Plus II MIDI Translator
Proteus FX Sound Module
Yamaha TG-100 Tone Generator
Yamaha SPX 90-II Effects Processor
Yamaha Stereo Cassette Deck KX-230
Kenwood Double Cassette Deck KX-96W
Yamaha Power Amp P207 5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LaserWriter Select 360 Printer
Hewlitt-Packard Scanjet 4P Scanner

1
1

Text Book List
Parkland College Music Program
THEORY/EAR TRAINING/FUNDAMENTALS

Music In Theory And Practice Vols.1&2
(Sixth Edition)

Benward/White.Copyright 1997.
{p

Ear Training A Technique for Listening *
(Fifth Edition)

Benward/Kolosick. Copyright 199f

Foundations of Music *
(Third Edition)

Christenson/Nelson.Copyright 1997.

MUSIC LITERATURE/APPRECIATION

Enjoyment of Music Chronological Version *
(Seventh Edition)

Machlis/Forney. Copyright 1995.

Listen! *
Third Edition)

Kerman. Copyright 1995.

INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN MUSIC

America's Musical Landscape
(Second Edition)

Ferris. Copyright 1993.

CLASS PIANO

Contemporary Class Piano

Mach. Copyright 1996.

INTRODUCTION TO RECORDING STUDIO

MUSIC SYNTHESIS

Finale & Jazz Arranging(Macintosh) *
(text is optional)
Indicates a text with integrated software.

Metzger. Copyright 1993.

University or College
Music Curriculum Articulation Study for Parkland College
_ _ ,1996
AQQlicable Course: (circle)

Music Theory I-lV, Ear Training I- rv, Music Literature, Applied music; ( group and
individual) New Technology ; other - - - - - - - - - Checklist: (to be collected Fall Semester if possible)
Collect course outline and syllabus of each course offered
· Distribute Parkland
equivalent
Text (if not in syllabus)_ _~ Exams: course final or sample
exams _ _ _ _ _ Junior entrance exam ________,
Inte:rviews and Observations: (rough draft only; to be revised and approved and
sent Fall, 1995 in advance of visits to each campus during Spring, 1996 semester.
Instructor Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . Courses taught FaII 1995_ _ _ _ __
_________________ Spring'96
Total class contact hours Fall '95
· Spring '96 _ _ _ _ ____,
Lab hours required:_ _~ Total freshmen enrolled in this course (include other
sections) Fall
· Spring_~ Sophomores ? Fall
· Spring~-~
Last revision or text change
· Strengths of present text:_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Weaknesses of present text: ______________________

Supplemental materials used: (workbook
· Texts:
Keyboard Skills expected at beginning and end of course:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Hrs
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Comparison of course outlines and syliabi: Units of instruction taught at this
University that I do not note in Parkland's Course outline/ Syllabus:

Units of instruction taught at Parkland that our University does not cover:

Contact person reconu11sndsd at the University .for further p1vgram infom1ation:

n2
University
Music Comnuter Lab: Hours exoected ner week ner student:
No. of Comnuters: ( Brand and -Model)
No. of stations
with keyboard
:
: CD ROM Stations/ anolications
- Staffing- by:
Hrs.
ner
week
with
facultv- monitors:
. Hrs. oer week with faculty instruction
. Hrs. ner week with
Student Monitors:
- : Software recommended for each class
assigned to the lab (please attach if not in syllabus)__________~
Most used software
; Classroom use of PC/proiector:
Other newly purchased applications
Student Fees:
Future expenditures planned _____________________

Piano Lab: Hours/week for piano classes_ _ _ _ _ _ _____,: for theory
classes:
for ear-training classes: _________
No. of stations ________,: Brand/model ________________,
Visualizer
Synthesizer(s)_________. Other- - - - V--•1---.-...:!
J.'-CJ
L.IUCU 1w

T---t---.~-'--J.11.:HI 1.1.\.,LUI

,__
LU

- - - 'ILQ\.,L.
- - ~ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tit..---\.,Ul
J. llUIIC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Hours available for use by students for practice/ composition________~
Other?_ _ _ _ _ _ _~ Available to older adults ?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, Precollege classes? _______ Which semesters?
Music Rehearsal rooms: No: ----~· Size- - - - - - - - - ~
Practice rooms with pianos _________~· "Without pianos ______.
Storage of music
Separate music library rooms_______,
Instrument Storage areas __________,
Instrument Rental Policy and Fees- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
TY-,pe and number of performing ensembles: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
Petiormance schedule of all performing ensembles (please attach)_ _ _ ___,
Number of community service petiormances for each ensemble_______
Ensembles that tour- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Funding by:
Information for transfer students: Scholarships available: __________,
Person to contact:_________________ Transfer Handbook or
"M,,c::ir c;+,1rlP-nt<:. r::,,-irlP
:::P,rnil:::ihlP?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Which
adn1issions counselor would you Tecon1mend that our sh.1dents contact?_ _ __
_,
When are auditions scheduled?
11

________

---

-

2400WESTBRADLEYAVENUE CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS61821-1899 217/351-2200

January 19, 1995

Erwin Hoffman
Fine and Applied Arts Department
Parkland College
Dear Ernie:
Your request for a sabbatical leave at full pay for the Spring Semester 1996
was approved by the Board of Trustees at its January 18, 1995 meeting.
Based on Board Policy, enclosed is a list of provisions related to your
sabbatical. Please contact me if you have any questions about these
provisions, and to sign the enclosed agreement statement.
I hope that you will find your sabbatical leave professionally and personally
rewarding; I am confident that it will be of benefit to Parkland.

J{{'£

Dale Ewen
Vice President
Academic and Student Services
DE:sr
attachment
cc:

Zelema Harris
David Jones
Human Resources File

sab\trans96

1995-96 ACADEMIC YEAR SABBATICAL LEAVE PROVISIONS

Based upon Board Policy 11.21 and past College practices, the following provisions shall
apply to 1995-96 academic year sabbatical leaves:
1.

Your sabbatical leave is for the 1995-96 academic year. Your 1995-96
base salary will not be affected by your sabbatical leave and your fringe
benefits will continue except that sick leave will not accrue during your
leave. You are not permitted to carry an overload while on sabbatical and
you may not engage in additional employment, unless authorized by the
President.

2.

During your sabbatical, you may use office and clerical assistance.

3.

You will be permitted a maximum of $500.00 for supplies and travel.

4.

At the conclusion of the sabbatical, a written report indicating what was
accomplished is required. A copy of the report is to be provided to the
President, Vice President for Academic and Student Services, and the
Director of Library Services. The written report is to be completed by
October 1, 1996.

5.

According to sub-section (3) of policy 11.21, you are required to sign a
statement agreeing to return to service at Parkland College for a one-year
term immediately following completion of the leave or you must repay
Parkland all funds received for the sabbatical. Please stop by the Office
of the Vice President for Academic and Student Services to sign this
statement.

11 /28/94
SABBATICAL LEAVE PROPOSAL
ERWIN HOFFMAN
Music : Fine and Applied Arts

Current Responsibilities: Instruct music theory classes; direct two jazz ensembles
and the community band; plan curricular offerings and advise students on transfer
options available at senior institutions in Illinois and other states. Plan and
implement performances of instrumental music ensembles. Share Program
Director responsibilities with Sandra Chabot. Recruit new students through
correspondence and visits to area high schools, and administer the music
scholarship mailings and auditions. Represent Parkland in Illinois Music Educators
Association and Association of Illinois Music Schools. Mentor new and part-time
faculty in music.

..Len.gtb of time needed: One semester; Spring 1996. Correspondence, compilation
of information needed and faculty interviews will be scheduled during the Fall
Semester before the sabbatical.
Proposal Summary: Assess awareness and acceptance of Parkland's newly adopted
Associate of Fine Arts curriculum that has recently been advocated by the Illinois
Community College Board for all community colleges. We need a new comparison
of the articulation of our music program offerings with those currently in effect at
those senior institutions that receive most of our transfer students: UIUC, ISU, EIU,
Millikin and Wesleyan Universities. Areas that do not articulate effectively at each
institution will be noted; possible solutions wi11 be researched and suggestions for
better articulation through modification and individualization of Parkland
curriculum content, physical facilities/ equipment and comparison of music
performance ensemble standards, scheduling and utilization will be offered.
Rationale I Purpose: I plan to enhance my effectiveness as a teacher and advisor by
first-hand observation of the music departments at major Illinois Colleges and
Univers1ties; specifically those listed above. I will visit each campus to obtain
information from intetviews with faculty and obsetvation of rehearsals, classes and
computer and piano laboratories regarding the scope and characteristics of each
University program. I will organize the data specifically by college and as a whole
in order to advise our students more effectively and better equip myself and our
music faculty to implement a more efficient music transfer curriculum at Parkland
College. Our music faculty will more effectively advise students and will be better
equipped to implement a more efficient transfer curriculum at Parkland College. A
secondary- benefit to this activity would be to demonstrate the strengths of
Parkland's music program to administrators and counseling and admissions
personnel who evaluate transferring Parkland music students.

Activities: I will develop a check-list of materials to be gathered; note questions to
be asked of the music faculty and admissions representatives; collect and exchange
syllabi of music theory, applied lessons, and performance classes; obtain sample
entrance exams to be given to entering transfer students; note physical plant and
equipment inventory strengths and weaknesses; check out the specific software, CD
ROM utilization, and type of new technology employed in the computer and piano
labs. The number of music ensembles and performances each semester will be
compiled. Recommendations wi11 be made for major revisions that could better
utilize our physical facilities and teaching personnel; Immediate changes could be
made in my course content to improve articulation with the music programs of
ISU, EIU and the U of I. I will compile for students a detailed recommended course
of study for transfer to each University music program complete with texts used.,
entrance exam requirements,, and listings of persons to contact for auditions and
program information so students will be more knowledgeable and less likely to take
courses that will not transfer effectively. Long-term development wm need to be
planned with Fine and Applied Arts chair David Jones and the curriculum
committee. An additional activity will be to visit high school music directors and
attend rehearsals of their ensembles as time permits on the anticipated two or three
trips that will be necessary to visit each University. Recruiting will be an important,
although incidental, part of this sabbatical.
lmpact and plans for sharing results: I will meet with Parkland music faculty and
share results of this investigation with both wtitten and oral presentations.
Information obtained from this investigation will be shared with the Association of
Illinois Music Schools at the annual or fall conference and could help both senior
and junior institutions to compare their programs and assess preparation and
continuity of study beyond the AFA degree. Increased understanding of the
applicability; credibility and relevance of the AFA degree could also result in
minimal transfer pro bl ems for our students.
Benefits: I am always stimulated by visits with colleagues at annual meetings of the
Illinois Music Educators Association and the Association of I11inois Music Schools,
but have not had the opportunity to personally visit classes in session at
universities other than the U of I. This project would be of great interest to me, and
help me keep my knowledge of other Illinois programs current. Parkland would
certainly benefit as outlined in the above Rationale/ Purpose. Students should
benefit from better advising and increased ease in the transfer of their credits to a
University of their choice.
Additional considerations: I began full-time service to Parkland College
August,1970. I have taught continuously with no leave or sabbatical.
.Budget: Use of college car or mileage allowance would be appreciated on the trips
to high schools and Universities, but I would travel at my own expense if necessary.

University or College
Music Curriculum Articulation Study for Parkland College
, 1996
Applicable Course: (circle)

Music Theory I-IV, Ear Training I-IV, Music Llterature, Applied music; ( group and
individual) New Technology; other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Checklist: (to be collected Fall Semester if possible)
Collect course outline and syllabus of each course offered___; Distribute Parkland
equivalent
Text (if not in syllabus)_ _~ Exams: course final or sample
exams _ _ _ _ _ Junior entrance exam _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Interviews and Observations: (rough draft only; to be revised and approved and
sent Fall, 1995 in advance of visits to each campus during Spring 1996 semester.
Instructor Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . Courses taught Fall 1995_ _ _ _ _ __
Spring'96 _ __
Total class contact hours Fall '95
· Spring '96 _ _ _ _ _~
Lab hours required:_ _~ Total freshmen enrolled in this course (include other
sections) Fall
· Spring~~ Sophomores ? Fall
· Spring'----~
Last revision or text change
· Strengths of present text:_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Weaknesses of present text: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Supplemental materials used: (workbook
· Texts: _ _ _ _ _ __
Keyboard Skills expected at beginning and end of course:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Hrs./week that class is taught in piano lab: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Comparison of course outlines and syllabi: Units of instruction taught at this
University that I do not note in Parkland's Course outline/ Syllabus:

Units of instruction taught at Parkland that our University does not cover:
Contact person recommended at the University for further program information:

p2
Univ.ersity____________________

Music J:..Qmputer Lab: Hours expected per week per student: _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
No. of Computers: ( Brand and Model) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No. of stations
with keyboard :
· CD ROM Stations/ applications _ _ _ ____,
Staffing by: ___________ Hrs. per week with faculty monitors: _ __
_ _ . Hrs. per week with faculty instruction _ _ _ _ _ _. Hrs. per week with
Student Monitors:
· Software recommended for each class
assigned to the lab (please attach if not in syllabus)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Most used software
· Classroom use of PC/projector:
_ _ ___,· Other newly purchased applications :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
- - - - - - - Student Fees:- - - - Future expenditures planned _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
--J

Piano Lab: Hours/week for piano classes_ _ _ _ _ _ ___,· for theory
classes:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : for ear-training classes:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
No. of stations
· Brand/model._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
___,
Synthesizer(s)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _~ Other- - - - Visualizer

_____

Keyboard Instructor to contact: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Hours available for use by students for practice/ composition_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Other? _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, Available to older adults? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~· Precollege classes?_ _ _ _ __
Which semesters?

___

Music Rehearsal rooms: No:
___,· Size- - - - - - - - ~
Practice rooms with pianos _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,· v\l:ithout pianos _ _ _ _ __,
Storage of music
· Separate music library rooms _ _ _ _ _~
Instrument Storage areas _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
__,
Instrur~ent Rental Policy and Fees

________________

IY-Pe and number of performing ensembles: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Performance schedule of all performing ensembles (please attach)_ _ _ _~
Number of community service performances for each ensemble_ _ _ _ __
Ensembles that tour_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
Funding by: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

....J

Information for transfer students: Scholarships available: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Person to contact:
Transfer Handbook or
"Music Students Guide " available?
Which
admissions counselor would you recommend that our students contact?_ _ __
___,
When are auditions scheduled?

_______

